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Welcome Address
It is a pleasure for us to offer you Abstracts Book for the 3rd International Conference on Advanced
Technologies, Computer Engineering and Science ICATCES 2020. Our goal was to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences and present
their latest research results, ideas, developments, and applications about all aspects of advanced technologies,
computer engineering and science. We decided to organize this event with the encouragement of our
colleagues in the hope of transforming the event into a symposium series. Our warmest thanks go to all
invited speakers, authors, and contributors of ICATCES 2020 for accepting our invitation. We hope that
you enjoy the symposium and look forward to meeting you again in one of the forthcoming ICATCES 2021
event.
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Ship Detection on Highly Complex Satellite Imageries
using CNN
Ibrahim GULATAS 1[0000-0002-0804-3588] and Metin TURAN 2[0000-0002-1941-6693]
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Abstract. Satellite imagery has a wide variety of usage for various markets
such as agriculture, defense and intelligence, energy and finance. The recent
improvements on the machine learning techniques help those markets to gather more information from the satellite imageries. One of the most challenging areas is detecting ships on large satellite imagery with complex environment. In this paper, we experiment a convolutional n e u r a l network model
for detecting ships on the c o m m o n s h a r e d satellite imageries. With the recent developments on the processing powers of the computers make it possible to
use deep learning algorithms. The feature extraction part and deep learning layers in the model were optimized. Moreover thanks to the simple heuristic approach used for detecting ships on the complex backgrounds, the proposed
method resulted with both remarkable increment of accuracy and decrement of
training speed than the researches have been done until now. Probability of detection metric and quality factor metric were obtained approximately 69% and
94% respectively.
Keywords: Ship Detection, Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Learning,
Machine Learning.

1

Introduction

The usage of machine learning techniques, and especially image processing, to solve
daily problems is increasing day by day. One of these topics is also the shipping traffic on the ports. It has been getting increase even faster than expected. The vast increase on the marine traffic also makes it possible of infractions like environmentally
destructions due to ship accidents, and moreover piracy, illegal fishing, drug trafficking, and illegal cargo movement. Current problems have compelled many organizations, from environmental protection agencies to insurance companies and national
government authorities, to have a closer watch over the open seas. As a result, automatic ship detection is one of the most challenging applications that gains attention to
deal with nowadays.
Aerial and satellite imageries are very important resource technology in order to
detect movements on time. They are also used in many fields for object detection such

1
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as, detection of roads, buildings, trees, plants, vehicles currently [1-2]. Some different
type of applications has been developed in order to detect ships on satellite and radar
imageries. The first example of these research has been done by Shengxiang Qi and
his colleagues [3]. They proposed a novel descriptor that determines ship histogram of
oriented gradient to discriminate real ships, which characterizes the gradient symmetry of ship sides. The second example of the rest is the research done by Gu-Hong
Nie and his friends [4]. They introduce a transfer learned Single Shot Multi-Box Detector (SSD) for ship detection. An object detection model pre-trained from a large
number of natural images was transfer learned for ship detection with limited labeled
satellite imageries. On the other hand, Harm Greidanus and others work on
Search for Unidentified Maritime Objects (SUMO) algorithm [5]. SUMO is a pixel
based CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate) detector for multi-look radar imageries
used for 20 years approximately. They investigated and discussed the algorithmic
approach in all of the steps of the ship detection: land masking, clutter estimation,
detection threshold, target clustering, ship attribute estimation and false alarm suppression. The other technique was proposed by Zikun Liu and others [6]. They first
analyzed the possibility of accurately covering all ships by labeling rotated bounding
boxes. Later, they constructed nearly closed-form ship rotated bounding box space in
order to reduce search space. Then, they selected a small number of highly potential
candidates by scoring each candidate in the space using a two-cascaded linear model.
Lately, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has been used widely
for object detection. Aerial and satellite imageries are appeal the researchers for object detection problems. These imageries are used for many
fields. Chen et al. used satellite imagery to detect vehicles with CNN [7].
Wu et.al detects fast aircraft in satellite imagery based on CNN [8]. Janalipour proposed a method for detecting damaged buildings by the help of
the aerial imageries [9]. Moreover, Li et al. proposed a method for detecting palm tree located on the images which are taken by an UAV [10]. One
of the most impressive researches of CNN applications has been done by
Zhang et al. [11] lately. They suggested two ship models, the “V” ship head model
and the “||” ship body one, to localize the ship proposals from the line segments extracted from a test image. Due to relatively small sizes, lack of reliable line segments,
they propose an improved saliency detection method to find these proposals. The
other valuable research has been achieved by Liu and his colleagues [12].
They observed that satellite imageries expose strip-like rotated assembled object
detection which is common in remote sensing images. Hence, they introduced the
rotated region based CNN (RR-CNN), which can learn and accurately extract features
of rotated regions and locate rotated objects precisely. Finally, Zou et al. were used
linear SVM classifier and CNN in order to detect ships, called t h a t m e t h o d SVDnet [13].
There are a few researches on the literature about ship detection on
aerial and satellite imageries. Most of these researches are applied to
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imageries to detect ships. SAR has wide
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angle vision, it does not affected from the clouds on the sky and it can
collect data at night as well as at daylight. For all these reasons researchers used SAR imageries to detect ships. Lin et al. [14], Kang et al. [15] and
Lend et al. [16] are some of the recent researches on this field. Faster RCNN based algorithms are the mostly preferred algorithms for SAR imageries.
Recent developments on the optical sensors and space technology
bring us the vast increase on the satellite numbers on the earth orbit.
This increase on the satellite numbers yields us to use these satellite
imageries to detect ships. However this new technology brings new challenges. The satellite imageries are taken with wide angle cameras which
cover a huge field. On the satellite imageries ships are demonstrated on
only a few pixels.
This research mainly focuses on ship detection on the locations which
have heavy marine traffic such as harbours, anchorage areas and narrow
straits, to help to authorities to regulate the traffic. These heavy traffic
area imageries also contain lots of objects that are located on the shore
and they create very complex backgrounds for detecting ships. With the
recent developments on the processing powers of the computers make it
possible to use deep learning algorithms. One of the most popular application fields of deep learning technique is the object detection on the images. A novel approach for ship detection on satellite imageries is experimented in th i s r e s e ar c h to get t h e advantage of the convolutional neural
networks (CNN). The results showed that thanks to the simple heuristic approach for detecting ships on the complex backgrounds results
with remarkable increment of accuracy and decrement of training speed
than the researches done until now.
This paper c ontinues with t he d e t a i l s of proposed m eth o d in the
section II. The performance ev alu atio n an d r esu lts are presented in the
section III. Finally, conclusion and discussions are given in Section IV.

2

Methodology

The data set used for this project is obtained by constellations of small satellites of
Planet Company [17]. The dataset contains 4000 number of cropped area images of
satellite imagery. The size of the images is 80x80 pixels (Fig. 1). The 25 percent of
the data set are ship images and the rest of them are non-ship images, namely there
are 1000 ship and 3000 non-ship images. On the satellite imageries ships are demonstrated on only a few pixels.

3
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Fig. 1. Shows the some sample of ship and non-ship

The entire data set is saved as .png image file. Each individual file name
contains specific information about the image. The each filename follows
a specific format: [label] [scene id] [longitude][latitude].png. The images
of the data set are converted and written into a .json file to speed up
training process and avoid loss of time when trying different training
models. During the creation of the .json file, the object is saved as four
lists. The first list consists of 19.200 integer values which show the pixel
information. These 19.200 integers are divided by 3. Each 6400 integer
value belongs to red-green-blue channels. The second list is the labels of
the images. The “0” value refers to non-ship images and “1” refers to ship
images. The third list gives the GPS location of the images. The fourth and
the last list contain the image id’s. Since this research is not focused on the
geographical locations of the ships the last two lists are ignored in this
study. Fig.2 shows the first four records of the .json object.

Fig. 2. The first four records of the .json object

4
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The “sequential” model of the “Keras” library is used for the creation of the
training model. First step of our research is to import the ship images to the convolutional neural network for feature extraction. Then polling layers are added to the
model in order to downsample the image. As it is mentioned herein before, the input
images are 80x80 pixels. It is shown on the Fig. 1, as ship figure on the images involves most of the pixels, so bigger kernel size could be used for feature extraction of
ship images. However, on the images which do not contain ship figure may need
smaller kernel size for feature extraction. For these reasons the convolutional network
designed with four convolutional layers each contains 32 neurons with 3x3 kernel size
and 4 polling layers with 2x2 pool size. This is generally well accepted and used
structure in the literature [18-19]. Fig. 3 shows the proposed CNN model and Fig. 4
shows the training model code.

Fig. 3. Proposed CNN model

Fig. 4. Training code
Gradient Descent based learning methods are used for the much of the successful
machine learning applications [20]. Gradient Descent methods are divided into two
sections as stochastic and batch gradient descent methods. Both of them have their
own characteristics. In general stochastic method is faster than batch method especial-

5
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ly on large datasets. Also stochastic method has better accuracy performance on nonlinear problems. Besides, stochastic method is more useful for the datasets which
changes gradually. For these reasons, “Stochastic Gradient Descent” (SGD) is chosen
as optimizer for this research. Different epoch numbers are tried to find the best training model. Besides, “categorical cross entropy” is used for loss function and “accuracy” is used as metric.

3

Results

The training model is saved into a .json file to prevent loss of time. The
training model tested on various test images. These test images are belongs to some harbour entrances which has lots of ship images as well
as lots of images on the land. Since these test images belongs to inshore
positions they have very complex backgrounds. This complex background
makes the problem even harder to detect one ship on an offshore image. Fig.
5 shows the one of the sample test image

Fig. 5. A sample test image

Our training model is applied to the test image with sliding windows
technique. Our method uses 10 pixels steps to search for ships on the
image. From the top left corner of the testing image, sliding windows are
iterated per 10 pixels. Each window has 80x80 pixels size. However if the
window only covers some part of the ship but does not cover the whole ship,
the window enlarged to locate the ship on the center of the window. For
the each window our training method is applied if the score of the window
is below the 0.9 value this window is marked as non-ship.
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If the score of the window is above the 0.9 this window is highlighted and marked
as ship. Also the coordinates of the highlighted area are shown on the screen.
We have tested our model on various test imageries. Our dataset is
trained with 80x80 pixels ship and non-ship samples. However the size of the our test
imageries are about 2800x1800 pixels and the biggest ship image only takes 94x39
pixels on the image. According to the epoch numbers, the accuracy of the model is
shown on Fig. 6 and loss is shown on Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Accuracy of the model

.
Fig. 7. Loss of the model

In this paper results of the only three of the test imageries are presented. Test images
used are given in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. We used the same performance metrics mentioned on the [6]. Probability of Detection (PD) and Missed Detection Rate (MDR), False Alarm Rate (FAR) and Quality Factor (QF) are often used to
quantitatively evaluate detection performance. They are defined as follows:

7
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PD = Ntt/Ndt

(1)

FAR = Nft/Ndt

(2)

MDR = Nut/Nat

(3)

QF = Nrt/Nat

(4)

Here, Ntt denotes the number of targets to be detected correctly, where Nft is the
number of detected error targets, Ndt denotes the number of all detected targets, Nut
represents the number of targets that are not detected, Nrt represents the number of
targets that are detected, and Nat represents the number of targets. Table 1 represents
the performance metrics of these 3 test imageries.
Table 1. Shows the evaluation of the test images
Image

PD

FAR

MDR

QF

Image-I
Image-II
Image-III
Total

0,69
0,75
0,65
0,69

0,31
0,42
0,35
0,35

0
0,22
0
0,06

100
0,78
100
0,94

Fig. 8. Test-I image
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Fig. 9. Test-II image

Fig. 10. Test-III image

The evaluation of our model shows that, it is very successful for detection of the ships
but it creates some false positives namely it marks some non-ship object as ships.
Comparison of our model with the recently proposed models on the literature shows
that our model has far more better results than other studies. Generally most of the
researches are using offshore imageries to detect ships which obtain very successful
results. On the other hand, the most related research [6] to our work found in the literature uses very similar test imageries. However, it experiments SAR imageries instead
of satellite imageries. This research average performance metrics are PD:0.36,
MDR:0,64, FAR:0.28, QF:0,72. These results shows that our model has better scores
for detecting ships.
The performance of the proposed Convolutional Network Model is also compared
one of the most popular object detection model AlexNet [21]. AlexNet model has
significant performance metrics on object detection problems, especially on images
with 256x256 pixels size. As it is mentioned herein before images in our training
dataset sized 80x80 pixels and ship images occupy most of these pixels. AlexNet

9
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model has the highest accuracy rate of 98% on the epoch 16. Training the model for
16 epochs takes 6753 seconds. On the hand, our proposed model reaches the highest
accuracy on the epoch 17 with the rate of 98.62% which is slightly higher. Moreover,
the training of our proposed network takes 980 seconds for 17 epochs which is almost
7 (6,89) times faster than AlexNet. The accuracy rates and runtimes of the each epoch
for both networks are given on Fig. 11.

4

Conclusion

Satellite imagery has a wide variety of usage area for various markets such as agriculture, defense and intelligence, energy, and finance. In this research, satellite imagery
is used for ship detection on images belongs to harbour entrance which has heavy
marine traffic.
Even though there are some researches about ship detection on aerial or
satellite imagery only a few of the aimed to detect ships on inshore area
which has a complex background. This complex background makes the
problem more confusing for object detection.
Convolutional neural network is used for this research. The evaluation metrics of
the proposed method is very remarkable comparing to the similar researches. The
accuracy of the proposed method is very high. On the three test images which are
mentioned herein before, almost all of the target objects are detected. However our
model creates some false positive defections. It labels some objects like breakwater
or piers as ships. We believe that with the some improvements using image processing technique, these false labels could be cleaned up.
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Fig. 11. Training of proposed model (on the left) and AlexNet (accuracy and runtime)
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Abstract. Domain specific dictionaries can help in order to obtain meaningful
information from big data. Studies in language lexicography have been focusing
on automatic dictionary creation lately. In this study, a new method is proposed
to create a domain specific English dictionary by unsupervised way. Furthermore, the dictionary can be extended later without any initialization cost.
Method requires an English document (or set of documents) related to the
specific domain which is a reference for initial process, called reference document. The meaningful words exists in the reference document are identified by
term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) values. A query with the
meaningful words obtained from the last iteration is applied to the Azure Web
Cognitive Search Interface. The meaningful words found in the new documents
obtained by the query are not added directly to the dictionary, evaluated by the
WordNet dictionary for the similarity of each meaningful word within the dictionary. The meaningful words with higher similarity values above a certain
threshold value (experimentally learned) are added to the dictionary until the desired number of words for the dictionary is reached. This method can easily be
adapted to the all languages dictionaries. Hash similarity metric is used to measure the performance of the dictionary. Dictionaries up to 75.2% hash similarity
were generated by tests applied on different subjects.
Keywords: Automatic Dictionary Creation, Big Data, Hash Similarity, WordNet.
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1

Introduction

There has been need to obtain meaningful information from big data lately. Domain
specific dictionaries can help in order to achieve this purpose. Therefore, studies in
language lexicography have been focusing on automatic dictionary creation. These dictionaries can be used for search engine optimization (Vorapatratorn et al. 2012), automatic summarizing systems (Hovy et al. 2001; Gholamrezazadeh et al. 2010), theme
determination (Habacha et al. 2011) and text classification (Nguyen et al. 2013) researches.
The dictionary creation process can be done manually (Kepuska et al. 2011), semiautomatically (Koeva et al. 2016), or automatically (Ellen 1993). Hand-created dictionaries are become static, and they require continuous external intervention to increase
the size of the dictionary, resulting in higher maintenance costs. It is important to automate this process in order to lower this maintenance cost and to obtain more generic
applications.
Riloff (1993) described the shortcomings of manual dictionaries. Knowledge-based
natural language processing (NLP) systems are often criticized although they have
achieved good success with specific tasks because they are dependent on a domainspecific dictionary that requires manual engineering knowledge. This bottleneck in engineering knowledge is not practical for implementing knowledge-based NLP systems
in real-world applications. Thus, these systems cannot be easily scaled or transferred to
the new fields.
In this study, an algorithm was proposed and experimentally tested with the aim of
creating an automatic dictionary for a specific domain. The initial step is to find meaningful words from the document (or set of documents) given by the user. This document
is called reference document. The meaningful words representing the reference document were identified using term frequency–inverse document (TF–IDF) values. The
first dictionary words, called seed words, are obtained from the meaningful words of
the reference document. A web search is then applied using the Azure Web Cognitive
Search Interface repetitively in order to construct a query using the meaningful words
obtained from the last iteration. The meaningful words found aren’t added directly to
the dictionary. Instead, the WordNet dictionary is used to evaluate the similarity of each
meaningful word within the dictionary so that adding meaningless words to the dictionary is prevented. In this dictionary, meaningful words with higher similarity values
above a certain threshold value (experimentally learned) are added to the dictionary
until the desired number of words in the dictionary is completed. Thus, the dictionary
will continue growing automatically and continuously without any intervention from
the outside.
Hash similarity was used to measure the overall similarity of the dictionary. The
notion of locality-sensitive hashing was first introduced by Indyk et al. (Indyk et al.
1998). For efficient near neighbor search, the locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) technique exploits special hash functions that make buckets contain similar keys (data), yet
it does not guarantee that all data in a bucket are similar to each other. The so-called
locality-sensitive hash functions provide high probability for similar data to be in the
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same bucket but low probability for dissimilar data to be in the same bucket (Lee et al.
2012).
In the second section of the article, prior works in the field of corpus generation are
discussed. The methods and studies used for dictionary creation are explained in the
third section. The data sets mentioned in the third section are explained in the fourth
section. Finally, results are discussed and evaluated in the last section.

2

Prior Work

TF–IDF has been successfully applied in many different NLP applications. One of these
important studies was by Paik (Paik 2013), who performed an effective ranking study
in 2013 using TF–IDF. In this particular study, Paik addressed the limitations of the
pivoted length normalization by exploiting new statistical factors in the Multi Aspect
TF (MATF) schema. One component of the term frequency is effective for short queries, while the other performs better on long queries. The final weight is then measured
by taking a weighted combination of these components, which is determined based on
the length of the corresponding query. Experiments conducted on a large number of
TREC news and web collections demonstrate that the proposed scheme almost always
outperforms five state-of-the-art retrieval models in a remarkably significant and consistent manner.
In another TF-IDF term weighting study (Al-Talib et al. 2013), a short message service (SMS) model was developed in order to determine the statistical importance of a
word for an SMS categorization. First, all SMSs are converted to text documents. After
the pre-processing of the SMSs, a vector space model is prepared, and a weight is given
to each term. This weighting method predicts the significance of a word for an SMS
classification problem. Experiments reported in the article showed that this weighting
method significantly improved the classification accuracy measured in many categorization tasks.
TF–IDF was also used in sentiment analysis studies (Das et al. 2018). Das and his
team proposed a technique for text sentiment classification using TF-IDF in conjunction with Next Word Negation (NWN). They also compared the performances of a binary bag of words model, the TF-IDF, with TF-IDF with “next word negation” (TFIDF-NWN) model for text classification. The results showed significant increases in
accuracy compared to earlier methods.
In 2018, Qaiser et al. (Qaiser et al. 2018) used TF–IDF for identification of keywords
in the document, and at some points pointed out the shortcomings of this method because this method yielded unexpected results. Although the words (“go”, “goes”),
(“play”, “playing”), (“mark”, “marking”), (“year”, “years”) in the documents have the
same word root, these words were perceived as words that altered the results. The
method was also criticized for the word, coexistence, and for the control of the document in terms of dictionary rather than meaning. It has been noted that TD–IDF can be
combined with other techniques, such as Naive Bayes, to obtain better results.
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As stated in the previous section, the dictionary creation process can be operated in
three different ways: (1) automatic; (2) semi-automatic; and (3) manual. In 1993, Riloff
conducted a study (Riloff 1993) on automatic dictionary creation. In this work, Riloff
developed a system called AutoSlog, a dictionary of domain-specific concepts for extracting information from a text. When AutoSlog is given text to be processed into the
system, AutoSlog extracts the user-requested information from this text and creates a
dictionary containing the relevant words. If the text supplied to the AutoSlog system is
related to the subject of the dictionary, the success of the dictionary will be high. AutoSlog dictionary, a dictionary containing the domain of terrorist events, was then created in five person-hours. The AutoSlog dictionary was then compared to a handmade
dictionary that was made by two talented graduate students, requiring approximately
1500 person-hours of effort. As a result, the AutoSlog dictionary provided 98% of the
performance of the handmade dictionary.
In 1999, while at Apple Computer, Silverman et al. (Silverman et al. 1999) described
the design and structure of the Victorian dictionary created to support speech synthesis
research and development. The Victorian dictionary consists of five main chapters: (1)
polyphony; (2) prosodic context; (3) repetitive speech; (4) function word sequences;
and (5) continuous speech. This dictionary is designed to cover a particular aspect of
each of the speech synthesis. The Victorian dictionary is written in United States
(American) English. The purpose of the Victorian dictionary is to collect of semantic
texts throughout speech. The dictionary was used in statistical estimation of the time
and step models for MacinTalk 4, the next generation text-to-speech system from Apple.
Another automatic dictionary creation study (Vorapatratorn et al. 2012) was executed by Vorapatratorn, Suchato, and Punyabukkana. This study describes the method
of automatic dictionary creation using a specific phonetic distribution. Usually, the system selects its data by downloading continuous text from the Internet through a webbased browser. The covetous algorithm is then applied to a given text in order to extract
the appropriate words, and this process continues until the appropriate text dictionary
is completed. The results of the study showed that the amount of data withdrawn from
the internet can achieve the target phonetic distribution and create a telephone coverage
area of 99.13%. This text dictionary could then be used to efficiently produce the speech
dictionary.
Grabar, Claveau, and Dalloux (Grabar et al. 2018) created a semi-automatic corpus
in French that provided medical data close to those produced in the clinical context and
included descriptions of clinical cases and their discussions. Overall, the corpus currently contains more than 397,000 word-occurrences, excluding punctuation marks.
The corpus is currently annotated with several layers of information: (1) linguistic
(PoS-tagging, lemmas) and (2) semantic (the Unified Medical Language System
[UMLS] concepts, uncertainty, negation, and their scopes). The corpus is continuously
enriched as more clinical cases are published.
One example research of automatic dictionary creation was MirasText (Sabeti et al.
2018). MirasText is an automatically generated text corpus for the Persian language. In
this study, over 250 Persian web sites were crawled and several fields, such as content,
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description, keywords, title, and others were extracted to generate MirasText. The generated corpus contains more than 2.8 million documents and more than 1.4 billion content words. MirasText is the largest Persian text corpus available that can be used for a
variety of natural language processing (NLP) applications, such as language modeling,
automatic summarization, keyword extraction, and title generation.
In the specific study achieved by Kepuska and Rojanasthien (Kepuska et al. 2011),
a data collection system was created to produce speech dictionary from movies, TV
series, and DVDs. The dictionary provides a lower cost solution compared with the
traditional speech dictionary acquisition method. In addition, it was stated that the collection of data and processing the dictionary was shorter.
Studies on creating a language dictionary using NLP techniques can be applied to
different languages. Although studies referring to the English language (Ellen 1993;
Silverman et al. 1999) are more numerous, there are also dictionary generation works
in other languages, such as Tigrinya (Abera et al. 2018), Thai (Vorapatratorn et al.
2012), French (Grabar et al. 2018), Arabic (Alansary et al. 2014; Alansary et al. 2008),
and Turkish (Aktas et al. 2016). In the latest version (Aktas et al. 2016), a detailed
WordNet literature research was conducted. As a result of this research, a dictionary
containing Turkish informatics terms was created. The words in the dictionary are
grouped according to their relationship, similarity, and class. It was stated that the resulting dictionary was larger and more comprehensive than other information dictionaries created up to date.
One of the latest works was completed by Vijay and his team (Vijay et al. 2018).
They created a Hindi-English code-mixed dictionary using tweets published online for
the last eight years. In order to create this dictionary, tweets were taken from Twitter,
using the Twitter Python API, which primarily uses the advanced search option in Twitter. All information, such as received tweets, timestamp, Uniform Resource Locator
(URL), text, user, retweets, answers, full name, identities, and likes were converted to
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. A comprehensive semi-automated procedure was performed to remove all noisy tweets. After completion of these steps, a
dictionary of 2866 words was created, and dictionary words were classified as happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, hate, and multiple emotions. Emotional analysis was performed for the tweets published online, and a 58.2% accuracy was obtained.

3

Method

In order to identify the meaningful words of the documents given to the system, the
documents are pre-processed initially. After meaningful terms are determined, they are
now candidates for the dictionary and web search. The general system schema is given
by Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. General structure of automatic dictionary creation

3.1

Pre-processing

Text pre-processing is one of the most important preliminary step of NLP and is often
troublesome but affects the success of the algorithm. In pre-processing, it is necessary
to remove prepositions, conjunctions, exclamations, letters, and words with no categorical meaning. These words, called stop words, must be filtered in the first step of text
pre-processing. Text pre-processing is applied to each document, and it is used for noise
removal, lexicon normalization, and object standardization.
After this process, the document words are converted to lower-case format. It is then
necessary to separate the words from the suffixes and find their root forms. The main
purpose of stemming is to reduce different grammatical forms/word forms of a selected
word, such as its noun, adjective, verb, or adverb, to its root form. The most common
rule-based stemming algorithm for the English language was developed by Porter, and
it is still most commonly used method to date. The most commonly known and easyto-use Porter Stemmer algorithm (Porter 2001) was used in this project. Examples successfully applied to stemming are given by Jivani (2011). Fig. 2 lists the stemming
algorithms in NLP.
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Fig. 2. Types of stemming algorithms

3.2

Selection of Keywords

At this stage, the main system task is to find meaningful words from both the initial
given documents and the documents returned from the web search. In this study, the
TF–IDF was applied to find the meaning values of words. TF–IDF consists of combination of two different concepts: (1) term frequency and (2) inverse document frequency. The TF–IDF is commonly used to weight each word in the text document according to its level of uniqueness. In other words, the TF–IDF captures the relationship
between words, text documents, and specific categories (Deepshikha et al. 2011).
Suppose we have a document, “T1”, containing 5000 words and the word “alpha” is
present in the document exactly 10 times. It is a very well-known fact that the total
length of documents can vary from very small to large, so it is highly possible that a
term may occur more frequently in large documents in comparison to small documents.
Thus, in order to normalize document length, the occurrence of any term in a document
is divided by the total terms present in that document to yield the term’s frequency. So
in this case, the term frequency of the word “alpha” in the document “T1” is
TF = 10/5000 = 0.002
Inverse document frequency (IDF) assigns less weight to common words and more
weight to less common words. For example, if we have 10 documents and the term
“technology”, is available in five of these documents, the IDF value is calculated:
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IDF = loge (10/5) = 0.3010
The TF–IDF calculation is equal to the product of the TF and IDF values:
TF-IDF = 0.002 * 0.3010 = 0.000602
First, all word frequencies in the document set are recorded in the database. Using
the formulas mentioned above, TF, IDF and TF–IDF values of each word are then calculated. An example of the metric values for the given document set is shown in Table
1. After calculating these values, the words with a meaning value above the threshold
are added to the dictionary. The resulting dictionary hash similarity values obtained by
adding different threshold meaning values are presented in detail in section 4.
Table 1. Term-Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF–IDF) values of words

3.3

DocumentId

Word

TF

IDF

TFIDF

1

season

0.0422

1

0.0422

1

yard

0.0578

0.6931

0.0400

1

pass

0.0533

0.6931

0.0370

1

player

0.0222

1

0.0222

1

game

0.0200

0.6931

0.0139

1

touchdown

0.0200

0.6931

0.0139

1

football

0.0133

1

0.0133

Creating the First Dictionary Words from The Starting Document

When the document related to the subject of the desired dictionary is initially given to
the system, the meaningful words of these seed document are determined using TF–
IDF. Only the highest TF–IDF value is added to the dictionary.
The web search is then started with this word. However, the rule of determining
meaningful candidate words for insertion into the dictionary through the web search is
not only the most meaningful word but also the words in which the TF–IDF values are
above 0.03.
3.4

Determination of Similarity Value

When candidate meaningful words are selected after a web search, a similarity value
using WordNet similarity is then calculated for each word with respect to the dictionary.
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Finally, the words with similarities above the similarity threshold value are added to
the dictionary. For example, after finding meaningful words for web search results,
suppose that three words with the highest TF–IDF values will be added to the dictionary. Suppose these three words are “student", "math", and "lesson". Let the words in
the dictionary be “team” and “ball”. A loop is then used to calculate the WordNet similarity of each meaningful word with the words in the dictionary. If we take the word
“football”:
WordNet Similarity (“football”, “team”) = 0.35
WordNet Similarity (“football”, “ball”) = 0.30
Total WordNet Similarity (“football”) = 0.35 + 0.30 = 0.65 is the result.
The average WordNet similarity value of the word is then calculated using formula
1.
Average WordNet Similarity =

(1)

According to formula 1,
Average WordNet Similarity = 0.65 / 2 = 0.325 is then calculated.
If the average WordNet similarity parameter value is defined as 0.35 in the application, then the word is not added to the dictionary; on the other hand, if the similarity
parameter value is 0.30, the word is added to the dictionary.
WordNet is the English dictionary database in the Cognitive Science Laboratory of
Princeton University. Names, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of
cognitive synonyms (synsets), each of which expresses a separate concept. The hypernym feature, a more abstract and general meaning of a word, is used in this database.
For example, by looking for the word hypernym for the word cat in the WordNet database, the concept of this word can be determined as animal. WordNet is free and can
be downloaded publicly. The structure of WordNet is therefore a useful tool for computational linguistics and NLP. Fig. 3 shows the WordNet hierarchy (Wei et al. 2015).
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Fig. 3. WordNet hierarchy sample

3.5

Web Search Process

The most meaningful word inserted into dictionary for the last iteration is used in the
next web search together with the synonym words obtained from WordNet. For example, if the word added to the dictionary is “student”, the synonym for “student” is “pupil”. In the web search, “student” and “pupil” are used together.
The Azure Cognitive Web Search Interface is used to search on the web. The words
to be used on the web search are combined with the space character and given as a
parameter to the Azure Web Search Service. For example, the words “Ronaldinho”,
“Barcelona”, and “el classic” are listed consecutively, and these words are used together
as “ronaldinho barcelona el classico” in the web search. The web search with these
words will result in more than one document. Among these documents, a single document that has not been previously processed is selected. Pre-processing steps are then
applied to this document, and new meaningful words are obtained. Thus, the dictionary
is constantly expanding with new documents, and the dictionary can be prevented from
repeating itself. This process continues until the dictionary reaches the number of dictionary words in which a parameter value is initially given by the user to the system.
Thus, a continuous cycle is provided in the system.
3.6

Determination of General Similarity Value of Dictionary

In this step, the similarity of the dictionary is determined using the SimHash algorithm.
The SimHash algorithm is an algorithm used to find similarity between files or web
sites in applications, such as a search engine, especially in text processing. The SimHash algorithm views two files as vectors and tries to find the cosine link between these
vectors.
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SimHash is a hash function, and the more similar its property is to the text input, the
smaller the Hamming distance of the hash values (Hamming distance is the number of
locations in which the corresponding symbols are different). The algorithm works by
dividing the text into pieces and combining each piece with a selected function. Each
mixed set is represented as a binary vector, and the bit value is converted to +1 or –1
depending on whether the bit value is 1 or 0. In order to obtain SimHash, all bit vectors
as bitwise are collected. Finally, if the total is negative, the bits that result as 1 are
otherwise are set to 0.
The SimHash algorithm has been used in many different studies for the purpose of
similarity detection. For example, in studies by Jiang and Pi (Jiang et. al 2011; Pi et al.
2009), the SimHash algorithm is used to obtain document similarity. Fig. 4 illustrates
the working procedure of the SimHash algorithm (Ho et al. 2014).

Fig. 4. Working procedure of the SimHash algorithm

4

Experiments

For all dictionaries, documents belonging to the sports data and containing HTML content used in the study (Turan et al. 2018) were given to the system as a starting point.
First, the number of dictionary words was set at 25, 50, and 100. The effect of the
meaning value of a word calculated by the TF–IDF was then evaluated for candidate
word selection for dictionary. Finally, the effect of the number of documents given
initially was used in the experiment. For each experiment, the dictionary similarity values were calculated and discussed.
4.1

Experiment I

In the Table 2 below, the hash similarity value for 25 words limited dictionary initialized by only 1 sport (badminton) document is given.
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Table 2. Hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized by only one sports
document
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.03

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

25

Number of Starting Documents

1

Dictionary Similarity Value %

75.2

The similarity value of the 25 words dictionary was shown to be higher than the
dictionaries with 50 and 100 words. The most important reason for achieving this similarity value was that the new documents obtained from the web causes deviation from
the original reference document topic. Fig. 5 lists the words obtained for parameters
given in the Table 2.

Fig. 5. Twenty-five words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports document

In Table 3, the hash similarity value for the 50 words limited dictionary initialized
by only 1 sport (badminton) document is given.
Table 3. Hash similarity value for the 50 words limited dictionary initialized by only one sports
document
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.03

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

50

Number of Starting Documents

1

Dictionary Similarity Value %

73.8
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The similarity value of the 50 words dictionary was higher than the dictionary with
100 words. Obviously, when all parameters were kept constant, and only the number
of dictionary words was increased, the dictionary similarity value decreased. Fig. 6 lists
the words obtained for the parameters given in Table 3.

Fig. 6. Fifty words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports document

In Table 4, the hash similarity value for the 100 words limited dictionary initialized
by only one sport (badminton) document is given.
Table 4. Hash similarity value for the 100 words limited dictionary initialized by only one sports
document
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.03

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

100

Number of Starting Documents

1

Dictionary Similarity Value %

68.7

The similarity value of the 100 words dictionary was lower than the similarity values
of the 25 and 50 words limited dictionaries. Using this result, we could make an inference: When the maximum number of words in the dictionary increases, deviations oc-
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cur in the dictionary after a certain number of words. The factor that causes the deviation originates from the web search that was done with this word after adding an unmeaningful word to the dictionary. In order to prevent deviations in the dictionary, the
dictionary should be checked periodically, and words relating to this document should
be added to the dictionary based on the initial reference document. Fig. 7 lists the words
obtained for the parameters given in Table 4.

Fig. 7. One-hundred words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports document

4.2

Experiment II

In this experiment, the effect of the meaning threshold value of a word was examined.
If the meaning threshold value was selected to be 0.03, words with meaning values
greater than this meaning threshold value became candidates for the dictionary. If this
threshold was applied through selection of dictionary words, higher dictionary similarity values were obtained. On the other hand, when words with a meaning value less
than 0.03 are added to the dictionary, lower dictionary similarity values are obtained.
In the following experiments, the threshold value for the TF–IDF was selected 0.02,
and 25 and 50 words limited dictionaries were created in order.
In Table 5 below, the hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports (badminton) document is given.
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Table 5. Hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports
document
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.02

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

25

Number of Starting Documents

1

Dictionary Similarity Value %

62.5

One sports document (badminton) was again given to the system, and as a result of
the calculation with the TF–IDF, a 25 words limited dictionary was produced using the
words with a meaning value equal or lower than 0.02. The overall similarity value of
final dictionary was calculated using the hash similarity method, and a 62.5% similarity
was obtained. This similarity value was lower than the similarity value of all of the
dictionaries obtained by adding the words with the meaning value over 0.03. It was
noted that addition of words lower than the meaningful threshold value to the dictionary
caused deviations and decreased the similarity of dictionary words. Fig. 8 includes dictionary words obtained in this experiment.

Fig. 8. Twenty-five words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports document

In the Table 6, the hash similarity value for the 50 words limited dictionary initialized by only one sports (badminton) document is given.
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Table 6. Hash similarity value for the 50 words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports
document
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.02

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

50

Number of Starting Documents

1

Dictionary Similarity Value %

59.2

The overall similarity of this dictionary was calculated using the Hash similarity
method and was equal to 59.2%. This similarity value is lower than the expected similarity value of the 25 words limited dictionary described in Experiment I. Fig. 9 includes
the dictionary words obtained in this experiment.

Fig. 9. Fifty words limited dictionary initialized with only one sports document

4.3

Experiment III

In this experiment, the effect of the number of documents fed to the system initially
was studied. In the following experiments, two different dictionaries of 25 words were
created by giving two and three initial documents to the system.
In the Table 7, the hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized by two sports (badminton)-related documents are given.
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Table 7. Hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized with two sport
documents
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.03

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

25

Number of Starting Documents

2

Dictionary Similarity Value %

62.7

When all parameters were kept constant, however the number of documents initially
fed to the system were changed, the similarity value of the dictionary for a small number
of initial documents then becomes higher. This finding can be explained by deviations
in the dictionary words based on the initial given documents. Fig. 10 lists the words
obtained for the parameters given in the Table 7.
announce

associate badminton

bwf

canada

championship

contact

court

dimense double

entry

event

game

inform

line

person

rule

service

side

sport

team

ticket

video

yonex

zone

Fig. 10. Twenty-five words limited dictionary initialized with two sport documents

In Table 8, the hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized
by three sports (badminton) documents is given.
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Table 8. Hash similarity value for the 25 words limited dictionary initialized by three sports
documents
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

Dictionary Similarity Threshold of the Word

0.03

Dictionary Maximum Number of Words

25

Number of Starting Documents

3

Dictionary Similarity Value %

60.3

The similarity value of the 25 words limited dictionary created with three initial documents was the lowest dictionary similarity value, including almost the dictionaries
shown in experiments 1 and 2. It should be noted that even if the TF–IDF meaning
value is set to 0.03, dictionaries with a high success rate cannot be obtained when too
many initial documents are given. Fig. 11 lists the words obtained for the parameters
given in Table 8.
associate

august

badminton

championship

change
dont

contact

court

date

dog

entry

event

game

hour

inform

partner

player

point

score

service

side

time

world

year

weight

Fig. 11. Twenty-five words limited dictionary initialized with three sports documents

5

Results

In this study, meaningful words of the seed documents were calculated using the TF–
IDF, and a specific domain dictionary was automatically created. Through this study,
the effect of establishing a similarity threshold between a candidate word to be inserted
into dictionary and the dictionary, dictionary size, and the effect of initial number of
documents were researched. As a result, we can conclude three findings from these
experiments:
(1) The first one indicates that when the dictionary size grows, the similarity of dictionary then decreases intuitively as expected. This can be explained by less deviation
in the dictionary because the number of dictionary words was small;
(2) The second one is to establish bigger threshold for the meaningful value of a
word in order to add to the dictionary enhances the dictionary similarity. This is a result
of selecting more meaningful (similar) words; and
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(3) The third one indicates that when the number of initial documents given increases, dictionary similarity significantly decreases as a result of the differences of the
contents of the given documents.
The work was compared with similar studies, and it is obvious that the results of the
study are quite successful in terms of average results, dictionary creation, and growth
rate. The study (Vijay et al. 2018) mentioned in the literature review section achieved
successful results in automatic dictionary creation in two studies. However, unlike Vijay et al. (2018), the web search section was included in this work. This work is more
valuable than the study of Vijay et al. (2018) in terms of working on instant and current
data. Moreover, the WordNet similarity calculation is used in this work in order to determine whether the words to be added to the dictionary are related to the subject to be
created. In general, the following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the work.
· The set of documents should be related to the dictionary you want to create. If the
system is presented with a set of documents that are not associated with the desired
dictionary, the resulting dictionary will contain meaningless words.
· Once meaningful words are found, the words above dictionary similarity threshold
value are added to the dictionary. When similarity threshold value is increased, the
speed of dictionary creation decreases, while Hash similarity of the final dictionary
increases.
· Web search is made with meaningful words added to the dictionary. When searching
the web with a certain percentage of these words, not all the meaningful words, the
success rate will change positively.
· Querying with the last words added to the dictionary for processing with different
data continuously during the web search process will prevent duplication of the dictionary. It is therefore useful to mark the last words in the dictionary.

6

Future Works

The following studies, which are thought to contribute to the literature, will be discussed.
· Since the suggested system operates in a continuous growth manner, the number of
iterations in which the system approaches saturation can be determined.
· A WordNet similarity method was used to calculate the similarity value between the
words in the dictionary. According to the WordNet similarity result, it is decided
whether or not to add the word to the dictionary. Different similarity techniques
could also be examined. For example, Word2vec similarity method and WordNet
similarity method could be compared. Structural differences between the two dictionaries could then be revealed.
· Once it has been determined to add a word into the dictionary, all synonyms of this
word could be added to the dictionary together. SimHash algorithm could be calculated by comparing the results.
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Abstract. Fingerprint recognition is usually based on comparing the feature
points in the fingerprint and their parameters. Therefore, it is important for fingerprint recognition systems to clean and improve the fingerprint image, to correctly identify the feature points and parameters to be used in fingerprint recognition systems, and to perform the comparison process correctly. Fingerprint
technology was never foreseen to be used to unlock mobile phones and authenticate payments, or to arrest criminals. Autocoders are neural networks that usually obtain a lower dimensional representation of the data and try to produce the
same data as output using this representation. With this feature, the training of
self-coding, which is an example of demonstration learning, is realized through
unattended learning. In this paper, convolutional auto encoders are used to reconstruct latent or damaged fingerprints is proposed.
Keywords: Autoencoder, Convolutional Neural Networks, Fingerprint

1

Introduction

Biometrics is the identification of individuals using behavioral or physiological features. Because they use behavioral or physiological characteristics that are different in
each person, they are more reliable than traditional knowledge-based and key-based
approaches in distinguishing empowered individuals and fraudsters. Besides, they
require the person to be identified to be at the point of identification. The biometric
meets the security requirements needed in the electronic communication environment
and will be the dominant automated person recognition method soon. A biometric
system is essentially a pattern recognition system that makes personal identification
using the physiological or behavioral characteristics of users [1]. Logically, it can be
divided into two units, the recording unit, and the identification unit.
The registration unit does the job of registering different people to the biometric
system. During the registration process, a biometric characteristic of a person is read
through a biometric reader, and a raw digital equivalent of this characteristic is obtained. To facilitate the matching process, the raw digital response is processed by the
feature extractor to obtain a small size but meaningful template containing the features of this digital equivalent. According to the application, the template is saved on
a magnetic card or smart card, which will be given to a central database or person.
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The identification unit comes into play at the stage of granting access to persons. In
this process, the raw digital equivalents of the biometric characteristics taken from
individuals with biometric readers are processed by the feature extractor and the response obtained in the previous stage is created. This response is given to the feature
mapper. The feature mapper compares and identifies the templates it obtains from the
template database. An identification system is essentially a database access system. In
addition to the level of security applied to the processed identity entry, two other
measures of accuracy should be provided, such as the sensitivity and recall that characterize the access accuracy of the database access system, to determine the adequacy
of the system. Sensitivity can be defined as the ratio of the number of real records
from templates called by the identification system from the database to the total number of templates called from the database. Recall, on the other hand, is the ratio of the
number of real records from the templates called from the database by the identification system to the real records in the database. In addition to accuracy, verification/identification speed is another important measure of performance. There is an
only one-to-one comparison in a verification system, and the speed performance is
related to the response time of the verification (and feature extraction) algorithm, that
is, more precisely, the computational complexity of the algorithm used. It is generally
easy to ensure that a verification system is at the desired speed. But in an identification system, especially in systems that use a database of millions of templates, many
comparisons need to be made to identify an individual. Factors such as speed performance, response time, throughput, computational complexity, scalability affect.

2

Fingerprint Recognition Systems

Fingerprint recognition is usually based on comparing the feature points in the fingerprint and their parameters. Therefore, it is important for fingerprint recognition systems to clean and improve the fingerprint image, to correctly identify the feature
points and parameters to be used in fingerprint recognition systems, and to perform
the comparison process correctly. Studies on the detection of fingerprints were first
performed by Galton and Henry [2]. These features, called Galton characteristics, are
called Endpoints, Surrounded Points, Fork Points, and Islets. To achieve successful
results, it is enough to use tip and fork points. The terminologies used for fingerprints
are explained below.

Fig. 1. Characteristic Points of Galton
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2.1

Line, endpoint and fork point

The line is a single circular line on the fingerprint. The sum of the line lines reveals
the fingerprint pattern. End and fork dots used in fingerprint recognition systems are
formed by sudden termination and bifurcation of line lines.
2.2

Direction maps

Direction maps show the direction of the line lines. When creating a direction map,
the picture is split into small pieces. Local routing is applied on each track. The unit
perpendicular to the slope determines the orientation on the vector part. The average
of all points in the part is calculated. The resulting vector determines the direction for
this part. The direction map is a low-resolution general representation of the fingerprint. Direction map can be used for the classification of fingerprints, finding reference points, identification with the artificial neural network, and fingerprint recognition systems.
2.3
Delta and midpoints
When categorizing fingerprints, only part of the fingerprint's design area is dealt with.
The pattern area of a fingerprint is the area surrounded by two lines called the innermost type line, which come close together and separate from each other to look for
the central part of that fingerprint. The pattern areas of the fingerprints in a loop or
spiral type include two kinds of singular points.
We can define the delta point, also called the outer stop, as the point of the line
closest to the center of the separation points of the type lines, opposite this center.
This point may be a point line, a short line, a bifurcation point of a bifurcating line, a
line end or the line that extends between two types of lines, directly opposite the separation point. The middle point (navel), also called the inner stop, can be defined as the
special point on the innermost curved lines. Due to the wide variety of curved lines,
the rules for determining the navel are quite complex.
To compare the two fingerprints, the coordinates of the feature points, the number
of line lines passing through them and the number of line lines passing between them,
and if the size of the fingerprint image does not change, such as the distance between
the reference points and the reference points to each other, the local direction and type
of each feature point many parameters can be used. Another important concept in
fingerprint classification and fingerprint matching is the number of line lines cut by an
imaginary line drawn between the delta and the midpoint (navel point). Due to the
complexity of the line shapes, it is difficult to make an exact definition of the number
of line lines. The number of line lines can be briefly defined as the number of lines
cut by an imaginary line drawn between two feature points.
2.4

Feature Point Extraction

Feature point extraction is to obtain characteristics that represent a fingerprint named
feature point from fingerprint images taken as input. In automatic fingerprint mapping, the input fingerprint images must be represented remarkably and conveniently.
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A good feature point extraction algorithm will be both reliable and effective. Reliability means that the feature point extraction algorithm does not extract false feature
points, does not miss existing feature points, and is accurate in calculating the location
and orientation of the feature point [3]. Extracting reliable feature points from fingerprint images is a difficult process. If the fingerprint images are of good quality, the
lines and valleys flowing locally in the fixed directions of the fingerprint are well
determined and can be easily separated from each other. In such cases, the line terminations and line bifurcations, which are the irregular places of the lines, can be easily
determined and their positions can be removed from the binary line images.
Depending on its quality, a poor fingerprint image can be rejected or strengthened
before removing features. A very weak fingerprint image, in which the line structures
are completely broken, should be rejected, and a weak fingerprint image that is at a
level that the line structures are visible should be strengthened before removing the
feature. A good feature extraction algorithm should be able to ignore distorted line
structures to a certain extent. Fingerprint correction and preprocessing algorithms
occupy an important place in fingerprint recognition systems. The removal of unnecessary parts of the fingerprint image from noise and noise provides some advantages
in finding feature points. Thanks to the high-quality improvement of the image, other
processing steps use this improved image as input.
Although there are many features used in fingerprint recognition, the two most
common features are endpoints and forks. These feature points are formed by cutting
the normal flow direction of a line suddenly (endpoint) or changing it in two (fork
point). In identification, the types of these feature points, their coordinates, angles,
distances, and the number of line lines passing between them are used. It is difficult to
get feature points accurately from some low-quality fingerprint images due to fingerprints, scars, and noise. While there are feature points in a fingerprint, the first thing
to decide is whether a pixel belongs to a line. For this, noise reduction techniques are
used. Then, thresholding and thinning processes are applied. Once the image's refining and enhancement are complete, the image is ready for the discovery of feature
points (Fork and endpoint). Each feature point is defined by its coordinate information
and angle.

3

Autoencoders

Autoencoder networks feed several hidden layers of neural networks forward. Those
networks attempt to restructure the output layer input data. The target data in the output layer is identical to the input data so the output layer size is the same as the input
layer. It is trained using the gradient descend method in Autoencoder, just like the
backpropagation algorithm. Since the size of the hidden layer is smaller than the size
of the input data in an autoencoder, the size of the input data is resized to a smaller
region, limiting it to the hidden layer. Data from the hidden layer is then converted
back to the original data in the output layer. It can render bidirectional mapping between the area of data and area of code. Using large numbers of hidden layers in an
model, input data of large dimensions can be restricted to a much less code area.
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However, training a neural network with more than one hidden layer can be quite
annoying and also has difficulty in achieving good results. This is because hidden
layers at very low levels are very difficult to optimize [4].
Autoencoder is built with feedforward, this neural network may have one or more
secret layers. It tries to recreate input values within the output layer of the data. The
key difference between autoencoder and traditional neural artificial networks is the
output layer thickness. For an autoencoder the output layer size is the same as the
input layer size. However, it is still less than the number of input layers and the number of output layers irrespective of the number of hidden layers in an Autoencoder.

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the architectural structure of Autoencoder.

An autoencoder consists of two sections called encoder and decoder. While the “Encoder” part reduces the multi-dimensional input information to small dimensions, the
“Decoder” part returns the data reduced to small dimensions by the other part to its
original structure. Autoencoder uses sigmoid activation functions for nonlinear mapping. Autoencoder can behave similarly to principal component analysis when using
the sigmoid activation functions [5]. Networks can be equipped to minimize the difference in error between original data and reconstructed data on average. By applying
the Chain Rule to backpropagate error derivatives, you can easily obtain the desired
gradient value, first going through the decoder and then the encoder pieces. The encoder calculates the nonlinear mapping of the input for a given input vector X as follows.
E = σ (WX + b)

(1)

Here, s represents the nonlinear activation function, W network weights, and b represents the constant term. Attributes learned by the encoder then go through the following process to rebuild input X by a decoder
� 𝐸𝐸 + 𝑏𝑏�)
Z = σ (𝑊𝑊

(2)

� and 𝑏𝑏� represent the weight and constant term of the decoder. In unattended
Here 𝑊𝑊
pre-training, it tries to minimize the following cost function for each x i value by set� , 𝑏𝑏� ].
ting the network weight and constant term θ = [W, b, 𝑊𝑊
1

2
J (θ) = ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 )
𝑁𝑁
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Here, various restrictions must be added to Equation 3 and the network itself to
prevent the network from learning the unit matrix directly. The first is to keep the
number of neurons in the hidden layer less than the size of the vector given as input.
This will force the network to recreate the input in the upper space by nonlinear operations in a low dimensional space. Besides, a rarity parameter must be added to Equation 3. This parameter forces the network to learn the correlations between the given
input vectors. After adding the Rarity parameter, Equation 3 becomes the following.
1

ℎ
2
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜃𝜃 𝐽𝐽(𝜃𝜃)= ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ) + β ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑝𝑝||𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 )
𝑁𝑁

(4)

Here, h indicates the number of neurons in the hidden layer, b is the rarity rate, and
β ∑ℎ𝑗𝑗=1 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑝𝑝||𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 ) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the p and p j averaged Bernoulli random variables. KL divergence between two random variables is
given as follows.
𝑝𝑝

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑝𝑝|�𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 � � + (1 − 𝑝𝑝) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �
𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗

3.1

1−𝑝𝑝

1−𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗

�

(5)

Convolutional Autoencoders

Convolutional autoencoders are the cutting edge methods for convolutional filters.
After these filters have been trained to extract features, they can be applied to any
content. Instead, these features can be used to perform any function requiring a compact representation of the data, such as classification [6].
The main difference between CNN and CAE's traditional understanding is that the
former are trained end-to-end to learn filters and combine features to identify their
data. CNN's are also commonly referred to as supervised learning algorithms. Instead
the latter are only equipped to learn filters capable of extracting features that can be
used to recreate the data.
CAEs scale well to realistic-sized high-dimensional images due to their evolutionary existence, since the number of parameters needed to generate an activation map, is
always the same, no matter what the size of the data [7]. Hence, CAEs are extractors
of general-purpose features different from AEs that disregard the 2D image structure.
Also, the image must be unrolled into a single vector in AEs, and the network must be
constructed according to the number of inputs constraint. In other words, AEs incorporate consistency in the parameters, requiring each function to be universal (i.e., to
cover the entire field of vision), while CAEs do not.
Encode
It's easy to understand that a single convolutional filter cannot learn how to remove
the broad range of patterns that make up a picture. For this reason, each convolutional
layer is composed of convolutional filters n (hyper-parameter), each with depth D (the
depth of the input).
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Therefore, a convolution among an input volume I={I1,⋯, ID} and a set of n con(1)
(𝑛𝑛)
volutional filters {𝐹𝐹1 , … . , 𝐹𝐹1 } each with depth D, produces a set of n activation
maps, or equivalently, a volume of activations maps with depth n:
(1)
2𝑘𝑘+1
2𝑘𝑘+1
𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝑎𝑎 �∑𝐷𝐷
𝑑𝑑=1 ∑𝑢𝑢=−2𝑘𝑘−1 ∑𝑣𝑣=−2𝑘𝑘−1 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 (𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)(𝑖𝑖 − 𝑢𝑢, 𝑗𝑗 − 𝑣𝑣)� 𝑚𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛

(6)

To improve the network's generalization capabilities, each conversion is wrapped in a
non-linear function (activation), so the training process can learn to represent input
combining non-linear functions:

(1)

(1)

(1)

𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 = 𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚 = 𝑎𝑎�𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 + 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 � 𝑚𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑚𝑚

(7)

Where 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 is the bias for the mth function map (single real value for each activation
map).The word z m was used to use the same name as the variable for the latent variable used in the autoencoders. The activation maps generated are the encoding of the
input I in a low dimensional space; a dimension that is not O dimension (width and
height) but the number of parameters used to construct each feature map O m , that is,
the number of parameters to be learned [8]. Since the aim to reconstruct the input I
from the feature maps generated, we would like a decoding operation capable of doing this. Convolutional autoencoders are entirely convolutional networks so the decoding process is a convolution again.
Decode
Reconstructing the input image I from this reduced representation, the generated n
function maps z m =1...n serial latent representations will be used as input to the decoder [9]. The decoding convolution hyper-parameters are set by the encoding architecture. Filters volume F(2) with dimensions (2k+1, 2k+1, n) since the convolution will
cover every feature map and generate a volume with the same spatial extent I and
number of filters to learn D as we are interested in reconstructing the D-depth input
image. Hence the reconstructed image 𝐼𝐼̃ is the product of the convolution between the
volume of feature maps Z = {z i =1}n and the volume F(2) of this evolutionary filter.
(2)
𝐼𝐼̃ = 𝑎𝑎(𝑍𝑍 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 + 𝑏𝑏 (2) )

4

Material and Method

4.1

Dataset

(8)

FVC2002 fingerprint dataset [10] is used for the model. The dataset has four sensor
fingerprints. These are Low-cost Optical Sensor, Low-cost Capacitive Sensor, Optical
Sensor, and Synthetic Generator. It has 4x80 = 320 images in total.
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Fig. 3. An Example from Dataset

4.2

Convolutional Autoencoder Model

The images are transformed into 224 x 224 x 1 or 50,176 dimensional matrix. The
matrix is normalized into an array of 0 and 1 as input. The batch size is chosen 128.
This contributes significantly to the determination of the learning parameters and
affects prediction accuracy. There are 32 filters with 3x3 in the first layer of an encoder. The down sampling layer uses max-pooling. The next layer has 64 scales 3 x 3
filters with another down sampling layer. The end encoder layer will have 128 scales
3 x 3 filters. A decoder has the opposite layer architecture. As a loss function, mean
squared error (MSE) is used after every batch pixel by pixel. After 300 epochs training, the auto encoder model has a 0.86183 score. The lack of recognition and the lack
of preparation all are in line. This indicates that the model isn't overfitting.

Fig. 4. Training and Validation Loss
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Fig. 5. Test Images and Reconstructed Images

5

Results and Conclusion

In terms of features, fingerprints are applied in various authentication systems. Generally, these authentication systems are equivalent to all of the information and symbolbased authentication, and they all work with data storage in a database. However, in
fingerprint-based authentication systems, there must be additional modules to process
the data. Despite their complexity, fingerprint authentication systems are systems
where users do not experience problems such as password forgotten or loss of key
that may occur in information and symbol based authentication systems, respectively.
Among the common methods used extensively in image processing tasks are traditional auto encoders for image denoising and painting. The possibility of reconstructing latent or impaired fingerprints using the convolutional auto encoders is proposed
in this paper. The generated model has a 0.86183 accuracy score. The developed auto
encoder model detects the feature points used in fingerprint recognition. The biggest
advantage of using this model instead of classical approaches is that it can be easily
concluded without any derivative calculations with high performance and thus it is
possible to avoid complex calculations. It is observed that using convolutional auto
encoder based system to find feature points in the pictures of fingerprints gives successful results.
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Abstract. Ship detection from satellite images involves multiple steps of processing. Ship detection from satellite images is useful for controlling of ship traffic and determining the ship when necessary. Ship detection also used in solving
several problems such as marine field violations and illegal hunting. Nowadays,
optical satellite images and remote sensing methods are being used for ship detection. This project constitutes a prototype model to provide data to the government, coast guard units, general maritime, ship traffic services centers, and national defense. The aim of this study is to utilize the existing Turkish satellite data
to perform ship detection. Göktürk-2 satellite images used in turkey for observation and were selected for the analysis. It is possible to distinguish between ships
and all other objects in satellite images. Deep Convolution Neural Network
(DCNN) model was proposed to obtain results. Some feature-based corrections
have been made for satellite images. The shapes of the ships were detected in
squares and their numbers were specified. This model has obtained a sufficient
accuracy value by handling a pre-processed satellite image. Graphical results
show that the proposed model provides an efficient detection process with an
accuracy of 89.60%. The designed CNN model was preferred in a simple and
easy to apply form, especially based on the Göktürk-2 satellite images.
Keywords: Deep convolutional neural networks, ship detection, remote sensing, satellite imagery.

1.

Introduction

Several methods including Computer vision and artificial intelligence for solving varied problems in our life for long time without the need for human power [1]. Lately,
numerous approaches in many areas have been replaced by deep learning methods due
to the required high computing power in hardware, amount of data, and the rapid development of algorithms [2]. As in any case, these methods are of interest in the analysis
of satellite images and their use is becoming widespread.
Analysis of satellite images plays a crucial role in many areas such as the determination of forest areas and fires, the monitoring of cultivated areas in agricultural land,
city and road planning, security and military surveillance, disaster and crisis management [3]. Considering the available satellite images that can cover square kilometers,
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former methods are very costly and time consuming [3], [4]. In addition, in order to
obtain correct results, the people who will be performing the analysis tasks need to have
experience in their fields. In the analysis of satellite images, computer vision solutions
are categorized under three headings: classification, segmentation, and object detection.
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) with deep learning architecture are used in all
these analyzes, making use of the positional features on the image [1].
Currently, there are six Turkish satellites existing, three of them are used for communication and three are utilized for observations. Türksat 3A, Türksat 4A, and Türksat
4B satellites are used for communication. RASAT, Göktürk-1, and Göktürk-2 satellites
meet the needs of observation purposes. Since the images of the ships in the seas were
used in the project, images were taken from Göktürk-2, the observation satellite. Those
images with high resolution are suitable for model training.
In this paper, ship detection using Convolutional neural networks was made from
the satellite images. The aim is to propose a prototype model using the available Turkish satellite data to help in sea traffic management. The project can help institutions
such as coast guard, defense industry, statistical studies, national defense, TAF,
TURKSTAT, and SSB to obtain the relevant data.
2.

Methods

In this section, tools development and satellite image processing methods implemented
using ArcMap and MATLAB platforms. The general purpose of using MATLAB program is the CNN model development and training, ArcMap platform utilized to process
the satellite images.

Figure 1. Manual selecting of ships from Göktürk-2 satellite images for training dataset.
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2.1. Satellite images collection
A petition sent to “Ankara Keşif Uydu Komutanlığı” obtain “Göktürk-2” satellite images. As a result, 300 GB of satellite images were collected which are very useful for
model training. According to the data exploring several images selected for the image
extraction stage. The selected optical Göktürk-2 images were having 5-meter spatial
resolution. All images were selected from Turkey in the data set. There are some images
along the Mediterranean and Marmara Regions. (e.g., Kumluova-Armutveren, FethiyeZvezdets, İbiller-Bandırma, Manisa-Demirci Keslik, Bayraklı-Topcukoy, BoğazcıkAyvacık, Dalaman-Karaevli). All the images that mostly cloudy, containing strips of
no data were excluded.
2.2. Dataset Preprocessing
In this stage, the satellite images were processes, and ships were extracted. The satellite
images were processed to generate the colored RGB images. Then, the ships were manually
defined by sets of squares. Figure 1. Illustrate the manual selecting of ships from Göktürk2 satellite images for the training dataset. Then, a model builder in Arcmap generated to
extract the images for each ship from the images as illustrated in Figure 2. As a result of
these processes, 94 RGB images of ships and non-ship with 63x62 24 bit depth were extracted. Examples of these images were presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Model builder in Arcmap for extracting ships images from Göktürk-2 satellite
images for CNN training.
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A

(A)

(B)

Figure 3. Examples of ships (A) and non-ships (B) extracted RGB images.

2.3. Convolutional neural network CNN
The main functionality of convolutional neural network is to perform images recognition, object detections and images classifications. CNN takes an input picture, processes and categorizes it. The input image as an array of pixels and depends on the
image resolution. It refers to pixel values h x w x d ( h = Height, w = Width, d = Dimension). CNN looks like a mixture of sciences such as biology and computers, but it
is a very effective system used for image recognition. CNN detects low-level features
such as curves and edges in an image and create concepts that are more abstract [5].
CNN uses the standard Neural Network to solve the classification problem, but uses
other layers to identify information and identify some features. CNN consisting several
layers of processing such as Convolutional Layer, Non-Linearity Layer, Pooling
(Downsampling) Layer, Flattening Layer, Fully-Connected Layer. The CNN layers
presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The layers of image processing in convolutional neural network

At this stage, deep learning was implemented based on convolutional neural networks
to generate the model for ship detection. Firstly, the images of the ships were imported
in Matlab. Then the CNN architecture defined (62 x 63 x 3 pixels). The train-ing options
specified. The structure of this architecture was created from 8 layers that are related to
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each other. These layers are Image Input Layer, Convolutional Layer, Batch Normalization Layer, ReLU Layer, Max Pooling Layer, Fully Connected Layer, Softmax Layer,
Classification Layer. Specifying Training Options: After defining the network structure, training options were specified. SGDM (stochastic gradient descent with momentum) optimization process was applied in the network education with an initial learning
rate of 0.01. The maximum Epoch value is set to 40. The epoch value is a complete
training cycle across the entire training data set. Data was mixed in each cycle. Verification data and frequency were specified as 8. A CNN architecture created by adding a
ReLU layer after each. Then, the CNN model generated and trained. The performance
accuracy was calculated.

Figure 5. Performance accuracy of CNN based on the Göktürk-2 satellite images for
ship detection

3.

Results and conclusion

In this article, ship detection was made using the CNN model in Göktürk-2 satellite
images. Detection was made using layers that are fully linked with the convolutional
neural networks. Satellite images used effectively for ship detection. The progress of
the model education was graphically monitored. The proposed model provides both
accuracy and other performance evaluation parameters. The labels of verification data
were estimated using the trained network and the final verification accuracy was calculated. Accuracy is the proportion of images that correctly classified by the network. At
the end of the study, the accuracy value was calculated as 83.33%. Im-ages with the
feature of ship classification and detection from the satellite can be used in future studies, with a larger dataset, to improve the model learning process. The obtained accuracy
value as a result of this study is shown in Figure 5.
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Abstract. Manuel categorization of text documents according to their similarities
are very difficult and take long time. Therefore, highly evolved means and methods are needed to deal with this challenge. Clustering is an important method
used in many applications of business and data sciences. Document clustering
separates text data into several groups, where documents in each group are specified by measure of proximity or similarity. To achieve a high success rate in
document clustering assumes a main role in helping its users to correctly explore,
condense, and sort out the data. In this paper, we propose a word embedding
approach to cluster question based text documents. In the proposed approach,
doc2vec word embedding method gives the better result on gaussian mixture
clustering algorithms instead of other word embedding and clustering methods.

Keywords: Document Clustering, Word Embedding, Doc2Vec, Gaussian
Mixture.

1

Introduction

In the past decade, software developers have been sharing their questions with each
other through Question and Answer (Q&A) websites. Consequently, these websites
have become significant information repositories, covering many topics related to specific programming languages [23]. StackOverflow.com is one of the most preferred
Q&A website focused on questions related to programming languages.
Software developers can post their issues directly via StackOverflow, which causes
the same or similar questions to occur on the site. In addition, users may have difficulty
in finding the answers to the issues that are related to each other. Therefore, there is a
need for an automatic cluster of huge data in order for users to find answers to their
problems quickly and accurately.
One of the most beneficial solutions to manage this big amount of data is to cluster
them automatically according to the similarities. Clustering is an important data mining
method in categorizing, classifying and organizing text documents [14]. The high applicability of document clustering has led towards a number of other area such as information retrieval, web mining and search engines [24]. The Challenge is to discover
similar documents from the set of unstructured documents.
Until this time, many traditional algorithms and methods have been applied for the
document clustering. However, with the rapid development of storage systems for data
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storage and information exchange, the challenge for the existing clustering algorithms
has also been increased. The reality behind the challenging issue of algorithms may be
because of data driven approach of clustering algorithms. The data contains structure
format as well as unstructured format at the same time. Besides, natural language contents have even expanded the complexity factor of data [25]. Therefore, in order to
cluster documents based on either content-based grouping or their topic model requires
automated and powerful machine learning techniques to cope with complexity of data.
Taking advantage of the fast development of natural language processing area, many
neural network language models have applied to address representation problem in document clustering. Word embeddings are commonly used as simple building blocks for
text representation trained by Word2vec [12] and Glove [13]. Documents can be explicit by these word embeddings methods with weights. However, these word embeddings
are ignore the polysemy of words and also they are uncontextualized.
This paper proposes categorization methods of unsupervised document utilizing
deep embedding clustering, to automate question based document clustering. The method that we propose is as follows. The word embedding vector representation method
is applied to embed the documents into the vector space. By applying the deep embedding clustering method, the proposed method enables that a distance between different
types of documents in a space is further distanced and the distance between similar
documents is made closer to improve the success rate of clustering. By applying
doc2vec word embedding method, we achieved higher document clustering success
rate instead of other word embedding techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work on document clustering with the three document representation methods (Fasttext,
Word2Vec, Doc2Vec) and clustering algorithms is discussed. In Section 3, the details
of dataset are presented. The data preprocessing, feature representation, clustering and
experimental works are presented in Section 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude the current study with some future research directions.

2

Related Work

Recently, the document clustering has become a popular research area in the machine
learning. It has a wide of usage such as in information retrieval, topic modelling and
document organization. The document clustering is the task of separating the documents according to their meaning similarity. It focuses on splitting the documents into
separate clusters therefore the documents belonging to one cluster are much similar to
each other and different from in other clusters of documents [1].
Certain researchers have investigated the utility of linguistic features to group documents according to their similarity. They have applied various techniques both vector
space and word embedding with clustering algorithms. Vector Space Model (VSM) is
a popular document representation approach. It transform unstructured documents into
a high dimensional vector. In spite of the popularity, this model has two main weaknesses. It loses the ordering of the words and cannot establish a semantic relationship
between words [9].
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In a study, for document clustering a similarity measure space model was suggested.
The suggested model derives low dimensional semantic subspace of text documents
corresponding to the same semantic between the documents in the local patches and
outside these patches respectively by maximizing and minimizing the correlation [2].
In 2010, Shin-Jye Lee et al, recommended clustering-based scheme to recognize the
fuzzy system. To start the mission, is tried to proposed a hybrid clustering based modular method. After, finding the number and position of clusters seemed the prime concerns for developing such a model. So, taking input, output, specialization and generalization a HCA has been designed. This three-part enter production clustering method
accept lots of clustering characteristics all together to identify the issue [11].
In another study, a correlated application domain of mining, e-mails are group by
using structural, and domain-specific features. K-means, Bisecting K-means and EM
clustering algorithms were used in this study [10].
A method is presented in [3] to learn an inter-document similarity measure on human
reasoning. In the proposed method, a document dataset with similarities rated by humans was used to train and calculate the methods and measure of machine learning. It
is called as HE50 [4]. The measure is uses concepts from Wikipedia [5] and WordNet
which is based on the BOC model. It is obtained from the experimental results that
Wikipedia is more effective for this application than WordNet. To classify and cluster
documents from four datasets the measure has applied. For the clustering task with
hierarchical and k-means algorithms, the studied measure has performed better than
cosine.
In a research, despite both [6,7] are including heterogeneous text document, when
clustering documents consisting of text the authors has evaluated their algorithms. They
selected a subset of the document collection from 20 Newsgroups and showed that their
algorithms perform better than DBSCAN and k-means.
Doc2Vec is an extension of the word-to-vector (Word2Vec) representation which is
the newest among the three document representation schemes. The word2Vec assumption is that the item values of a word are affected by the values of other words surrounding the target word. This assumption is encoded as a neural network structure, such as
skip-gram, the network weights and continuous bag-of-words are adjusted by learning
observed examples [8]. Doc2Vec extends Word2Vec because sentences can also be
considered as documents [9].
In this study, we have proposed a deep embedding based approach to cluster unstructured question based documents. After NLP preprocessing, three different word embedding techniques which are doc2vec, word2vec and fastText have applied for training
respectively. Then k-means++, k-medoids and gaussian mixture have applied on the
trained data to cluster the documents according to their similarities. As a result, applying gaussian mixture clustering algorithm on doc2vec has outperformed other word
embedding techniques and clustering algorithms.
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3

Dataset

In the data collection phase, a total of 617,347 sample data was collected from between
January and October 2019 using the stackexchange API via the StackOverflow website.
The top 10 keywords were identified by separating the collected data (documents).
It was determined that all of these 10 keywords were programming languages. Distribution of questions according to programming languages are shown in Fig. 1. Documents related to the first 2 most asked programming languages were prepared as a dataset. Detailed information of the used data in analysis is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Top 10 Keywords.

Table 1. Dataset.

4

Keyword

Number of Documents

Python

101.111

Javascript

74.357

Data Preprocessing

During the data preprocessing phase, links, numeric characters, punctuation marks, stop
words, blockquote and code tags were removed in documents. In addition, all words
were converted to lower case. Next, using the symspell library in python the word spell
correction process was performed on the data that had completed the normalization
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process. Lastly, the words were broken down to their roots in order to increase the success rate of the model. Since rooting the misspelled words would be wrong, stemming
was applied with the program previously prepared using the snowballstemmer library
after the spell correction step. All data preprocessing steps are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Preprocessing steps.

5

Feature Representation

In this work, the performance of three word embedding methods was evaluated to create
feature representation for documents combined with three clustering algorithms.
A word2vec model is trained to create a dense vector with fixed dimension for every
token in a corpus. Although a pre-trained word2vec model is available for social media
text data [27], the authors found that it did not perform well in the social media data
sets used in the work. One issue was occurred that many tokens in the data were except
the trained model’s vocabulary, and also the semantic relationships between words may
be very different on different data sets. On the other hand, there was no pre-trained
model for large amounts of Reddit data. Moreover, these models contain many hyper
parameters, so finding an ideal value set for different data sets has been a useful addition. For these reasons, they have trained their own word and document embedding
models [28].
The word2vec models was trained with the continuous bag of words (CBOW) technique [8] with 100 epoch, 200 vector size, a context window of size 5 and minimum
word count of 5. Variations of hyper-parameters was tested with including context window sizes ranging from 2 to 10, higher vector size and minimum counts of word. We
found that, if the vector size and epoch are increased then silhouette score was
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increased. On the other hand when we tested epoch values between 25 and 250 in increments of 25 we obtained the optimal epoch value was 100.
FastText is a word embedding model that uses a combination of methods to consider
distributed word representation and word order [30]. It calculates embeddings in a similar way as the skip gram model, but with the label as the middle word and instead a
bag of words, which captures some information about the word order. The algorithm
works as supervised and unsupervised. In supervised mode, the documents are converted to vectors by averaging the embeddings. Besides, fastText simply generates word
embeddings for general purposes in the unsupervised mode, then not taking classes into
account [17].
In the experiment, we tested variations of hyper-parameters with 100 vector size, 50
epoch, a context window of size 5 and minimum word count of 5. We found that, if the
epoch is decreased then silhouette score was increased. On the other hand when we
tested epoch values between 25 and 250 in increments of 25, we obtained the optimal
epoch value was 50.
Doc2vec is a neural network based word embedding method for representing documents as a vector and is a generalization of the word2vec method. The doc2vec models
in doc2vec matrix for each document were trained with 200 vector size with 25 epoch
using the distributed memory (dm), a context window of size 8. Distributed memory
perform as a memory which remembers what is missing is the topic of the paragraph or
from the current context. As a result of the experiments we found that, if the epoch is
decreased then silhouette score was increased. On the other hand when we tested epoch
values between 25 and 250 in increments of 25 we obtained the optimal epoch value
was 25. The experiments have applied on 2 different dataset and parameters are shown
in Table 2.
Table 2. Model Training Parameter.
Dataset
Questions related
with Javascript

Questions related
with Python

6

Model

Epoch

Window Size

Vector Size

Doc2Vec

25

8

200

Word2Vec

100

5

200

fastText

50

5

100

Doc2Vec

25

8

200

Word2Vec

100

5

200

fastText

50

5

100

Clustering

The main problem of a clustering is that we have a limited training set X = { xi : xi ∈
Rn , i = 1 , . . . , m } and we have to determinate k clusters separating this set on the
basis of well-established criteria [18]. Clustering method can be defined as follows according with [19]:
Definition 1. Given a set of objects X, a clustering Ƈ = { C i : C i ⊆X, i = 1 , . . . , k }
is a partition of X such that
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Arthur and Vassilvitskii [29] defined K-means++, an algorithm to seed the initial
cluster centers which improves clustering. The K-means++ algorithm selects randomly
the first centroid. The subsequent centroids are then selected according to the minimum
probable distance. The K-means++ algorithm selects one point in each iteration according to a non-uniform distribution and uses k iterations [16].
Another commonly used partitioning method is K-medoids algorithm. Some features
of this algorithm are similar with k-means's, kernel of this algorithm is denifinitely different from k-means. K-medoids gets the centre points as candidate by sampling objects
at random. The approach adopted to improve the quality of centers is to select random
objects as candidate centers that are better than existing centers, replaces the existing
centers. So, cost of implementation is very high.
K-medoids algorithm's input and output are similar with k-means. Aim of the algorithm is to find final centres. Algorithm gets the final centres means that gets the final
clustering results. There are two issues should be done. first one is, how to measure an
object is one of the final centres; second one is, how to deal with the objects being
affected if one subcluster's centre is changed [20].
Gaussian Mixture is a model to solving the clustering problem which is very effective in certain cases but it might not be the fastest [21]. The Gaussian Mixture divides
a specific data set into k number of clusters, depending on the parameters of each set
including variance, mean and previous probability. Each of these parameters are determined by Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The algorithm steps are as follows: If a new data point is given, the probability that it belongs to a particular set is
calculated and the data point is assigned to the highest probability cluster [22].
In order to compare the results obtained with 2 different data sets, we have selected
three different clustering algorithms. First, we used the k-means ++ clustering algorithm using Euclidean metric and maximum 100 iterations. The algorithm was run over
the data as multiple times with varying random seeds. Then we applied k-medoids and
gaussian mixture algorithms respectively with a maximum of 100 iterations.
Our aim in this work is to cluster the similar documents by using word embedding
and clustering algorithms together. We have experimented 3 word embedding methods
with three clustering algorithms: K-means++, K-medoids and Gaussian Mixture.

7

Experiments and Evaluation

Before we start to experiment, the raw data collected from Stackoverflow was first of
all refined from unnecessary expressions and stop words. Then, to obtain the high score
in document clustering phase, spell correction and stemming processes are applied in
preprocessing phase.
An important hyper parameter for training neural network models is the number of
epochs. Too many epochs and the model may not fit to the data, too few and poor
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performance [28]. Firstly, we explored performance change of the mean word2vec,
doc2vec and fasttext models with the number of epochs. We applied k-means++, kmedoids and gaussian mixture clustering for the clustering method to find the best results for the embedding representations. For each epoch value between 25 and 250, with
increments of 25. This was done for all two data sets.
A better performance is obtained with a maximum value 100 in word2vec. For the
doc2vec, we set the optimal number of epochs to be 25 for the doc2vec and 50 for the
fastText methods.
When Word2Vec method and K-Means ++ algorithm are used together on Python
related dataset, it gives much better results than other 2 clustering algorithms. In Javascript related data set, the scores of K-Means ++ and Gaussian Mixture algorithms
are close to each other and Gaussian Mixture gave higher results. The lowest success
score was obtained with K-Medoids algorithm. It was determined that the number of
data increased, and the score of the Gaussian Mixture algorithm increased in both data
sets.
The combination of the fastText method and the K-Means ++ algorithm gave the
highest result, and the K-Medoids algorithm yielded higher results than Gaussian
Mixture. When we interpret the results, it can be said that the consistency in the cluster
in the K-Means ++ algorithm is better than other algorithms. It has been observed that
the 3 clustering algorithm gives similar results on dataset related with python and javascript.
It was determined that the score obtained with the use of Doc2Vec method together
with the K-Means ++ clustering algorithm yielded higher results than the K-Medoids
algorithm. However, the Gaussian Mixture algorithm yielded much higher results than
the other 2 clustering algorithms. When we interpret the results, it can be said that the
consistency in the cluster in the Gaussian Mixture algorithm is better than other algorithms. It has been observed that the 3 clustering algorithm gives similar results on
dataset related with python and javascript.
One of the important parameters for the success of the model is the vector size. The
vector maps the document to a point in an n-dimensional space, and more distinction
can be made between documents as the dimensions grow. As the vector size increases
for Doc2Vec and Word2Vec, the success rate of the model increases, while the success
of the model in fastText is higher in the lower vector size. The optimum value is 200
for Doc2Vec and Word2Vec, while it is 100 for fastText.
It is clear from Table 3 and Table 4 that the doc2vec feature representation model
with gaussian mixture clustering algorithm outperformed the other approaches. This is
because the Doc2Vec model is based on contextual similarity. In other models, the similarity is based only on words.
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Fig. 3. Proposed System Architecture
Table 3. Clustering Scores (Python).

Feature Representation
Doc2Vec

Word2Vec

fastText

Clustering Algorithm
K-Means++

Silhouette Score
0.051210795

K-Medoids

0.032164106

Gaussian Mixture

0.114848055

K-Means++

0.040494468

K-Medoids

0.008342793

Gaussian Mixture

0.014674502

K-Means++

0.021525037

K-Medoids

0.0056469887

Gaussian Mixture

-0.021828536

Table 4. Clustering Scores (Javascript).

Feature Representation
Doc2Vec

Word2Vec

fastText

Clustering Algorithm
K-Means++

Silhouette Score
0.052172665

K-Medoids

0.034015682

Gaussian Mixture

0.09895941

K-Means++

0.030102726

K-Medoids

0.0032026912

Gaussian Mixture

0.03829827

K-Means++

0.03905312

K-Medoids

0.012441033

Gaussian Mixture

-0.022544546
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8

Conclusion and Feature Work

This paper presents an automatic clustering method of posted questions in stackoverflow. Our results showed that word embedding representations of question-based data
can be effectively used as the basis for document clustering. Doc2vec word embedding
approach outperformed word2vec and fastText techniques. In Doc2Vec and fastText
models, the success rate was higher when the number of epoch was lower, while the
Silhouette score was higher as the number of epoch increased in the Word2Vec approach. We also demonstrated that gaussian mixture clustering provided the best silhouette
score with doc2vec model.
As future work, first of all, feature extraction will be done on vectors created by
using word embedding methods. Since feature extraction will narrow the search space,
it is aimed to increase the success of the model and obtain more meaningful information
by doing this operation correctly. Secondly, clustering of similar documents will be
carried out experimental studies with fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm and also different metrics will be used to evaluate clustering scores.
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Abstract. Data mining has created a new perspective in the use of health data, in
addition to finding answers to problems related to large amounts of data and it
has become a method that the usage prevalence continues to increase rapidly.
Chronic kidney disease is an important public health problem in our country as
all over the world. If chronic kidney disease is detected early, it can be prevented,
or its progression can be prevented. In this study, a system has been developed
using data mining to determine the stage of the disease of patients with kidney
failure. The data in 2018 of Karabuk University Training and Research Hospital
were used by obtaining the necessary ethics committee permissions as a data
set.In practice, performance comparison was also made between these two
algorithms using logistic regression and artificial neural networks. After the
comparison, artificial neural networks were more successful in terms of model
success criteria.
Keywords: Chronic kidney disease, Data Mining, Artificial Neural Network,
Logistic Regression.

1. Introduction
Medical field is one of the most important branches in which data mining is used
because of the data in that field is vital. This makes knowledge discovery to be collected
from medical data important. It is thought that data mining used in the medical field
will provide a new viewpoint by taking part in researches where there are some
objectionable circumstances in terms of both economic and human health.
Interdisciplinary studies in academic informatics are inevitable. Especially, considering
the shortcomings of our country in the processing of medical data, it should be
encouraged that the fields of medicine and informatics come together. Medical data
should be available as an open source within the academic framework within the
required limits. As long as human beings exist with an inference from the studies, the
data mining studies in the medical world are increasingly important and will increase
day by day. Because the data sets stored in this area are vital. With this study, we wanted
to show the feasibility of successful academic informatics studies with medicine. When
the literature is reviewed, it is seen that there have been many studies.
A. Kusiak et al [1] take part in a study on lung diseases. The aim of the study is to
determine whether the tumor is benign or malignant. With the invasive test data that
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were collected at different times and studies performed, the accuracy rate in the
diagnosis was 100%.
Negar Zıasabounchi tried to design a specialist system in her thesis to determine the
patient's degree of heart disease [2]. In her study, Cleveland was used the heart disease
data set. Also, fuzzy systems and artificial neural networks were used together. The
accuracy of the system was detected as 92.3%.
In the study by Lin, the classification and regression tree (CART) and case-based
reasoning (CBR) techniques have been used appropriately to improve the diagnostic
accuracy of liver disease and establish a clever diagnostic model aimed at providing a
comprehensive analytical structure [3].The results indicate that the CART rate of
accuracy is 92.94%. In the second phase, CBR is developed to diagnose the type of
liver disease, and the new case triggers the CBR system to retrieve the most similar
case from the case base in order to support the treatment of liver disease. The new case
is supported by a similarity ratio, and the CBR diagnostic accuracy rate is 90.00%.
Actual implementation shows that the intelligent diagnosis model is capable of
integrating CART and CBR techniques to examine liver diseases with considerable
accuracy.
The treatment and follow-up expenses of patients with kidney failure increase day by
day. Today, it is estimated that the global cost of chronic kidney disease treatments
worldwide is over $ 1 trillion. 6 percent of the health budget in the USA, 5 percent in
Japan and 8 percent in Taiwan are spent on the treatment of patients with end-stage
kidney disease[4]. Chronic kidney disease is a worldwide health crisis. For example, in
the year 2005, there were approximately 58 million deaths worldwide, with 35 million
attributed to chronic disease, according to the World Health Organization [5].When we
consider the budgets allocated by countries, it is seen that early diagnosis has gained
importance.
In this study, a system was developed using data mining to determine the stage of the
disease of patients with kidney failure. The data in 2018 of Karabuk University Training
and Research Hospital were used. There are 9 different characteristics of approximately
240 000 individuals on a 1-year data set. These features are age, gender, creatinine,
potassium, parathormone, urea, uric acid and calcium values.
The aim in our study is to improve the quality of life of the patient, as well as to provide
an effective and cost-effective solution by making use of routine tests made in hospitals.
Early detection of chronic kidney disease can be determined by screening for estimated
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) measurement, urine analysis (proteinuria) and the
presence of microalbuminuria in diabetic patients. [6]
Kidney disease consists of 5 stages, as shown in Table 1, based on the glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) which is presented by the Turkish Nephrology Association in the
last full paper of 2018 [6]. GFR in a healthy individual is approximately 120-130
ml/min/1.73 m2. When this rate drops below 15 ml, the patient also has end-stage renal
failure (ESRD) and the patient enters the 5th stage. In practice, a training was carried
out using logistics regression and artificial neural networks. artificial neural networks
were more successful in terms of model success criteria. [6,7] (see Table1)
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Table 1. Stages in chronic kidney disease
GFR (ml/dk/1.73 m2)

Phases

Definition

1

Normal
or
Presence of kidney damage with normal or GFR>=90+presence
of
increased GFR
evidence of concomitant
kidney damage *

2

Mild disorder

evidence of concomitant
kidney damage *

3

Moderate disorder

30-59

4

Serious disorder

15-29

5

End-stage renal failure

<15

60-89 + presence of

* Microalbuminuria in diabetic patient, persistent proteinide, persistent kidney-induced hematuria, structural anomaly in kidneys shown by
USG or other imaging methods, presence of chronic kidney disease diagnosed by biopsy

2. DataSet Description
Our data set consists of data which belongs to 2018, from KBU Training and Research
Hospital. There are 9 different features of 240,000 individuals on 1 year data set. These
features are age, gender, creatinine, potassium, parathormone, urea, uric acid and
calcium.
GFR value is an important reference range in the diagnosis of the stage of the disease.
There are two commonly used methods to calculate GFR. In our study, Modification
of Diet in Renal Diseases (MDRD) formula was used, because it is more compatible
for our data set.
Since creatine value is the main criterion in MDRD calculation, 240 thousand patients
whose creatine analysis existed, were chosen. Data with incomplete creatine
information were excluded. As a result of the elimination, 240 thousand patients were
reduced to 150 thousand individuals whose MSDR value can be calculated. Our data
preprocessing section also includes the assignment of values between 0 and 1 as a result
of min-max normalization of the data as well as the reducing of missing data. A new
feature called GFR has been created for kidney disease. According to the calculated
GFR values, a new column named “Disease Evre” was created by taking the data in
Table 1 as reference. This column is the determining factor for the classification
process of disease stages. This column is the determining factor for the classification
process of disease stages.
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2.1 GFR Factor
GFR measurement takes an important place in the diagnosis of kidney failure. In this
way, the filtering ability of the kidney is determined. Serum creatinine level varies
according to patient characteristics (age, gender, race, size, muscle mass, diet etc.) [6].
Estimated GFR measurement corrected for age, gender, race, and body weight is a
reliable method. In normal young adults, GFR is approximately; It is 120-130 ml /min/
1.73 m2 [7]. Generally, two methods have been used for the determination of GFR based
on measurement of serum creatinine level. These are Cockcroft-Gault and MDRD
formulas [7]. Equations are shown in (1) and (2)
2.1.1 Cockcroft-Gault Formula
Cockcroft-Gault formula is given in (1). The method uses serum creatinine value to
calculate GFR. However a special analysis should be done for serum creatinine value.
Since physicians want the analysis in extraordinary situations and it is not effective to
perform the analysis routinely, (1) is not suitable for normal cases and our data set.
𝐺𝐹𝑅 =

(140−𝑎𝑔𝑒)𝑥𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘𝑔)

(1)

𝑚𝑔
)
𝑑𝑙

72𝑥𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒 (

2.1.2 MDRD Formula
The MDRD formula is based on the patient's age, gender, and measured creatine value.
In this study, MDRD formula was used since the data set is compatible with it. Since
the population consists of patients in Karabük and its surroundings, while calculating
the GFR value, the condition of the patient being black is neglected [6].

GFR = 186×(Serum Creatinine)-1.154×(age)-0.20 × gender coefficient × race
coefficient
(2)
In Equation (2):
Gender coefficient is 0.742 for women and 1.0 for men.
Race coefficient is 1.272 for black race and 1.0 for white race.

3. Methodology
Since there is no determinant class information such as disease outcome in our data set,
a new column named Disease Stage was created according to GFR value. Numbers
from 1 to 5 are given from the beginning to the critical value of disease stage in the
created column. Therefore, since the class numbers and the classes of test data are
known, supervised learning algorithms became available as data set has target data. In
the classification process, performance of two different methods (logistic regression
and artificial neural network) were compared.
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3.1 Model Success Criteria
The basic methods used for evaluating model success are precision, error rate,
sensitivity and F-criteria.
The number of samples assigned to the correct and wrong class state success of the
model. The confusion matrix provides the achievement information of the results
obtained from test. In confusion matrix, rows show certain numbers of the samples in
the test set, while columns show the estimation results of the model. (see Table2)

Table 2. Confusion matrix [9].
Projected
Class

Class 1

Class 2

Class 1

a

b

Class 0

c

d

a: TP (True Positive)

b: FN (False Negative)

c: FP (False Positive)

d: TN (True Negative)

3.1.1 Accuracy - Error rate
Accuracy rate is the most prominent and simple method for measuring model
performance. It is defined as the ratio of the number of accurately classified samples
(TP + TN) to the total number of samples (TP + TN + FP + FN). The error rate is
defined as the ratio of the number of incorrectly classified samples (FP + FN) to the
total number of samples (TP + TN + FP + FN) [4,5]. Equations are shown in (3) and
(4)

Accuracy =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁

Error rate =

(3)

𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁

(4)

3.1.2 Precision
The precision is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted examples over the total
number of positive examples. It is calculated by using (5).
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Precision =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

(5)

3.1.3 Sensitivity
Sensitivity given in (6), defines the ratio of correctly classified positive samples over
the total number of positive samples:
Sensitivity =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

(6)

3.1.4 F-Criteria
The precision and sensitivity criteria alone are insufficient to make a significant
comparison. Combining both criteria together provides more accurate information. The
f-criteria is defined for this purpose. The harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision is
called F-criteria and it is calculated with using (7).

F − criteria =

2 × Sensitivity × Precision
Sensitivity + Precision

(7)

3.1.5 Support
Support is the number of examples of the real answer in that class.
3.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
ANN is the logical software developed to perform the basic functions of the brain such
as learning, remembering, and generalizing the information by imitating the working
mechanism of the human brain. ANN are synthetic structures that mimic biological
neural networks.

Fig. 1. Model of ANN [10].

Artificial neural networks are composed of inputs, weights, aggregation function,
and actuation function. Figure 1 shows the ANN model [10].
Inputs: Information from an outside world into an artificial cell. These are
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determinedby the examples that the network wants to learn.
Weights: It shows the importance of the information coming to an artificial cell and its
effect on the cell.
Transfer Function: This function calculates the net input to a cell. Different functions
are used for this. The most common is the weighted sum.
Activation Function: This function determines the output that the cell will produce in
response to this input by processing the net input to the cell. The activation function is
usually chosen as a nonlinear function.
Output of the Cell: It is the output value determined by the activation function. The
produced output is sent to the outside world or another cell. The cell can also send its
output as input to it.
3.3 Logistic Regression (LR)
Logistic Regression is a data analysis method to classify binary dependent variables
(Yes / No, Male / Female, Fat / Thin, etc.) which has relations one or more independent
variables. It is used to classify categorical or numerical data [11].

Fig. 2. Classification with LR [11].

Fig. 3. Comparison of linear versus
logistic regression [11]

Figure 2 represents how LR algorithm classifies entry visually. It is widely used in
linear classification problems. Therefore, it is very similar to linear regression. Figure
3 shows the comparison graphic.

4. Results
The study was written in Python Language in Jupyter Notebook. Python’s libraries
scikitlearn, numpy, pandas, seaborn are used as development environment.Results of
the study are given in Table 3 and Table 4 in terms of model performance criteria. LR
and ANN methods show an average of over 90 percent success. The results shown
that ANN is more successful than LR in terms of precision, F1-score ,recall, precision
and support. Detailed algorithm comparison was made in Table 3 and Table4.
Confusion matrixes both algorithms are given in Fig4 and Fig5 respectively.
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Table 3. Results of Logistic Regression
Phases

Precision

Recall

F1- score

Support

1

0.96

0.99

0.97

111

2

0.90

0.78

0.84

46

3

0.81

0.83

0.82

30

4

0.89

0.92

0.90

36

5

0.96

0.96

0.96

57

Table 4. Results of Artificial Neural Network
Phases

Precision

Recall

F1 – score

Support

1

0.99

0.97

0.98

110

2

0.94

0.96

0.95

53

3

0.97

0.97

0.97

34

4

0.97

0.97

0.97

30

5

0.98

1.00

0.99

53

Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix of LR

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix of ANN
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Abstract. The stations of the cellular networks distributed along the service areas
are expose to adverse weather conditions. The risk of failure is high and services
are likely to be out of service especially in rural areas due to unfavorable weather
conditions. In this paper, we have used a self-healing mechanism to ensure the
availability of the service during a failure. It is important to re-establish the network in a short time using the available resources. We have also taken care to
keep a low volume data exchanged by the base stations to prevent network overload. If a cell or station fails, self-healing processes try to fill gaps as much as
possible. The self-management of a network is a promising way to reduce cost
and sophistication in a network infrastructure.

Keywords: Self-management, Operations and Maintenance, Operations Support Systems.

1

Introduction

Mobile companies offer new services and increase the capacity of networks through
base stations to reach more costumers. Therefore, the latest technologies and methods
such as signal processing, multi-carrier modulation, multiple antennas, and error correction algorithms have been adopted to provide the best performance [1].
Self-management of a network excludes the human element outside the network
control loop by leaving the task of managing the network itself using the automatic
manager [2]. The Autonomic Manager is a self-management component that contributes to the management of a network and maintains its services. It can also detect the
internal and external environment and act locally on its assigned components [3]. The
Autonomic Manager can accomplish self-management using the help of management
and control tools. This process forms the Autonomic Control Loop (ACL) for the network resources [4].
The main characteristics of self-management as described by IBM are self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and self-protecting [5]. Self-configuration is the
ability of the system to change its settings to a high level in changing environments.
*

This article was produced from Rozhgar Dhyab's Master's thesis.
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Self-optimization aims to maintain the effectiveness of system operations, even in an
event of an unexpected environmental change. Therefore, the system should be aware
of its ideal performance and be able to measure the current performance. The selfhealing process aims to detect and fix underlying faults and ensures that the system is
working properly. This is accomplished by forecasting the problems that may occur and
taking preventive actions to avoid failure or reduce its impact if it occurs. Self- protecting is the ability of the system to protect itself from external attacks or unwanted failures that prevents achieving its goals.
The concept of healing (recovery) within cellular telecommunications consists of
outage prediction, outage detection, and compensation for loss through the adjacent
cells [6]. A cell is considered to be out of service, when user equipment (UE) within the
considered cell area, cannot establish or maintain all or a partial set of holders due to a
hardware or software failure of a base station. This defect may be at the radio level or
the transport level. The effective management of cellular is described in three stages to
explain the different cases of out of service cells [7]. The schematic representation of
these stages is shown in Fig. 1.
·
·
·

Predicting the stage of the cells going out of service.
The detection phase of inactive cells.
The stage of compensation for the impact of the loss.

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the cell efficiency management function.

Predicting out of service cells provides early warning and speeds up the actual detection
of cell loss. Detecting cell departures give a starting signal to take appropriate action
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for compensation processes. The forecasting and detection stage makes decisions based
on the analyzes and correlations of the different measurements from the network. In the
compensation phase, any cell of the adjacent cells is counted as the ideal candidate to
compensate for the loss. The settings are changed to carry out the compensation process. The prediction and detection functions are included in the current network management systems [7].
The compensation is done automatically by adjusting network parameters to improve the coverage and performance to meet operator and business requirements such
as the number of subscribers, capacity, data rate, etc. The automated restructuring results from cell loss mitigate either completely or to the extent possible. There is an
upper limit to the degree of compensation that is already achieved within the capabilities of neighboring cells. The resetting is necessary to reduce the poor performance of
radio carriers. This must happen without delaying the permissible period of compensation to reduce the impact of the coverage gap [8].
The compensation process should be examined in detail including the frequency
plan, statistical distribution, and the ability of each of the cells considered to be compensated for out-of-cell. The aim is to ensure that adjusting some parameters is not
increasing interference within the network area. After that, the compensation process is
carried out according to the privacy of each generation of communication systems.

2

A Practical Procedure

In this study, we have work in an area where the connection is supplied by a mobile
network (Turktelekom). We have studied the local cell network stations with a rounded
distribution of cells (see Fig. 2). If Site-X fails, the Site-1 and Site-2 stations adjacent
to Site-X through cells A1 and B2 exit from service. They cannot fully compensate for
the loss of Site-X, especially during prime time. Therefore, we should try to reset the
minimum number of parameters for both A1 and B2 to alleviate the loss. Observing the
lowest possible number of KPIs in real-time generalizes all cells in the region and reduces the computational burden.

Fig. 2. The studied area is on the ground with a rounded distribution of cells.
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We have carried out the experiment in two stages as follows:
1. The first stage: The Site-X is out of service and compensates through cells A1 and
B2: The system must decide that the Site-X station is out of service and will not be
servicing soon to avoid fluctuation during the regulation. Here, the coverage zone of
both cells A1 and B2 must be expanded to partly compensate for cell X leaving from
services. The coverage extension zone is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The First Stage: The action is taken when the Station-X goes out of service.

2. The second stage: The return of Station-X to the service: At this stage, it should be
ensured that the cell is not taken out of service again, that is, it does not suffer as in
the first stage. Besides, the parameters of cells adjacent to the Station-X must be
reset to original settings to reduce the interference effect and prevent any loss as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The second stage: The action is taken when the X station returns from service.
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After confirming that the station, which is not planned to return to service in a short
time (it is not working), then the compensation step begins. The stations that accept the
new settings are reset and put the control in some way to compensate. A reset is performed to ensure that the station which is out of service will not return to work again.
When the station receives the new settings, it continues to work on the current settings
until the station returns to operation, or until the cell indicators running in the new settings are unable to serve more users as a result of the reset. Fig.5 shows the organization
of the compensation algorithm.

Fig. 5.

The structure of the reset algorithm.

Each station has two connections that hold and control user communication and signal
information. This is called the Monitoring and Operation (M&O) link. Using the M&O
connection, station parameters can be adjusted and monitor performances. When any
station is out of service, it can be controlled via this link. While all of the information
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needed by the network cannot be imported, some can be brought in, the remaining largest part is obtained as a result of the experiments applied to the network.
The privacy of each network is implemented by taking into account the area it covers
and the country it serves. The user behavior determines planning and development.
Fig.6 shows 24-hour user behavior for one of the local cellular telephones to indicate
privacy depending on call traffic.

Fig. 6. The typical 24-hour local area network call adapter (TCH) performance indicator for the
BSC controller.

It can be seen that the load of call traffic increases gradually from the early morning
hours and a decrease in the afternoon. It then decreases significantly during evening
hours. Finally, it returns to the lowest level. The peak period is the range of [12:00 14:00]. There are also some minor differences regarding the movement of the load for
a weekend as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. A special case of TCH over 72 Index for multiple BSC controllers.
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The network behavior display in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 is important for network adjustments.
Because the operations to expand the central network or to reset some parts of it may
require service outages. Therefore, the network adjustments must occur when the load
is at the bottom level. Hence, building a self-system requires more than benchmarking
and implementing required operations using the policies. Moreover, the addition of
other features or tasks to the work of the network also requires increasing the number
of performance indicators. As a result, we have figured out that the burden of the selfmanagement network processing is adding to the current network operations little by
little. Monitoring and control operations must take place through the management and
control servers linked to the network.
These servers are located within the Operations Support Systems (OSS) section to
communicate with all network elements. This section works with the Business Support
System (BSS) to define and support various types of communication services [9].
The self-management component can be placed easily within the section of the network. Hence it is supervising the monitoring information using the function of prediction, detection, and compensation in the case of self-healing. Although the general
structure of cellular networks has undergone many changes within successive generations, the OSS division still uses the same features. The disadvantages of this study are
as follows:
· Monitoring information and performance indicators for all components of the network need a great time to collect and analyze them before making decisions.
· A large amount of data is a major burden on OSS servers, as long as self-control
processes require continuous monitoring, analysis, and planning.
· The cellular networks in Turkey have their own way of controlling the equipment.
Because of the diversity of cellular network installations (base stations, central network equipment, transport equipment, etc.), the different control methods and performance indicators are used for the cellular networks (Turktelekom, Turkcell, and
Vodafone).

3

Conclusion

Building a self-system needs to build a system of analysis and correlation of data following the performance indicators for the network and the behavior of users. In this
paper, we have used the adaptation processes to achieve the goals of service availability
and quality through self-healing. If a cell or station fails, the self-healing processes
work to fill the resulting gaps as much as possible. We have also discussed the essential
implications of self-managers to achieve recovery.
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Abstract. Lightning overvoltage caused by atmospheric phenomena leads to significant damage and long-term outages in the electrical power systems. In this
study, overvoltage occurring on the insulator as a result of lightning strikes on
the pylon towers, which are commonly used in 154 kV power transmission lines,
were investigated by using the Alternative Transient Program (ATP). In the analysis, the multistory transmission tower model was used to define the tower
model. The lightning waveform was modeled as a Heidler function with a lightning impulse of 8/20 µs. The voltage levels on the insulators in the event of lightning strikes on the tower were evaluated based on various positions and lengths
of the tower grounding electrode.

Keywords: Lightning overvoltage, Alternative Transient Program (ATP),
Tower earth resistance, Pylon Tower.

1

Introduction

Lightning strikes occur when the voltage between the cloud and the earth exceeds the
dielectric strength due to atmospheric phenomena [1]. Overvoltage caused by lightning
strikes on electrical systems causes significant malfunctions and long-term power outages in system equipment [2]. Therefore, evaluating the effects of lightning overvoltage
on electrical power systems is very important in terms of ensuring the stability of the
system. Lightning strikes on transmission lines are common events in power systems.
Lightning strikes on the transmission lines occur by a lightning strike on the phase conductor, protection conductor or tower. The most common situation is the lightning
strike on the tower or the protective conductor [3].
Lightning waveforms can be measured using special tower systems. However, the data
measured from these towers contain noise, reflection, and resolution (accuracy) problems [4]. To overcome these problems, an artificial waveform is used to define the
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lightning waveform. The artificial waveform can be generated in high voltage laboratories. However, the construction of the system that generates an artificial waveform
involves high costs [5]. Today, advanced simulation programs allow modeling lightning overvoltage in the digital environment. Alternative Transient Program (ATP),
which is based on the study of Dommel, has been widely used in modeling electrical
systems and lightning waveform [6].
In the modeling of the power towers, firstly, the geometric structure of the tower was
evaluated considering the electromagnetic field effect. A mathematical model was designed using geometric shapes.
In his experimental studies, Kawai has established the relationship between the conductor's characteristic impedance and wave propagation speed [7]. Similarly, Chislom
and Chow also conducted studies on the characteristic impedance and propagation constant of conductors [8]. On the other hand, Ishii developed the Multistory Transmission
Tower Model using numerical methods considering that the protection conductor
should also be taken into account in the modeling of the tower structure [9].
In this study, the effects of overvoltage occurring in the event of a lightning strike on
the pylon tower used in 154 kV power transmission lines were evaluated taking into
account the tower grounding resistance and grounding position. The lightning current
waveform was modeled as a Heidler function with a lightning impulse of 8/20 µs and
an amplitude of 10 kA. The characteristic of the transmission line was defined using
the JMarti frequency-dependent model [10]. The non-uniform Multistory Transmission
Tower Model was used for modeling the pylon tower. The voltage levels generated by
the lightning overvoltage on the isolator were evaluated depending on the position and
length of the grounding electrode used in tower grounding.

2. Modeling of The Electrical System
System equipment should be modeled accurately to analyze the effects of lightning
overvoltage using a simulation program. Therefore, the parameters such as the characteristic feature of the transmission line, geometric structure of the tower, grounding
resistance, the lightning current waveform should be taken into account. The determination of circuit parameters used in the simulation in this study is explained in detail in
this part.
2.1. Characteristic features of the Transmission Line
The characteristic features of the transmission line examined in this study are presented in Table 1. The geometry of the transmission line is defined for the tower structure shown in Figure 1 by taking into account the heights of conductors above the
ground and the distance between the conductors.
Table 1: Characteristic features of the Transmission Line.
Conductor
Type
Diameter (mm)
Resistance (Ω/km)
Phase conductor
Protection Conductor

Cardinal
7N8

30.35
9.78

80

0.0586
1.4625
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2.2. Identification of Equivalent Circuit Model for Pylon Tower
The structure of the multistory transmission tower model of the pylon tower used in the
154 kV transmission system is shown in Figure 1. The parameters used in the dimensions of the pylon tower are presented in Table 2.

Zt1
Vt
h1
R1

h1
a

Zt1
Vt
h2

a
h2

b

Upper
Phase

L1

Upper
Phase

Middle
Phase

R2

Middle
Phase

L2

b
Zt1
Vt
h3

h3
Sub Phase
c

c

R2

L3

Lower
Phase

Zt2
Vt
h4

h4
R2

L4

Tower
Footing

Rf
GND1

Fig. 1. Geometric structure of double circuit pylon tower and Multistory Transmission Tower
Model
Table 2. Dimensions of the pylon tower (m)
Parameters

a

b

Length (m)

3.20

4.10

c
3.50

h1
3.15

h2
4.15

h3
4.15

h4
17.90

The equations (1-4) are used to calculate the parameters of the multistory transmission
tower model [9, 11, 12].
𝑅𝑖 =

−2. 𝑍𝑡1 . 𝑙𝑛√𝛾
. ℎ (𝑖 = 1 − 3)
ℎ1 + ℎ2 + ℎ3 𝑖

(1)

𝑅4 = −2. 𝑍𝑡2 . 𝑙𝑛√𝛾

(2)
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𝐿𝑖 = 𝛼. 𝑅𝑖 .

2. 𝐻
𝑉𝑡

(𝑖 = 1 − 4)

𝐻 = ℎ1 + ℎ2 + ℎ3 + ℎ4
where;
Zt
Vt
γ
α
R
L

(3)
(4)

: Tower surge impedance,
: Surge propagation velocity,
: Attenuation coefficient,
: Damping coefficient,
: Damping resistance,
: Damping inductance.

Surge propagation velocity seen in the lightning waveform is considered to be approximately equal to the speed of light (Vt = 300.000 km/s).
2.3. Modeling of the lightning current waveform
Lightning current waveforms were modeled using lightning current waveforms of
1.2/50 µs, 10/350 µs, and 8/20 µs which were defined in international standards [13].
The lightning waveform of 8/20 µs was used in this study. The maximum amplitude
value of the lightning current was chosen to be 10 kA, which has been statistically the
most frequent situation. The lightning current waveform can be modeled using a current
source and a resistance parallel to the current source, as shown in Figure 2 [14]. The
parallel resistance value of 400 Ω was used in the model [15].

Lightning-Path
Impedence

Current
Source
Fig. 2. Lightning Strike Heidler Model.

The mathematical expression of the Heidler model used in determining lightning current waveform is defined by the equation (5),
𝑖(𝑡) =

𝐼0

.

𝜂 (

𝑡 𝑛
)
𝜏1
𝑡 𝑛

(

𝜏2

) +1

−𝑡

. 𝑒 𝜏2

(5)

where I0 denotes the peak value of the lightning current, τ1 denotes the constant of time
depending on the current rise time, τ2 denotes the constant of time depending on the
delay time of the current, n denotes the steepness factor of the current. The steepness
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factor is determined by the equation (6) and determines the time for the lightning current to reach the maximum value. The lightning current waveform of 8/20 µs with a
maximum amplitude of 10 kA is shown in Figure 3.
1

𝜂=

𝜏
𝜏
[−( 1 ).(𝑛. 2 )]𝑛
𝑒 𝜏2 𝜏1

(6)

10
[kA]
8

6

4

2

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

[us]

70

(f ile 6hatmodel2.pl4; x-v ar t) c:XX0006-XX0007

Fig. 3. The lightning current waveform of 8/20 µs.

2.4. Determination of Grounding Resistance
The towers carrying the power transmission lines are grounded using electrodes at the
bottom of the tower. In the case of low frequency, the ground resistance varies depending on whether the electrode is in a horizontal or vertical position. Due to the high
current caused by lightning overvoltage, the ground resistance is defined by the lumped
circuit high frequency [16].

L

R

C

Fig. 4. Lumped circuit high-frequency model for ground resistance
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In case the grounding electrode is horizontal or vertical, the lumped circuit highfrequency circuit models are shown as in Figure 5.
Air Surface
Ground

Horizontal Electrode

Air Surface
Ground

Vertical Electrode
Fig. 5. The lumped circuit high-frequency model with horizontal and vertical electrode structure for ground resistance.

According to Dwight, the mathematical expression of the resistance is defined by
equation (7) in the case of using the ground electrode vertically [15]. According to
Sunde, if the ground electrodes are placed horizontally, the resistance is defined by the
equation (8) [17].
𝑅=

𝜌
4𝑙
[𝑙𝑛 ( ) − 1]
2. 𝜋. 𝑙
𝑎

(7)

𝑅=

𝜌
2𝑙
[𝑙𝑛 (
) − 1]
𝜋. 𝑙
√2𝑎𝑑

(8)

In these equations, 𝜌 denotes the ground, 𝑙 denotes the length of the ground resistance, 𝑎 denotes the radius of the ground electrode, 𝑑 denotes the depth of the electrodes under the ground, and 𝑙 > 𝑎 and 𝑙 > 𝑑. The capacitance value presented for the
ground resistance in the lumped circuit high-frequency model is defined by the equation
(9) depending on the resistance of R [16].
𝐶=

𝜌. 𝜀
𝑅

(9)

In equation (9), ε is the permeability of the soil. In the lumped circuit high-frequency
model given for the ground resistance, L, which is expressed using the same mathematical equation both for the horizontal and vertical grounding electrodes, is defined by the
equation (10) [18].
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𝐿=

µ. 𝑙
2𝑙
[𝑙𝑛 ( ) − 1]
2𝜋
𝑎

(10)

µ in the equation (10) stands for the permeability of the soil.

3. ATP Model of 154 Kv Pylon Towers
The ATP model of the power transmission line for the pylon tower designed by considering the system parameters presented in Part 2 is presented in Figure 6. In the model,
the length of the transmission line was assumed to be one kilometer. In the analysis, the
capacity value of 80 pF, which is the equivalent of the insulator chain, was used for the
insulators [19].

Fig. 6. ATP model of 154 kV transmission line with pylon tower.
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The following parameters were used in the calculations: electrode diameter = 2.5 mm 2,
d=0.8 m, 𝜌=50, and µ=10-3. The circuit parameters of the lumped circuit high-frequency model calculated based on the various electrode lengths are given in Table 3.
Table 3. The circuit parameters of the lumped circuit high-frequency model calculated based
on the various electrode lengths for horizontal and vertical electrode positions.
R(Ω)

C (F)

R (Ω)

C (F)

Horizontal

Horizontal

Vertical

(Vertical)

1

32.4292

0.0154

20.7313

0.0241

0.0054

2.5

15.8883

0.0315

14.1258

0.0354

0.0171

5

9.0473

0.0553

9.2693

0.0539

0.0397

Electrode
Length (m)

L (H)

4. Simulation Results
In the transmission line model of the pylon tower presented in Figure 6, when a
lightning current impulse of 10 kA is applied to the top of the tower, insulator voltages
for different electrode lengths and electrode positions are presented in Figure 7, Figure
8, and Figure 9, respectively.

Fig. 7. Isolator voltage levels caused by the lightning current of 10 kA striking the tower in case
of using horizontal and vertical grounding electrode of 1 meter.
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The charts obtained as the result of the analysis reveals that horizontal grounding seems
to reduce the voltage levels that occur on the insulator when the grounding electrode of
1 meter is used in pylon towers. In the case of using the grounding electrode longer
than 2.5 meters, the isolator voltage levels seem to be equal for horizontal and vertical
grounding. Therefore, horizontal grounding is recommended for pylon towers
grounded using electrodes shorter than 2.5 meters.

Fig. 8. Isolator voltage levels caused by the lightning current of 10 kA striking the tower in case
of using horizontal and vertical grounding electrode of 2.5 meters.

5. Conclusion
Lightning overvoltage caused by atmospheric phenomena cause outages in electrical
systems and significant damages to system equipment. In this study, overvoltage that
may occur on the insulator in case of the pylon towers used in the 154 kV transmission
system which is exposed to a lightning strike of 10 kA was analyzed using the Alternative Transient Program (ATP) considering the tower ground resistance and its position.
The ground resistance was modeled using the lumped circuit high-frequency model and
the pylon tower was modeled using the multistory transmission tower model. The results of the study reveal that horizontal grounding reduces the effect of lightning overvoltage on the isolators in the case of grounding using a ground electrode shorter than
2.5 meters. Horizontal grounding is recommended when grounding electrodes shorter
than 2.5 meters are used in the transmission lines with pylon towers.
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Fig. 9. Isolator voltage levels caused by the lightning current of 10 kA striking the tower in case
of using horizontal and vertical grounding electrode of 5 meters.
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Abstract. A prediction approach to predict the amount of solar irradiance that
photovoltaic (PV) system is exposed to and its output power using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is presented in this study. Levenberg-Marquardt Backpropagation algorithm was chosen as the training algorithm in the ANN model. The
real-time winter dataset served as an open dataset by IEEE PES for Petrolina
FV1/Enerq/USP system (Southeast of Brazil) for the period of 1-10 June 2014
was used as PV generation data in the analysis. The results of Feed Forward MultiLayer Perception (FFMLP) ANN topology revealed that the ANN model could
be used effectively to predict solar irradiance and PV power output by considering the panel and ambient temperature, wind speed data, and time series together.
Keywords: Solar Irradiance, Photovoltaic generation, Artificial Neural Network
(ANN).

1. Introduction
Due to the developments in technology, industry, and urbanization, demand for electricity as an energy source has been increasing each passing day. Most of this energy
demanded is obtained from fossil fuels. We have a limited reserve for fossil fuels.
Moreover, CO and CO2 gases emitted after the consumption of fossil fuels have negative effects on living things and the ozone layer [1]. Considering all these disadvantages, the countries have been seeking alternative energy sources such as wind, solar, and geothermal energy to overcome their energy crisis and preserve the environment. Photovoltaic (PV) systems have an important advantage over the other renewable
energy methods in terms of wider installation areas, having no noise pollution and gas
emissions, and using solar energy as an unlimited energy source [2-5].
Despite the technological advances today, the efficiency of PV cells is around 1128% [6]. Therefore, PV systems should be designed to achieve maximum efficiency.
Several environmental factors such as solar irradiance, the indoor and outdoor temperature of the panel, shading and clouding effect, humidity, wind are effective in the efficiency of PV systems. A reliable prediction methodology is required to evaluate the
performance of PV modules and ensure effective planning and energy management
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taking into account environmental factors [7]. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
method has been very popular in prediction applications due to its high processing
speed, simplicity of application, and low cost [8].
Various methods based on ANN applications for solar irradiance have been studied
by many researchers. Bora et al. reported that the outputs of PV modules can be predicted using ANN [9]. Ceylan revealed that the ANN application can be used to determine the module temperature in photovoltaic panels [10]. Priya predicted global solar
radiation using ANN in his study [11]. On the other hand, the researchers discussed the
use of ANN methods to predict the amount of daily global solar radiation (GSR) [1213]. Apart from these studies, many researchers conducted studies on modeling solar
irradiance using ANN [14-21].
This study presents an ANN-based approach to predict solar irradiance and PV output power PV systems using meteorological data. The winter dataset served as an open
dataset by IEEE PES for Petrolina FV1/Enerq/USP system (Southeast of Brazil) for the
period of 1-10 June 2014 was used as PV generation data in the analysis. Day, month,
hour, minute, outside temperature, panel temperature, and wind speed data in the dataset have been defined as training sets in modeling the artificial neural network. The
solar irradiance and PV generation data calculated using the Feed Forward ANN
(FFANN) model were assessed by statistically comparing them with the actual values;
thus, the proposed model was tested.
2.

Artificial Neural Network for Predicting Solar Radiation and Solar
Output

ANN was developed inspired by the working principle of the human brain. It is a
data processing technique that has emerged as a result of artificially imitating the nerve
cells in the human brain and applying them to computer systems to solve complex problems. ANN performs the learning process using the examples provided to it [22-23].
The general structure of the artificial neurons that make up the main structural unit
of ANN consists of five main parts: inputs (xi), weights (wi), summation function (combining function), activation (transfer) function, and output. Products obtained by multiplying each input by weight are simply summed up with the threshold value and the
activation function is used to create the result, thus the output is determined. The learning ability of an artificial neuron depends on the appropriate adjustment of the weights
within the selected learning algorithm [24].
ANN analyses presented in this study were carried out using Matlab software. Three
major climate variables, such as outside temperature, panel temperature, and wind
speed, and four date-time variables such as the month, day, hour, and minute data were
defined as input variables in the structure of the model. The parameters of solar irradiance and PV output power were defined as the output variables in the model. Consisting
of 7 input parameters, 10 hidden layers, and 2 output parameters, FFMLP ANN topology was defined using the Feed Forward MultiLayer Perception (FFMLP) network
structure as shown in Figure 1.
The proper transfer function for neurons was defined as a logistic sigmoid function
-f(zi) as in Equation 1. The zi term defined in the second equation denotes the total
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weight of the inputs. The xj term denotes the signal coming directly from the jth neuron.
The wij term denotes the weights directly combined from jth neuron to ith neuron.
𝑓(𝑧𝑖 ) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑧𝑖

(1)

7

𝑧𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝛽𝑖

(2)

𝑗=1
Inputs

Hidden Layers

Outpus

Mounth

Day

Hour
Solar Radiation (W/m2)

Minute

External Temperature (C⁰)
PV output (W)
Cell Temperature (C⁰)

Wind Speed (m/s)

Figure 1. FFMLP ANN topology used in the prediction of solar irradiance and PV output
power.

3.

Results and Discussion

The winter dataset served as an open dataset by IEEE PES for 2.550 kWp Petrolina
FV1/Enerq/USP system (Southeast of Brazil) for the period of 1-10 June 2014 was used
as PV generation data in the analysis. The data for the period between 1-7 June 2014
were used as the training set, and data for 8-10 June 2014 were used as the test set [25].
The values of the Solar Irradiance and PV Output Power were predicted by performing ANN training according to the input parameters presented in Figure 1. The input
data were trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) Back Propagation method.
While 1730 samples were used as training data, 996 samples were used as test data.
The MSE performance obtained by prediction and the measured and predicted regression analysis for the best fit are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. The
charts of predicted and measured solar irradiance and PV output power are shown in
Figure 4.
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Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) values were calculated to statistically evaluate the predicted and measured values.

Figure 2. MSE performance of ANN Model in the prediction of Solar Irradiance and Power
Output

Figure 3. Comparison regression analysis between measured and predicted outputs for best fit.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the measured and predicted values of Solar Irradiance and Power Output.

1
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [ . ∑(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)2 ]
𝑁

(3)

1
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = [ ∑
]
𝑁
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

(4)

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [√ ∑(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)2 ] (5)
𝑁

Calculated by equations (3-5), the statistical results of the measured true values and
the predicted values obtained using the FFMLP ANN method are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. MSE, MAPE, and RMSE values for Solar Irradiance and PV Output Power

Solar Irradiance
PV output

MSE

MAPE

RMSE

2.80
11.75

0.37
0.41

1.67
3.42
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4.

Conclusion

In this study, a prediction approach for predicting the PV output power and solar irradiance by using ANN was presented. The winter dataset served as an open dataset by
IEEE PES for Petrolina FV1/Enerq/USP system (Southeast of Brazil) for the period of
1-10 June 2014 was used as PV generation data for the prediction analysis. The results
revealed that the FFMLP ANN model, in which meteorological data and time series data
were used together, could be used effectively in the prediction of solar irradiance and
PV output power. The mean values of MSE, MAPE, and RMSE were determined to be
2.80, 0.37, and 1.67 for Solar Irradiance and 11.75, 0.41, and 3.42 for PV output power,
respectively. The predictive accuracy of the presented approach can be improved by
using different meteorological parameters such as humidity, pressure, latitude, longitude, and training set with more samples.
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Abstract. In this study, we propose a new segmentation approach for vessel
structures based on fluid flow. Vessels are medium for transportation of blood
which makes segmentation using fluid flow physically plausible. So, streaming
fluid regions can capture smooth and thin structures. It also provides robustness
to radiofrequency field inhomogeneity and noise in images. More importantly,
it can also segment disconnected areas as the fluid flow can pass through gaps.
Thus, fluid flow can form a powerful vessel segmentation algorithm. In this
study, we used linearized form of shallow water equations since they provide
computational efficiency compared to original Navier-Stokes equations. We
validated our method on a synthetic data set formed with BrainWeb database,
and a clinical Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) datasets. Experiments
presented the accuracy of the vessel segmentation method we proposed.
Keywords: Vascular system, Shallow water equations, Vessel segmentation.

1

Introduction

In the literature, various vessel segmentation studies are proposed due to its clinical
applications in human health. Vascular structures are required to determine target
region in cancer treatments [1]. Artery segmentation is crucial for various clinical
treatments since coronary artery disease is widest cause of death [2]. Hepatocellular
carcinoma has third rank for death from liver cancer. It is treated by heating the target
region using radiofrequency as nearby blood vessels act as coolers [3]. Also, accurate
vessel structures allow characterization and assessment of vascular diseases by means
of simulating blood flow on patient-specific 3D vessel models [4].
Noninvasive imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance angiography (MRA),
magnetic resonance venography (MRV), computerized tomography angiography
(CTA), and even ultrasound imaging can be used to acquire images of the vascular
structures [5]. Vessels can be segmented using these medical images. Subsequently,
segmented accurate vessel structures can be used to extract vessel characteristics such
as shape, width, and branching. Accordingly, extracted anatomical vessel features
may facilitate safe diagnosis and thereby efficient treatment of various diseases [6].
But, automatic segmentation of vessel structures in a precise manner is challenging
due to various reasons such as radiofrequency field (RF) inhomogeneities, imaging
noise, and high variability and complexity of vessel structures [7].
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Sekiguchi et al suggested a vessel segmentation approach where multiple branches are
segmented successively where local region growing schema is used for each branch
[8]. Since success of region growing is limited, region growing is further improved by
utilizing an atlas in [9]. In [5], active contour method is utilized as a deformable curve
where image gradients are fitted to vessel structures as an external force in addition to
common internal forces. Strzelecki et al investigated level set segmentation methods
using simulated vessels with varying noise levels where they observed that results are
satisfactory even for images with high noise levels [10]. Gazit et al employed level set
formulation for surface evolution driven by a novel variational cost function with a
minimal variance term in addition to edge-based term and geodesic active contour
(GAC) regularization term [11]. Gooya et al modified the CURVES regularization
such that level set method is employed for geometric regularization via GAC [12]. In
[13], Hao and Shen used a watershed method to initialize the level set method for
segmentation of vessel boundaries. Manniesing et al proposed a vessel enhancement
scheme using anisotropic diffusion (AD) which applies more diffusion among the
vessel direction inside the vessel like structures and applies less diffusion in other
structures by means of a specially designed tensor [14]. Akram et al used a 2-D Gabor
wavelet in conjunction with a sharpening filter to enhance the vessels in retinopathy
images [15]. In [16], Staal et al employed ridge detection driven by characteristics of
Hessian matrix to extract vessel centerlines in retinal images. In their approach, they
define centerlines as piecewise lines and partitioned the pixels based on their distance
to these lines. Ricci and Perfetti used a line detection approach where the filters for 12
different orientations are applied to find vessel-like structures [17]. In [1], Esneault
and Lafon proposed a graph-cuts based approach for the segmentation of vessels in
the liver. Researchers also applied model matching strategies for the segmentation of
vascular structures. For example, superellipsoid models are used for vessel detection
in [18]. Likewise, Rohr and Wörz investigated 3 different intensity models for tubular
structures extraction which can be applied to vessel segmentation [19]. Li and Yezzi
claimed that while methods utilizing tubular structures can produce paths aligned on
vessel centerlines, global minimal-path methods cannot [20]. Comprehensive reviews
of vessel segmentation methods are given by Kirbas and Quek [21], Lesage et al [7],
Radaelli et al [5], and Moccia et al [22]. Limited to retinal images, [23] reviews and
compares the retinal vessel segmentation methods.
Vessel segmentation literature also contains some fluid flow-based segmentation
approaches. In [24], Chang and Valentino adapted charged-fluid method for vessel
segmentation. They modeled repelling electric forces as a charged fluid that can flow
through and flow around obstacles. Thus, Chang and Valentino claim that this model
provides a motion like fluid flow. In [25], Yan and Kassim proposed a schema to
minimize surface energy function that acts as a capillary active contour method. They
used level set method for marching the boundary where variational calculus is used to
define energy of wetting surfaces as a variational functional. In [26], Liu and Nixon
suggested use of pressure, capillary actions, and surface tension are as flow attributes.
They claim that these physical forces define edgewise and region-wise driving forces
that also provides accurate and longer capture range. Finally, they form the fluid flow
velocity by combining resistance and total driving forces.
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The approach we propose is different from the above 3 approaches because we
conceptualized the flowing fluid as shallow water acting inside the captivity of a 3D
closed surface such as vessel. So far, shallow water equations have been utilized for
modeling fluid flow through wide open environments, i.e. ocean [27]. In this study,
we used fluid equations modeling shallow waters to define a deformable model with
effective convergence criteria. The method we propose captures both thin and thick
vessel structures in medical images with various noise levels and types [28]1.
For the remaining part of the paper, fluid equations and their brief description is
given in section 2, algorithmic details of the proposed method is given in section 3,
implementation issues are discussed in section 4, parameters are analyzed in section
5, and experiments are presented in section 6, and finally concluding in section 7.

2

Fluid Equations

2.1

Navier-Stokes Equations (NSE)

Irrespective from the strength of applied shear stress, fluids (also liquids and gases)
are continually deforming materials. Navier-Stokes Equations (NSE) models the fluid
flow which are partial differential equations (PDE). Nonlinearity of NSE makes it
necessary to utilize state-of-the-art numerical solvers where analytical solution exists
only for simple or special cases. There are different forms of NSE while the widely
used one is incompressible fluid via Newtonian formulation which is defined as
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v : Kinematic viscosity, where v = m / r

p : Pressure
k : Heat conduction coefficient

r
f : Body forces such as gravity
f e : External force per unit mass

Equation (1) models the continuity of the fluid due to incompressibility assumption
and preservation of the mass. Equation (2) models the velocity changes caused by
internal and external forces with conservation of momentum assumption. Equation (3)
models density change with conservation of energy assumption. Internal chemical
reactions, electromagnetic fields or similar external sources may lead to heat flows
that can cause density changes. Generally, Equation (3) is ignored.
1
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2.2

Shallow Water Equations (SWE)

The SWE models the flow of water and other incompressible fluids using a simplified
water representation. Essentially, the fluid depth is assumed to be small compared to
the wavelength of the fluid disturbance. With this assumption, fluid is represented as
simple 2D height field instead of complex 3D description (Fig 1).

Fig 1. 2 dimensional (2D) height field representation: h(x, y) = b(x, y) + d(x, y) is surface
height where b(x, y) is ground height and d(x, y) is water height

Vertical velocity is small and can be ignored by the shallowness assumption (see Fig
2 for 1D shallow water representation). For an arbitrary (x, y) point in shallow water,
this assumption holds since velocity has small variation in z-direction and pressure
gradient is almost constant between the bottom and surface. Thus, a solution can be
obtained with horizontal flow that is independent of height of water column. First,
vertical velocity is taken as zero and no variations in z-direction is assumed in NSE.
Then, NSE are depth integrated to obtain SWE. Further simplification is applied to
obtain simpler Euler equations by assuming zero viscosity (inviscid) with constant
density, i.e. for water. Pressure is proportional to the water height and gravity, and so
the pressure term is modified accordingly [27,29].

Fig 2. 1 dimensional (1D) height field representation: h(x) = b(x) + d(x) is surface height where
b(x) is ground height and d(x) is water height

Based on the above assumptions, 1D shallow water equations are defined in Equation
(4) and Equation (5).

¶d ¶
+ (ud ) = 0
¶t ¶x
¶u
¶u
= - (u
) +
¶x
¶t
convection
(advect)

(4)
0
no diffusion
(inviscid)

+ (- g

¶h
) +
¶x

pressure

100

0
no force sources

(5)
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2.3

Linearized Shallow Water Equations (LSWE)

After applying shallow water assumptions, the remaining non-linearity only pertains
to Equation (5) due to the convection term. Note that, convection term is responsible
for advection of fluid properties, i.e. velocity. Kass and Miller ignored the convection
term and linearized the equation around h (a constant) to further simplify Equation (5)
[27]. This simplification is only valid when fluid velocity is small, and the ground is
smooth (slowly varying) [27].

¶u
=
¶t

+

0
no convection

0
no diffusion

+ (- g

¶h
) +
¶x

pressure

0

(6)

no force
sources

By combining Equation (4) and Equation (6), equation (7) is obtained:

¶ 2h
¶ 2h
=
gd
¶t 2
¶x 2

(7)

which is the 1D wave equation. Kass and Miller used finite-difference technique to
discretize the Equation (7) [27]. Then, they preferred a first-order implicit integrator
which leads to a linear system. Here, A is a tridiagonal matrix that is given as
(8)
Ah( n) = 2h( n-1) - h( n-2) = y
where n is the iteration index. Matrix A is formed by e and f where they are given as
é e0
êf
ê 0
ê
A=ê
ê
ê
ê
ëê

f0
e1 f1
f1 O O
O e w-3
0
f w-3

0
f w-3
e w- 2
f w- 2

æì
ù
d 0 + d1
i=0 ö
÷
çï
ú
ú ei = 1 + k ç íd i -1 + 2d i + d i +1 0 < i < w - 1÷
çï d + d
ú
i = w - 1 ÷ø
w-1
è î w- 2
ú
ú
f = -k (di + di +1 )
f w- 2 ú i
ú
ew-1 ûú k = g (Dt ) 2 (2(Dx) 2 )

Here w is the number of water columns, di is water depth in ith column, g is gravity,
Δt is simulation time step in seconds, Δx is water column width in meter, and variable
k is a combination of g, Δt, and Δx parameters. Right hand side (RHS) of Equation (8)
can be regarded as extrapolation of the fluid surface in last simulation iteration. Based
on this assumption, Kass and Miller formed Equation (9) by adding damping in the
RHS of Equation (8) to introduce artificial viscosity effect.

Ah ( n) = h( n-1) + (1 -t )(h( n-1) - h( n-2) ) = y

(9)

where 0 £ t £ 1 is the coefficient for damping [27]. Linear systems in Equation (8) or
Equation (9) are solvable in linear, O(n), time using tridiagonal matrix algorithm
(TDMA) [27]. 2D/3D LSWE can be defined using Equation (10) and Equation (11).

æ ¶ 2h ¶ 2h ö
¶ 2h
çç 2 + 2 ÷÷ = gdÑ 2 h
=
gd
2
¶t
¶y ø
è ¶x

(10)

æ ¶ 2h ¶ 2h ¶ 2h ö
¶ 2h
= gd çç 2 + 2 + 2 ÷÷ = gdÑ 2 h
2
¶t
¶y
¶z ø
è ¶x

(11)
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Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method [30] is used to solve Equation (10)
and (11). ADI splits the RHS of equation (10) into 2 terms for 2D and into 3 terms for
3D to make RHS independent from each other. So, linear systems remain tridiagonal
and time complexity in each iteration remains proportional to volume size, i.e. the
number of voxels in the volume.
1D: O(w) = O(n)
3D: hwO(W ) + wcO( H ) + whO(C) = O(3whc) = O(n)
where w is width of image, h is height of image, and c is slice count of image.
LSWE ignores fluid motions such as eddies, whirl, and splashing which are not
necessary for our purposes. In Fig 3, height of the fluid surface is h(x) is used as zdirection (depth) of the fluid for 3D visualization of fluid on 2D height map.

Fig 3. Fluid evolution example. a) Initial fluid placement, b) 3D visualization of a, c) Fluid
surface at 500th iteration, and d) 3D visualization of c.

3

Proposed Method

Flowchart of the proposed LSWE based segmentation algorithm is shown in Fig 4.
1. Load Image

Iterate until converged

No

10. is
converged?

Yes
11. Post-process
Best Result

2. Setting
Parameters

3. Create Rough
Segmentation

5. Pre-process
Image

4. Find Water
Sources

6. Add Water to
the System
7. Evolve Fluid
using LSWE
8. Calculate
Error
Store Current
Best Result

10. is
minimum?

Yes

12. Save Best
Result

Fig 4. Flowchart of the proposed LSWE based vessel segmentation method.
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Steps of the algorithm in
Fig 4 are explained as following:
Step 1. Loading image
In MRA images, vessels appear bright with high intensity values. So, voxel intensity
values must be inverted to turn vessels into dark intensities. Once vessels become
dark in the whole volume, fluid flow simulation can be used to fill these valleys.
Step 2. Setting parameters
Fluid simulation using LSWE assumes voxel to be in meters. Thus, medical images
that are acquired in real world coordinates (i.e. millimeter resolution) are converted
into meter resolution. Voxel intensity values act as ground depth. Thus, they are also
normalized to satisfy shallowness assumption.
Step 3. Creating rough segmentation
Vessels are estimated using rough segmentation that is used for both water source
determination and check for convergence. Otsu’s thresholding method [31] is fast but
not accurate. So, we developed a multiresolution local filtering approach for robust
rough segmentation. Proposed filtering approach uses sliding window where voxel
intensity at the window center is subtracted from the clamped maximum intensity in
the window. We inspired from the study in [32] by Alanso and Vilari for our filtering
approach although ours’ is quite different. In our approach, maximum intensity value
within a window is clamped to an average intensity value within a larger window.
ì
ïRˆ
Rx , y , z = í x , y , z
ï
î 0

if Rˆ x , y , z > Trs
if Rˆ x , y , z £ Trs

(12)

where Rx,y,z represents the rough segmentation, Trs represents the noise threshold, Îx,y,z
represents the low-pass filter applied on pixel Ix,y,z, and rv represents the estimation of
maximum vessel radius for the given image,
Rˆ x , y , z = max(min( I x( m, y), z , I x( c, y) , z ) - Iˆx , y , z ,0) ,
I x( m, y), z = max I x+Dx , y +Dy , z +Dz , - rv £ Dx, Dy, Dz £ rv : maximum,

I x( c, y), z =

1
(8rv + 1)3

4 rv

4 rv

4 rv

å å åI

Dx =-4 rv Dy =-4 rv Dz =-4 rv

x + Dx , y + Dy , z + Dz

: clamped,

Rough segmentation is a rough view of vessels while LWSE segmentation result is
the detailed view. As fluid flows, fluid heights become more similar to the rough
segmentation. LSWE segmentation is obtained when they become most similar.
Step 4. Finding the water sources
First, R~ , a normalized rough segmentation is obtained from the rough segmentation,
R, by using normalization via R / max(R). Then using rw as kernel radius and 2rw+1
as the width and height of a square sliding window, another image is generated to
suppress the thin structures:

~
sed )
Rx(,thinSupres
=[
y,z

rw

rw

rw

~

Õ Õ Õ (R

Dx =- rw Dy = - rw Dz = - rw
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Finally, thick vessels can be set as water sources using a fast and simple filtering
mechanism, where Tws is the threshold value such that values lower than Tws in the
suppressed image will be set to zero. Results of this processing are reflected in Fig 5.
~
sed )
ì
0
if Rx(,thinSupres
£ Tws
ï
y ,z
( source )
Wx , y , z = í ~ (thinSupressed )
(13)
R
otherwise
ï
î x, y ,z

(a) MIP of original image I

(b) MIP of rough segmentation

(c) MIP of water source

Fig 5. Rough segmentation and water source detection in an MRA image.

Step 5. Preprocessing the image
One of the basic assumptions of LSWE is slow velocity in a moving fluid front on the
smoothly varying ground. In each image, smoothly varying ground is equivalent to
smoothly changing background, hence sharp intensity changes must be eliminated at
this step. In our case, we are not doing any pre-processing for the MRA images.
Step 6. Pumping water from water sources
Below Equation (14) is used the add water into the simulation at each time step.
)
d x , y , z = (d x , y , z + Wx(,source
)/2
y ,z

(14)

where dx,y,z represents the depth of water at voxel located at point (x,y,z). Thus, slow
velocity assumption is satisfied by pumping right amount of water into the vessel
system. Water source is adaptively changed using Equation (15) to increase speed:
)
)
Wx(,source
= max(Wx(,source
, d x, y,z ) / 2 ,
y,z
y,z

for d x , y , z > W AVD

(15)

where WAVD is average vessel depth calculated from nonzero values.
Step 7. Fluid evolution using LSWE
The ADI method which is introduced in section 2 is used for integration of LSWE.
Finite difference assumes that Δt goes to zero. Thus, time step (Δt) must be small
enough where 0.001 and 0.01 are found sufficiently small and yield desired numerical
accuracy with reasonable simulation execution times in our experiments.

a) 10th iteration

b) 20th iteration

c) 30th iteration

d) 40th iteration

Fig 6. Fluid evolution on a slice of an MRA image.

As suggest by Kass and Miller to prevent volume loss, we set negative volumes as
zero. Then we normalize the whole volume by recalculating the surface heights [27].
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Minuscule amount of water pieces may form especially when low level of artificial
viscosity is used. We developed a vaporization scheme to avoid this problem. Here,
vaporization depth (Vd) is reduced by a vaporization factor (Vr) when water depth (di)
is smaller than a constant value:
ìd V if d i £ Vd
di = di - í i r
(16)
otherwise
î 0
Note that, vaporization reduces to a simple thresholding when Vr is 1.
Step 8. Calculating the error
Water height is calculated as H(n) in step 7 for each iteration in time. Blended water
height at nth iteration, H(b)(n), is calculated using Equation (17).

H ((bn)) = ( H ((bn)-1) + H ( n ) ) / 2

(17)

where H(b)(0) = 0. Water fills vessels (dark intensities) almost simultaneously. As water
fills deep (thick) vessels shallow (thin) vessels are also filled and similarity with
rough segmentation increases. If water floods to non-vessel regions, then similarity
starts to decrease. Error, inverse of similarity, is defined as mean absolute difference
between H(b)(n) (blended water heights) and R (rough segmentation).

E (n) =

1
nE ( 0)

åH

(n)
(b) x, y ,z

- Rx , y , z

(18)

where E(0) is maximum error, and error E(n) is divided by E(0) to normalize error to 1.
As fluid flows, similarity with rough segmentation increases and error decreases. So
best segmentation is obtained when minimum error is reached (Fig 7).
1

0.95

Error

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Iteration

Fig 7. Error graph for an MRA image.

Step 9. Detecting possible minimums
When a minimum point in error is detected, current water heights must be stored as
the current best. Yet, minimum can only be detected when error goes in an upward
direction, which implies that actual minimum point has already been passed. At each
detected minimum, water height needs to be copied and this may lead to large amount
of memory copy operations if the error graph is oscillatory. This issue is addressed by
doing copy with tolerance value check as shown in Equation (19).
(m)
(m)
( E ( n ) - E min
) /( E ( 0 ) - E min
) > M tolerance

(19)

where Mtolerance is 0.01, E(n) is the error at nth iteration, E(0) is the maximum error, and
Emin(m) is the obtained minimum error so far for the mth iteration.
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Step 10. Testing for convergence
There can exist more than single local minimum in the error surface due to various
reasons. Achieving the global optimum is not assured if algorithm terminates when it
reaches the first minimum, i.e. a local minimum. To avoid being trapped in a local
minimum, convergence is decided using a tolerance value as given in Equation (20).
(m)
(m)
( E ( n ) - E min
) /( E ( 0 ) - E min
) > Ctolerance

(20)

where Ctolerance is 0.25 (0 < Ctolerance ≤ 1), E(n) is the error at nth iteration, E(0) is the
maximum error, and Emin(m) is the minimum error found so far at the mth iteration. As
Ctolerance increases number of iteration and chance of passing local minimums also
increases. Error can reach a fixed value (see Fig 7), that also need to be tested.
Step 11. Post processing
Segmentation result can contain noise that is formed due to tiny fluid columns. Such
situation can especially happen if input image is noisy and LSWE is executed with
zero or very low viscosity parameter and vaporization schema is turned off.
As seen in this section, our algorithm depends on several parameters. In section 5,
we will elaborate on how to determine these parameters in practice.

4

Implementation

The serial nature of TDMA would have prevented the parallelization. We used singlestep Jacobi approximation on the linear system in Equation (8) or Equation (9) to
enable parallel computation while solving the linear system. Thus, obtained numerical
linear system solver for Equation (8) or Equation (9) becomes parallel in nature which
allows utilization of OpenMP or CUDA to have an efficient implementation.
Jacobi method can be used for solving a linear system Ah=y if A matrix is strictly
(or irreducibly) diagonally dominant. Matrix A defined in Equation (8) or Equation
(9) is symmetric, positive definite, and diagonally dominant. Thus, we used Jacobi
approximation, to define A matrix as a sum of D (diagonal entries) and R (remainder).
Ah = ( D + R)h = y

(21)

® h ( n+1) = D -1 ( y - Rh( n ) )

h( n +1)
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Then final 1D water height update equation becomes

hi( n +1) =

yi - f i -1hi(-n1) - f i hi(+n1)
ei

(22)

This approximation is valid for LSWE integration since simulation time step is
small in our settings. Thus, fluid heights change slowly which allows Jacobi iteration
to converge mostly in one step.
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5

Parameter Analysis

5.1

Vessel Shapes

Nine 3D synthetic vessel structures are created (Fig 8) to analyze the effect of vessel
shapes on segmentation result.
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

i

h

Fig 8. 3D synthetic vessel structures.
Table 1. Jaccard indices for different noise levels
Original PSNR=40 PSNR=30 PSNR=25
Vein a
100.0
98.9
99.3
93.4
Vein b
100.0
100.0
100.0
91.0
Vein c
100.0
99.7
99.7
90.1
Vein d
100.0
99.8
99.8
79.4
Vein e
99.9
99.7
99.2
74.8
Vein f
100.0
99.5
99.6
87.9
Vein g
91.1
90.6
83.6
55.1
Vein h
79.5
78.4
72.7
49.4
Vein i
100.0
100.0
100.0
85.7
Average
96.7
96.3
94.9
78.5

Avg
97.9
97.8
97.4
94.8
93.4
96.7
80.1
70.0
96.4

Min
93.4
91.0
90.1
79.4
74.8
87.9
55.1
49.4
85.7

Max
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.9
100.0
91.1
79.5
100.0

Experiments expose the importance of vessel radius, noise level, and vessel curvature.
Vessels in real-world data have low curvature and have slowly changing radius which
are within well performing regime of LSWE. Also, LSWE is robust to moderate noise
levels (PSNR: 30dB) that may exists in real world data.
5.2

Rough Segmentation

Both water source and convergence are determined using rough segmentation. Thus,
parameter selection for rough segmentation is decisive to accurate vessel extraction.
Estimated vessel radius parameter (Vr) and noise thresholding parameter (0 ≤ Trs ≤ 1)
determines the quality and noise level of vessel structures in the rough segmentation
step. As shown in Fig 9, threshold value of 0.2 ± 0.1 leads to correct segmentation for
the synthetic vessels. This threshold range covers the one-fifth of the whole threshold
range which indicates that Trs is not a fragile parameter.

(a) Trs =0

(b) Trs =0.05 (c) Trs =0.20 (d) Trs =0.35 (e) Trs =0.40 (f) Trs =0.45

Fig 9. Rough segmentation and its effect on final segmentation.
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5.3

Water Shallowness

SWE assumes shallow water. However, water depth becomes negligible compared to
the gravity for very shallow water. This indicates that Δh (maximum ground depth)
must be chosen appropriately. Segmentation performance is shown in In Fig 10 for
Δh values between 10-3 and 103. In this experiment, for each Δh value, average of the
Jaccard indices of the first 5 patients in the BrainWeb database are taken. As seen in
figure, Δh equals to 0.1 meter yields best segmentation result.
90

Jaccard Index

80
70
60
50
40
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

log (delta h)
10

Fig 10. Segmentation performance with respect to Δh.

5.4

Simulation Time Step

Kass and Miller used a stable implicit numerical schema [27]. During the fluid flow
simulation, small time step leads to longer simulation times while large time step
leads to lower numerical accuracy. Segmentation performance is shown in Fig 11 for
Δt between 0.01 and 10. For each Δt value, average of the Jaccard indices of the first 5
patients in the BrainWeb database are taken. As seen in figure, Δt equals to 1 second
yields best segmentation result.
90

Jaccard Index

80
70
60
50
40
30
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3
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7
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10

Time step

Fig 11. Segmentation performance with respect to Δt.

5.5

Viscosity

SWE hence LSWE both assume inviscid fluid therefore the mathematical model has
no viscosity term. However, as explained before, Kass and Miller introduced artificial
viscosity effect in Equation (9) by adding damping in the RHS of Equation (8) [27].
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Dotted line: PSNR=30dB
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Fig 12. Segmentation performance with respect to viscosity.

In Fig 12, segmentation performance for the first 5 patients in BrainWeb database is
shown for viscosity (τ) between 0 and 1. In here, solid line shows the segmentation
performance for noise-free images where τ=0.3 yields the best vessel segmentation
result. Dotted line shows the vessel segmentation performance for the synthetically
added noise (PSNR equals to 30dB) where best segmentation result is obtained for
τ=0.6. Fig 12 shows that higher viscosity is required to obtain smooth fluid boundary
for noisy images. Thus, viscosity parameter apply regularization on fluid boundary.
However, there are 2 disadvantages of setting higher viscosity values; fluid will
evolve slower hence convergence will take more time, and thin structures may be
under segmented since fluid boundary has to be smoother.
5.6

Vaporization

Segmentation performance with respect to vaporization depth and vaporization rate is
shown in Fig 13. Vaporization depth of 0.015 and vaporization rate of 0.2 yields best
vessel segmentation result. For the very noisy images, vaporization must be combined
with viscosity since it may be insufficient itself as a regularization schema.

Jaccard Index

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0
0.2
0.4

Vaporization Rate

0.6
0.8

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

Vaporization Depth

Fig 13. Segmentation performance for vaporization schema.

5.7

RF Inhomogeneity

RF inhomogeneities are inherent in MR imaging where image is corrupted with a
smooth brightness field. RF inhomogeneity degrades the performance of the various
segmentation algorithms, i.e. Chan-Vese level set segmentation [33].
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Fig 14. a) Synthetic RF field, b) example data set from BrainWeb database, c) 25% RF field is
added, d) 50% RF field is added, e) 100% RF field is added.

In Fig 14, 4 different levels of RF inhomogeneity imposed on MRA image is shown.
As seen in Fig 15, segmentation performance of the LSWE changes only slightly
even for high RF inhomogeneity levels which shows that LSWE does not require a
separate bias field correction mechanism.
90
85

Jaccard Index
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70
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60
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Fig 15. LSWE segmentation performance for low to high RF inhomogeneity levels.

6

Experiments

6.1

The BrainWeb Database

BrainWeb database contains 20 simulated brain MR images with a wide range of
vessel structures. For each simulated image, its segmentation, and probabilities of 12
different tissues are given. We reconstructed realistic MRI volumes using these 12
class probabilities (Fig 16) for our comparison studies.

Fig 16. a) P(CSF),

b) P(GM),

c) P(WM),

d) P(Vessel), e) reconstructed MRI

We used vessel class in BrainWeb database as our ground truth (Fig 16.d). Then,
we compared our results with Chan-Vese level set results set using Jaccard index
performance measure. In comparisons, different noise levels and RF inhomogeneity
levels are used. Table 2 shows the superiority of the LSWE method compared to
Chan-Vese method. LSWE tends to shrink the boundary slightly whereas Chan-Vese
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method tends to enlarge and smooth the boundary. LSWE segments thin structures
better and it is more robust to noise compared to Chan-Vese level set method.
Table 2. LSWE versus Chan-Vese level set comparison using Jaccard index
Original image
PSNR=30dB
PSNR=25dB
Patient LSWE Chan-Vese LSWE Chan-Vese LSWE Chan-Vese
04
86.4
82.4
82.8
74.8
73.1
65.6
05
88.6
83.5
84.1
75.9
75.2
66.9
06
88.4
83.9
84.5
76.6
76.1
67.8
18
87.8
83.8
84.7
76.6
76.0
67.9
20
87.9
83.5
84.0
76.0
75.1
67.4
38
86.8
82.3
80.7
75.0
72.4
66.0
41
86.8
82.9
82.1
75.3
74.0
66.2
42
88.4
83.3
84.4
76.0
75.1
67.2
43
84.8
81.2
80.2
73.6
71.4
64.4
44
88.2
83.2
79.7
75.8
73.2
67.3
45
87.3
83.1
82.5
75.5
73.7
66.5
46
89.1
83.8
85.3
76.7
77.1
68.4
47
86.2
82.8
80.7
75.7
73.3
66.5
48
85.0
81.7
74.9
73.9
68.6
65.0
49
85.0
81.2
79.9
73.2
71.3
64.3
50
83.9
82.4
79.1
74.8
70.7
65.4
51
89.0
83.3
84.4
76.1
76.3
67.5
52
88.3
84.1
79.8
76.6
64.1
67.4
53
85.1
80.8
82.1
74.1
73.6
65.6
54
87.9
82.6
83.9
75.0
74.5
65.9
Average
87.0
82.8
82.0
75.4
73.2
66.5

6.2

MRA Images

Clinical dataset contains 11 MRA volumes with size of 224x256x220 voxels in 0.7
mm rescaled isotropic resolution that are acquired using 1.5T Siemens scanner. Image
acquisition parameters are: 0.35 mm x 0.35 mm x 0.70 mm voxel resolution, 12 bits,
TR = 23 ms, TE = 7 ms, and FA = 25 degrees. Parameters of LSWE method and
Chan-Vese method are optimized via trial and error for best performance (Table 3).
Table 3. Segmentation parameters for LSWE method
Parameter
Δt
Δx, Δy, Δz
Δh
τ
Vd
Vr

Value
1
1
0.5
0.1
0.01
0.9

Unit
second
meter
meter

Parameter
rv
Trs
rw
Tws
Tp
Ctolerance

%
%

Value
4
0.15
2
0.025
0.001
0.25

Unit
voxel
%
voxel
%
%
%

A blindfolded validation study is carried out with the help of a radiologist. First,
performance of LSWE and Chan-Vese methods for thick and thin vessels, number of
false alarms, and overall quality are evaluated by the radiologist using 10 pt Likert
scale. During expert evaluation, sagittal, coronal, and transverse views as well as 3D
MIP rendering view are used in arbitrary angles and brightness levels for the original
and segmented image slices. To guarantee the consistency of the blind observer, each
segmentation result is displayed in a randomized order and twice (see Fig 17).
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a) MIP view of MRA

b) LSWE result

c) Chan-Vese result

Fig 17. LSWE and Chan-Vese segmentation results for an MRA image.

Consistency of 2 observations for each vessel segmentation method is validated using
paired t-test where no statistically significant difference is found (p = 1.0 for LSWE
method and p = 0.1 for Chan-Vese method). Thus, 2 observations are combined to
obtain a single observation set. Statistical analyses show that differences between
LSWE method and Chan-Vese method are statistically significant, i.e. p < 10-4 for thin
structures, p < 0.0015 for thick structures, and p < 10-4 for overall quality. As seen in
Table 4, LSWE method performs better compared to Chan-Vese method.

Chan-Vese

LSWE

Table 4. Gathered observer study statistics for 11 MRA volumes

7

Thin
structures

Thick
structures

Average
Min
Max
Std.Dev.

7.7
6.0
9.0
0.7

8.8
7.0
9.0
0.5

Average
Min
Max
Std.Dev.

5.9
4.0
7.0
0.8

7.7
5.0
9.0
1.3

False alarms Overall Weighted
with a low quality Average
rate
9.9
8.6
8.7
8.0
7.0
7.9
10.0
9.0
9.1
0.5
0.6
0.3
9.7
5.0
10.0
1.1

6.8
5.0
8.0
0.9

7.5
5.5
8.3
0.8

Conclusion

In this study, linearized SWE is parallelized to obtain a fast fluid-flow simulation
which is used as a backbone of a novel fluid-flow driven vessel segmentation method.
Rough vessel segmentation, detection of water source, and convergence criteria are
proposed as novel building blocks where the facilitate fast and accurate segmentation
via minimization of a cost function. This minimization schema, its ability to achieve
global optimum, and method parameters are investigated in a comprehensive manner.
Segmentation performance of the proposed LSWE method is shown on the BrainWeb
database for different noise levels for 2 types of noise and proposed method found to
be robust to noise. We also applied quantitative tests on BrainWeb and qualitative
tests on clinical MRA images. Qualitative tests are carried out by a radiologist as a
blind validation study. Both the quantitative tests and the qualitative tests showed that
proposed method is superior to Chan-Vese level set method in all cases.
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Abstract:-Facial expressions are important aspects of human behaviors used to develop automated tools to assess anger,
smile, fear, or surprise. These tools are effective to replace self-reporting methods, suitable for patients who are incapable to
report their health status, especially patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) and minors. In the present study, we propose a
wearable device with a biosensing mask to monitor the intensity of the human status of a patient using facial surface
electromyography (sEMG). Wearable devices are the wireless sensor nodes, integrated into the Internet of Things (IoT)
systems for remote monitoring of patients. At 1000 Hz, approximately nine sEMG channels are sampled for transmission to
the cloud server and cover the entire frequency range through the gateway. We also consider low energy consumption
wearing devices in the design process to carry out long-term monitoring. We develop a mobile web application to transmit
large amounts of real-time sEMG data. We also perform digital signal processing, visualization, and interpretation to explain
real-time sick situations such as angry, fear surprise, or smile data to caregivers. The cloud platform is a bridge between the
web browser and sensor nodes. It helps to manage the wireless intercommunication between the web application and server.
This study proposes a real-time scalable IoT system biopotential monitoring, a wearable solution for automatic sick situation
assessment using classification and facial expressions to assess fear, surprise, anger, or smile.

Keywords: Biopotentials, SEMG, IoT, Facial Expression Recognition, Internet of Things

1. INTRODUCTION
The facial expression monitoring system (FEMS) is critical for optimizing the health process [1], and this
facilitates the workflows and reduces medical costs. The FEMS is a pivotal tool for remote sensing, patients’
diagnosis, and for relieving patients’ discomfort. Previous studies have used many tools such as telemedicine,
survey methods, and focus groups to collect data on patients' health and suitable medication [1-2]. Their
outcomes reveal that angry, surprise, or smile monitoring systems and feedback systems are the pivotal tools to
monitor daily habits. However, many constraints have been recorded to meet this self-reporting approach. For
example, people face challenges to enter and monitor daily information manually. Moreover, this method is
unsuitable for people with limited cognitive and expression skills, such as newborn babies, sedated patients,
children with limited intelligence, and older adults’ patients subjected to intensive care units (ICU). Lack of
effective real monitoring system for patient continuous is the third shortcoming, leading to persistence and
severe delay in patient's long-time intensive care.
Recent studies are explored to evaluate the facial expressions in the video [2] or physiological signal fusion [1],
regarding pain intensity monitoring that involves surprise, fear angry, or smile. Nevertheless, limited studies are
carried out on an integrated remote health monitoring system for pain assessment. Embedded surface sensors
integrated into the wearable devices are the effective systems to monitor the activities of facial muscles and
remotely monitored through the surveillance system.
To identify facial expressions, extracted features must be categorized into unique different classes. Different
classification algorithms using machine learning (ML) can be used for the facial expression’s classifications.
Fright, annoyance, happiness, unhappiness, anxiety, and profound disapproval are remarked daily through
specific facial expressions. However, studies that explore the context of facial expression in pain are scanty,
essentially for the academic, psychological, medical research. Pain is a pivotal symptom experience by chronicill patients. However, measurement of pain in an unbiased manner is still challenging [2].
In clinical settings, common bioelectrical signals to measure mental and physical activities, such as heart, eyes,
brain, and muscle are “Electrocardiography (ECG), Electrooculography (EOG), Electroencephalography (EEG),
and Electromyography (EMG)” signals, respectively. These applications perform the pivotal roles in monitoring
bio-signal activities that include analysis of muscle activation and diagnosis of heart disease.
This study aims to design an automatic system to distinguish and read facial expressions (i.e., happy, surprise,
anger, sadness, fear, and disgust).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
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The second section provides the related work where we discuss the remote monitoring sensing that reveals the
IoT technology. The experimental method is discussed in the subsequent section. The acquisition, pattern
training, and processing are also discussed. In the third section, we provide the results. We conclude the paper in
the final section.

2. RELATED WORK
Numerous studies have discussed different functions of facial expression monitoring systems. The face is an
object of major importance as it identifies people. Facial expressions are evaluated through pain in facial muscles
because they communicate emotions [3]. Facial expressions are observed through conversation and interactions
with other persons, neighborhood, and environment. Facial expressions play an active role in human feeling and
enhancing verbal communication [4]. In Darwin's theory, all humans have similar facial expressions; the
difference is only observed in cultures [5]. According to Ekman, emotions such as fear, sadness, surprise, anger,
and happiness are types of facial expressions. Non-verbal communication is another example of facial expression
as this displays nervousness [6]. Eyes are also significant features of facial expressions; eyes as organs of vision
can be used to evaluate an individual nervousness. Eyes contact is also an important aspect of interpersonal
communication. In the next section, we discuss the important methods to analyze facial expressions.
The “facial action coding system (FACS)” (developed by Ekman and Friesen in 1978 [7]) is the most used
technique to code facial expressions in the behavioral sciences [15], and it is a research tool to measure facial
expression [9]. In this method, we describe 46 components movements corresponding to the movement of
individual facial muscle. As shown in Figure 1 [8], the method provides a comprehensive technique to
investigate the elementary component of expressions, assisting in decomposing a complete speech into
phonemes, proven to discover facial movements that reveal emotional and cognitive states [13]. Manual coding
is the major shortcoming of FACS as this is time inefficient. Moreover, it is cost-ineffective as it consumes more
than 100 hours of training to master and proficient FACS tasks. The manual coding of video takes also nearly
two hours. FACS can assist in describing the facial expressions and Action units (AU). This represents a small
fraction of the method to build facial expression. In essence, FACS AU depends on the action of facial muscles
[10]. AU is a small fraction that cannot be interpreted as originated from the action [11].
EMG (Electromyography) is a medical diagnostic technique to assess nerve cells and muscles as well as
recording and evaluating the electrical activity from skeletal muscle dysfunction and nerve dysfunction [16]. The
EMG application is carried out with an electromyogram to record electrodes and translate an electrical signal
into a graph. The EMG can detect the potential signal when myocytes are activated by electricity or nerves.
Signals help to detect medical abnormalities. Moreover, the activation level help to evaluate the “biomechanics
of human or animal movement” [12].
Facial EMG offers a more precise method to record and measure facial expression than visual observation. EMG
is effective in measuring muscle activity, which helps to amplify and detect small electrical pulses emitted
through the contraction of muscle fibers. Through the electrical activity, EMG can be used to measure small
changes in the facial muscles, thereby reflecting small muscle movements. In this, EMG can measure both facial
activities and produce weak emotional stimuli. Moreover, EMG plays a leading role in biomedical applications
and clinical diagnosis [17].

3. System Design and Architecture
The IoT architecture consists of a variety of technologies, such as cloud services, sensors, communication layers
to understand how different technologies are linked and set-up through IoT arrangement [9]. All layers of IoT are
depicted below:
Application layer: The application provides a user experience.
Management service layer: Certain information processes are completed through security control, analysis,
management of the equipment, and process modeling.
Gateway layer: This layer applies powerful and high-performance wired or wireless network infrastructure such
as vehicle media.
Sensor connection and network: This layer can interconnect the digital and physical world to collect and
process real-time data.

4. Experimental design
The purpose of the experiment was to collect facial muscle data. . (see Fig. 1) the process and hardware or
environment for recording facial EMG signals. Physiological EMG recordings were performed in university
laboratories.
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Fig. 2. System design.

5. Classification
In classification, we extract features in facial expressions . (see Fig.3). Different factors lead to misclassification.
These factors are sweat, electrodeposition, and muscle fatigue, this cause variation in the EMG pattern and
misclassification. A classifier can address these flaws. However, the classifier must be proficient to address realtime restraints and classify the new patterns in online training. We apply different classification algorithms based
on pattern recognition. These are applied to classify facial expressions.

Fig. 3.Facial Expression Analysis and Classification.
Figure 9 shows the steps to process sEMG data to train a classifier. From three EMG sensors, the sEMG signal is
sampled at 1000 SPS. After sampling, we apply a 50Hz notch Butterworth filter and 20Hz high-pass Butterworth
filter to each signal to reduce the effects of artifacts coupled to the wires and power line interference. Before the
RMS feature extraction and construction of the feature matrix, the data is segmented into 200-millisecond slices.
We extract the RMS features using the following formula:

Training expression classification is carried out on multivariate naive Bayes classifiers. For classification tasks,
the probabilistic ML model is the Naive Bayes classifier. The Bayes' theorem is based on the classifier.
Bayes' theorem:

Gaussian Naive Bayes:
With predictors continuous and not in discrete values, we assume that these values are sampled from a Gaussian
distribution. . (see Fig. 4) the training of multiple classifiers for expression classification. From the training data,
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the feature matrix estimates the Gaussian distribution parameters of each expression. In the test data, we
calculate the posterior probability of the category c for pattern recognition [23s].
The univariate Gaussian Bayes' theorem is the equation below, where the continuous random variable x of the
probability density function for a category c is Gaussian with mean and variance .

Fig. 4. Gaussian Distribution (Normal
Distribution).

6. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The results of facial expressions of Person 1, Person, 2, and Person 3 are provided in Mean, Standard Deviation,
Skew, and time series. The results show that Person 3 records the highest signal in Smile, Fear, Angry, and
Surprise when compared its Mean to that of Person 1 and Person 2 as revealed in Figure 6 and Table 1.
Moreover, Person 3 records the highest standard deviation and skewness compared to the other two. The time
series of entire Person 1, Person, 2, and Person 3 is provided in Figures 6, 7, and 8. Figure 5 provides the
average of Person 1, 2, and 3

Fig. 5. Average of Person 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 6. Time Series of Person 1.

Fig. 8. Time Series of Person 3.

Fig. 7. Time Series of Person 2.
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Table 1. Average of Person 1, 2, and 3.

Average
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count

Person 1
782.4909
33.93343
728.5
700.9167
481.0895
288547.2
4.641563
1.394661
2360.667
22.5
2383.167
157280.7
201

Person 2
789.5845
35.99604
719.4167
743.5
510.332
335172.8
3.576313
1.165878
2366.333
30.58333
2396.917
158706.5
201

Person 3
790.7773
36.28239
701.25
564.3333
514.3917
337049.2
3.305591
1.257305
2402.667
26.25
2428.917
158946.3
201

Using supervised machine learning, a remote multi-channel biopotential monitoring system is implemented
based on IoT. Biopotential measurement equipment carries wireless data streaming. We measure Three-channel
biopotential according to application requirements. However, the current system supports full eight channels of
wireless data transmission and online processing, where bytes are transmitted at a 24KB / s data rate. Moreover,
the system in other multi-channel biopotential applications requires remote monitoring and online data . (see Fig.
9).

Fig. 9.. EMG data stream processing and classification in Matlab.

7. Conclusion
EMG measurement technology is a critical tool for clinical purposes to detect facial expressions because when
someone has a facial expression, their facial muscles change, and this method can be used for detection and
analysis. However, FACS is a time-consuming technology that requires expert knowledge or training. Our
current work requires further improvement.

8. Future work
This project can be applied to the patient. The signals show emotional excitement (fear, surprise, anger, or smile)
/ injury or false. Our main goal is to analyze the emotional facial expressions/injuries of the intensive care unit
(ICU) and newborns. To distinguishing newborn pain from crying is a challenge. Another important issue is that
newborns grow very fast; thus, we must change the size according to their age. It is also important to have a
system to automatically detect pain to increase the efficiency and overhead associated with monitoring patient
progress.
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Abstract. Nowadays, one of the most important renewable energy sources is
wind energy that is remarkable importance among the low-carbon energy technologies. The primary aim of wind energy production is to reduce dependence
on fossil fuels that affect environment adversely. Therefore, wind energy is analyzed to develop new energy resources. The main issue related to evaluation of
the wind energy potential is wind speed prediction. Due to the high volatility
and irregularity, wind speed prediction is difficult. To cope with complex data
structure, this study presents the development of extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost) within Grid Search parameter optimization for daily average wind
speed prediction. Also, results are compared with artificial neural network
(ANN). The results showed that XGBoost exhibits superior CPU time performance than that of ANN.
Keywords: Extreme Gradient Boosting, Artificial Neural Network, Wind
Speed Prediction.

1

Introduction

In the early 1970s, the first worldwide oil crisis was occurred. On account of the crisis, energy supply has become tighter and tighter. In order to reduce fossil fuels usage
and to increase renewable energy usage, many countries have enacted laws. In the
twenty-first century, the crude oil price has been dramatically increased in the international oil market. Furthermore, the oil resources have been decreasing. Hence, renewable energy has attracted more and more attention from many countries [1]. Especially, wind energy assures the successful operation of multi-megawatt sized wind turbines. It is also competitive with traditional fossil fuel power plants [2]. Countries’
economic growth is influenced by wind energy that generates additional jobs and
technology development. For this reason, wind industry has been developing very
quickly in the past decade. In addition, its ratio in the total energy production increases every year [3].
To effectively analyze wind energy potential, the statistical properties of wind and the
determination of appropriate wind turbines are important [4]. Timely updates and
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innovative design of turbine help improving the turbine efficiency. In this manner, the
energy produced by wind can be maximized. However, we should analyze the benefits or drawbacks between wind and conventional power systems. For example, economic analyses such as the turbine system cost are important to evaluate the new
technical solutions [3].Wind energy is proportional to the cube of wind speed. Therefore, wind speed prediction is important to wind energy evaluation and wind farm
design [5].
Efficient and effective prediction of wind speed can provide enough information for
decision-makers to evaluate power generation of wind turbine. Using predicted values, they can make a detailed planning to provide the maximum yield of wind energy.
For example, if the values of wind speed are smaller (or larger) than wind turbine
capacity, the turbines should be shut down to reduce the operating costs [6]. In recent
past, significant amount of research has been focused on prediction of the wind speed.
Single linear statistical model cannot describe wind speed time series comprehensively. The climate conditions and the geomorphic characteristics directly affect the wind
speed time series. For this reason, different regions can have different characteristics.
In literature, no one best prediction model is available for wind speed prediction [7].
Hence, it is strongly recommended that different models should be employed to provide the best result for considered region [8]. At this point, ANN is gaining popularity
for wind energy evaluation in recent years. Especially, it has been used to predict
wind speed and then, predicted wind speed has been employed to estimate the energy
potential. In addition, ANN can be directly used to estimate the energy potential [9].
In this paper, XGBoost and ANN are employed to predict wind speed. Furthermore,
the performances of the proposed methods are compared to evaluate the prediction
results.

2

Literature Review

The utilization of fossil fuels negatively influence environment. On the other hand,
renewable energy sources have a much lower environmental impact. Therefore, increased attention has been paid to increase the efficiency of renewable energy
sources. Especially, wind speed prediction is of increasing importance since wind
power generation, power grid operation scheduling, and wind farm planning directly
influenced by wind speed [10]. In literature, a variety of approaches and methods has
been created to predict wind speed. Wu and Hong [11] presented literature review
related to wind prediction including persistence models, numeric weather prediction,
statistical methods, ANN methods, and hybrid methods. Okumus and Dinler [12]
presented an extensive review related to wind speed and power prediction. Hybridization of different methods is favorable to increase the accuracy of prediction methods.
The used method for wind speed prediction can change according to the available
information, considered regions, timescale of the prediction. We summarized some
studies related to wind speed prediction in chronological order as follows.
More and Deo [13] developed neural networks to forecast monthly, weekly and daily
wind prediction. In the study, back-propagation and cascade correlation were used in
training processes of neural networks. Torres et al. [14] evaluated the applicability of
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the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) to predict hourly average wind speed.
The transformation and standardization of dataset were firstly applied. Then, ARMA
model was created and its performance was compared with persistence model. Barbounis et al. [15] presented the long-term wind speed and power prediction. Three
types of recurrent neural networks were constructed to evaluate seventy two–hoursahead wind forecasts. They also introduced two novel learning algorithms that have
considerably smaller computational and storage requirements. Results demonstrated
that proposed method produce robust multi-step ahead predictions.
Similarly, Barbounis and Theocharis [16] presented the long-term wind speed and
power prediction. A global recursive prediction error model that combines the atmospheric and the time-series method was developed. In addition, three simplified versions were created to decrease the complexity of proposed method. Hocaoglu et al.
[17] developed hidden Markov models to model the wind speed. The paper aim was
to create the time transition properties of the wind speed data. Proposed method was
tested on hourly and daily data. The results demonstrated that the daily data based
model was better than the hourly data based model. The reason of this situation was
that daily averages exhibited a smoother variation. Guo et al. [1] proposed Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) based methods and
ARMA based methods to predict long-term wind speed. Mohandes et al. [2] used
neuro-fuzzy method to predict wind speed at high altitudes based on measurements at
lower heights.
Cassola and Burlando [18] proposed numerical weather prediction based on the kalman filtering method to predict the daily-averaged wind speed and daily wind power
production. Different kinds of Kalman filter were implemented to test the proposed
method. They also showed how the performance of the filter varies according to the
prediction period. Philippopoulos and Deligiorgi [19] developed two feed forward
neural networks model to estimate mean hourly wind speed values. In the paper, different spatial interpolation methodologies were used to compare the results of proposed methods. Tatinati and Veluvolu [20] presented the hybrid method including
three stages. Empirical mode of decomposition was firstly employed to decomposed
signal into meaningful local time scales. The decomposed components were predicted. Finally, the final prediction result was obtained using the aggregation of predictions. In the study, the two data sets were used to perform single-step prediction and
six-step ahead prediction. Jung and Kwon [9] presented two new ANNs that employ
weighted error functions to enhance the behavior of the long-term wind speed prediction. In the paper, the energy potential was computed with the predicted wind speed.
Shamshirband et al. [21] used three adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
networks for wind speed estimation. Three ANFIS networks were created using different input variables but their output was same, instantaneous wind speed.
Azad et al. [22] predicted mean hourly wind speed values using a combination of
different approaches. Firstly, average monthly wind speed for the past four years were
used to create neural network and hourly data from the previous year were used to
create statistical analysis. Then, yearly trend, monthly trend, and daily trend were
employed to construct neural network that also included data modification. Lydia et
al. [23] employed the autoregressive (AR) model, AR model with exogenous variable
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and non-linear ARX model as wind speed prediction models. Linear, wavenet, neuralnet, sigmoidnet, and tree partition were applied as modeling techniques. They used
power curve models and wind speed to estimate the wind resource. Wang et al. [24]
used Cuckoo Search and Chaotic Particle Swarm Optimization to determine the parameters of distributional functions. In the paper, extreme wind speeds were predicted
using the analysis of the monthly and quarterly maximum wind speeds.
Noorollahi et al. [8] developed the ANN methods to predict the wind speed in three
wind observation stations. Three variable selection methods were employed to determine the variables. The trial and error approach was utilized to determine the learning
parameters of ANN. Doucoure et al. [25] proposed multi-resolution analysis and
adaptive wavelet neural network based method with Hurst predictability analysis to
analyze the wind speed profiles. They used hourly wind speed data to test the approach. Wang et al. [26] proposed wind speed prediction approach that includes
wavelet transform, deep belief network and spine quantile regression. Firstly, wavelet
transform was employed to decompose the wind speed data into four frequencies.
Then, deep belief network was designed for each wind speed frequency. Finally, the
probabilistic model was statistically created based on the spine quantile regression.
Peng et al. [27] proposed hybrid methodology including four steps. In first step, the
two-stage decomposition algorithm was used to denoise the original wind speed time
series. AdaBoostELM models were created and trained in second step. To select the
input variables, the partial autocorrection function values were used. Thirdly, proposed models were implemented to the test datasets. In final step, the final prediction
was obtained.
The contribution of this study can be summarized as follows. Firstly, XGBoost with
Grid Search is used to predict the wind speed. Secondly, ANN with Grid Search is
employed for wind speed prediction. Thirdly, the performance of proposed methods is
compared to evaluate the average wind speed prediction.

3

Materials and Methods

3.1

Dataset
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of features used in the study.

count
mean
std
min
25%
50%
75%
max

Average Temperature

Average Dew Point

Average Wind Speed

3181
3.312584
14.32844
-35.2
-7.75
5.19
16.14
28.3

3181
-1.588557
13.157638
-40.1
-10.6
-0.2
9.8
21.4

3181
18.576705
6.910508
4.5
13.5
18
23
47.5
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In this paper, dataset covers the period from 01.01.2011 up to 16.09.2019. Average
dew point and average temperature are used as features. Also, average wind speed is
selected as target in proposed methods. Descriptive statistics of features are given in
Table 1 that includes count, mean, standard deviation (std), minimum (min), first
quartile (25%), second quartile (50%), third quartile (75%), maximum (max).
3.2

Proposed Methodology

In this paper, XGBoost is used to predict daily average wind speed. Due to the difficulty of determining parameters of XGBoost algorithm, Grid Search with 3-fold cross
validation is used. In XGBoost, colsample_bytree (the subsample ratio of columns
when constructing each tree), maximum depth of a tree, the number of trees in the
forest, reg_alpha (L2 regularization term on weights), reg_lambda (L1 regularization
term on weights), and subsample (the subsample ratio of the training instances) are
determined. Also, results are compared with ANN. Likewise Gird Search is used to
optimize the parameters of ANN that includes the epoch number, the number of neuron in hidden layer, and the activation function. In addition, MinMaxScaler is used to
transform features to a given range by scaling each feature. Details about the Grid
Search, XGBoost, and ANN are given in following subsections.
3.2.1

Grid Search

Any possible combination of hyper-parameters is implemented in Grid Search using
the trial and error procedure and the combination. This process results in a relatively
high run-time. However, this process outperforms the manual approach. A parameter
tuning based on Grid Search is used to evaluate each combination of parameters to
figure out which combination provides the true minimum. Additionally, Grid search is
completely automatic until the entire grid is completed [28].
A simple way of setting up a Grid Search is to define a lower bound vector and an
upper bound vector for parameters. Grid Search requires taking n points equally
spaced at each interval of the form between the lower bound and the upper bound.
This generates a total possible grid points to control. Details about the Grid Search
can be found in Vinod, and Rao [29].
3.2.2

Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

XGBoost can be described as a scalable end-to-end tree boosting system. It is used as
an open-source package. The key factor behind XGBoost's success is its scalability
across all scenarios. XGBoost's scalability is attributed to many significant structures
and algorithmic optimizations. On a single machine, the system operates more than
ten times faster than existing popular solutions. Parallel and distributed computing
makes the learning process faster that allows for faster exploration of the model.
XGBoost takes advantage of out-of-core computation, allowing data scientists to process hundreds of millions of examples on a desktop. Finally, integrating these methods to create an end-to-end system is much more exciting [30]. Details about
XGBoost can be found in Chen and Guestrin [30].
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In this paper, Grid Search determines the parameters of XGBoost. Note that Grid
Search optimizes the parameters according to mean squared error (MSE). It is determined that the value of colsample_bytree (the subsample ratio of columns when constructing each tree) is 0.7. Maximum depth of a tree is determined as 15. The number
of trees in the forest is 400. In addition, reg_alpha (L2 regularization term on
weights), reg_lambda (L1 regularization term on weights), and subsample (the subsample ratio of the training instances) are specified as 1.3, 1.1, and 0.9, respectively.
MinMaxScaler is used to transform features by scaling each feature between 0.1 and
0.9. Note that dataset is divided into two separate parts as training (80%) and testing
(20%).
3.2.3

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

In simple ANN, an input layer, hidden layer(s), and an output layer are used to create
the network. The ANN accepts the independent variables in the input layer. In the
output layer, predictions are generated. ANN is capable of modeling a complex nonlinear relationship and extracting the input-output dependency. ANN can learn from
past data. It also uses these to predict future values. It is easy to create the model and
requires only short development times. However, the performance of the ANN methods directly depends on the parameters of the ANN. Adam is used as optimization
algorithm, and other parameters are determined by Grid Search. Note that Grid Search
is optimized parameters according to MSE. The epoch number is determined as 1000.
Single layer is used in ANN and the number of neuron in hidden layer is specified as
64. In addition, rectified linear unit is determined by the Grid Search as the activation
function. MinMaxScaler is used to transform features by scaling each feature between
0.1 and 0.9. Note that dataset is divided into two separate parts as training (80%) and
testing (20%).

4

Results and Discussion

To develop sustainable energy and protect environment, wind energy has become
increasingly significant as a renewable and clean energy source. At this point, wind
speed plays a crucial role in wind power generation and wind farm planning, but also
economic and social benefits.
In this paper, Grid Search is used to optimize parameters of XGBoost and ANN. The
results of cross-validation on train dataset are given in Table 2. The results indicated
that Grid Search with XGBoost required significantly less CPU time than Grid Search
with ANN even though less number of parameters are optimized for ANN. Also,
MSE values of two algorithms are relatively close.
Table 2. The results of the Grid Search optimization.
Methods

MSE

CPU time

XGBoost
ANN

0.017045
0.016232

3.7 minutes
10.9 minutes
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The results for test data including Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are given in Table 3. According to the results of the performance
measures, the ANN performance is slightly better than XGBoost. Therefore, XGBoost
and ANN can be efficiently utilized to predict the average wind speed. The algorithms are run on a computer with i7 processor technology, 2.60 GHz processor speed
and 16 GB RAM capacity.
Table 3. Other performance measures for test data.

5

Performance Measures

XGBoost

ANN

MSE
RMSE
MAE

0.01933
0.13905
0.11025

0.01852
0.13610
0.10839

Conclusion

Wind speed has a high autocorrelation and inherent volatility. Therefore, many researchers have been tried to improve the performance of wind speed prediction. In
this case, Grid Search, XGboost, and ANN can be efficiently used to cope with real
world problems. In this study, the results showed that XGboost’s outperforms ANN in
terms of CPU time performance. This property is significantly important especially
when parameter optimization is required. Besides this, XGBoost achieved almost
same results with ANN on multivariate wind speed prediction.
In future work, other optimization methods, such as metaheuristics, can be used when
optimizing XGBoost parameters in order to get better performance on wind speed
prediction. Also, other features on dataset can be used or a feature selection method
can be applied.
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Abstract. Speaker Recognition Process is susceptible to a several challenges which are critical to speaker
modeling. The main obstacle in speaker identification is the nature of voice signals. Such signals are termed by
their randomness nature which can be caused by the time-varying nature of speech electric properties. The
spectral information of speech varies overtime; therefore, it is difficult to rely only on the spectral domain in
order to model a system for speakers recognition. In text-independent speaker recognition; frequency
component analysis used to recognize the speakers. As voice signals are time-variant signal, the frequency
spectrum information is changing by time. In this paper, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) alongside
Fundamental Frequency are implemented to propose text-independent speaker recognition system
approximation. In addition, Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) used for speaker prediction. To further
improve the performance, particle Swarm optimization algorithm was integrated by Freezing-FFNN. The
simulation has shown that newly proposed technique, namely PSO-FFNN has achieved accuracy by 83.4 and
reduced the Mean Square Error significantly.
Keywords: Prediction, FFNN, Neural, Features, Speaker.

1

Introduction

Speaker recognition is a vital stage in various personal authentication and security systems. It constructs the logic
of individual verification using more precise bio-metric tools known as voice characteristics. Generally the speaker
recognition system involves in two major stages known as feature extraction and speaker classification [1]. These
processes might be initiated by voice pre-processing which involves in setting the voice signals [2]. Endpoint
Detection (EPD) is one of the most popular algorithms which performs pre-processing of the voice signal. This
algorithm finds the starting point and end point in speech signal. EPD algorithm determines the zero-crossing
number in the spoken speech signal and hence it detects the noise level of the speech [3]. Speech features include
time domain and frequency domain processing, both are integral part of speech processing and they can be used to
form a final recognition system [4]. Speech signal pre-processing consists of signal enhancement by reducing the
noise level, removing unnecessary components and clipping the distortion [5]. It involves silence removal which
clips the low power signals that represents the silence in the uttered sentence, i.e.; breaks while speaking [6]. These
processes are very important to enhance the signal quality which makes the signal more readable by the further
stages. Pre-processing has remarkable effect in saving the computational resources, thus the performance of the
entire system is improved. The several approaches have been proposed to perform features extraction for speech
signal such as: Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Real Cepstral Coefficient (RCC), Fundamental
Frequency and Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) [6–8]. Recent approaches empowered by MFCC
outperformed all other methods such as LPCC and RCC [9]. Furthermore, artificial neural networks and deep
learning approaches are widely adapted for mapping the features to a particular speaker [10]. The ultimate stage of
processing is set to be system performance examination which monitors the system performance to recognize the
speakers. The system is examined during the training and testing in order to evaluate the accuracy of speaker
recognition and to highlight the error during the model training [11]. This paper proposes an improved speaker
identification system which is based on Fundamental Frequency and Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients
(MFCC). The prediction model is treated under several stages for optimization purpose to further improve the
performance by using Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN), Freezing Feed Forward Neural Network (FFFNN)
and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Fig.1 illustrates the overall speaker recognition system.
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Fig.1: Overall process diagram of the speaker recognition system.

2

Voice Pre-Processing and Data Set

Pre-processing of the voice signal is the stage that applies some filtering to denoising and enhancing the signal
before it is passed to the analyzers. To process the signal by digital means, the continuous-time signal must be
filtered into a discrete-time (digital) valued signal. In pre-processing stage, the signal is sampled by converting it to
a set of samples for efficient analysis [12]. Data set in the study contains 12 Males and 13 females, each speaker
reads ten different sentences, and each sentence duration varies from 5 to 15 seconds. Speed sampling rate is 6 KHz.
Dataset is obtained from Open Speech and Language Resources [13]. The dataset contains 250 voice clips recorded
from 25 speakers and the same clips are sorted and named in a numerical or alphabetical form in order to feed them
into the processing stage smoothly.

3

Feature Extraction

Features of the speech signal are generated from both MFCC method and the fundamental frequency methods i.e.
pitch frequency. The speaker model was formulated by means of one feature from fundamental frequency and eight
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features from MFCC. In addition, the dataset includes 25 records for different speakers and read sentence for each
speaker.
3.1

Mel Frequency Spectrum Coefficients

MFCC is well-known algorithm in speech context domain; it simulates the range of human ear sensation level to a
speech signal. Mel frequency is different from the local frequency of a signal. Mel spectrum coefficients are a
formulation of the Mel set which represents the sensitivity of the human ear to a particular voice signal [14].
Consequently, each voice signal has different effects on the ear. Mel frequency spectrum coefficients represent the
ear response in the form of a vector of eight values. Each element in the presented array represents a coefficient in
the MFCC model. Mel frequency spectrum coefficient vectors are presented in the following expression.
=[

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

]

Firstly, the voice signal is passed through a pre-emphasis filter which amplifies the low power samples as shown
in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: Pre-emphasis filter input and output signals [15].

Speech signal remains stationary in a very short time frame approximately within 25 milliseconds. For this
purpose, and in order to convert speech into a time-invariant signal, framing the signal is must. A 25 milliseconds
frame window with 10 seconds overlapping frames for signal windowing are applied over the speech signal.
The last step in Mel frequency spectrum algorithm is to simulate the human ear perception with the voice signal.
Hence, filter banks are used to mimic the non-linear human ear perception of sound. Filter bank with the transfer
functions given is implemented to produce the human ear voice perception as shown in Fig.3. The flow diagram
shown in Fig.4, demonstrates the process of the MFCC algorithm.
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Fig.3 Filter bank response on Mel frequency scale [16].

Start

Input the speech signal

Signal pre-emphasis filter

Hamming window of 25ms

Fast Fourier Transform

Mel scale convertor

Filter bank

End
Fig.4: Mel frequency spectrum coefficients flow diagram.

3.2

Fundamental Frequency Coefficient

The fundamental frequency is one of the interesting features in speech signal domain; it is produced in time domain
analysis using the cross-correlation approach. The aim of this feature is to identify the fundamental frequency in the
speech signal [17].
The fundamental frequency is also called pitch frequency and calculated using the pitch period. This period is
placed on the cross-correlation signal and represents the time between the minimum local maxima and maximum
local maxima on the signal corps [2].
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Assuming sampled speech signal is represented by S[n] and let the S’[n]=S(n-1) is the time-shifted copy of the
same signal, cross-correlation is given in Equation (1) [18].
[ ]=

4

Classification

4.1

Feed Forward Neural Network

[ ].

(1)

[ ]

The neural network was implemented in many fields of sciences and engineering due to its numerous advantages
[19]. Neural networks technology is a subset of artificial intelligence. This technology is rapid, accurate, and
efficient. Neural as indicated by its name; it is mimicking the way that neural cells of human brain operate.
Biologically, the neural cell initiates the order and passes it to high order cell through neurons. The neurons
propagate the information from first layer to last layers. Artificial neural network (ANN) is the most popular terms
in the machine learning area. ANN takes the same concept of biological brain cells to classify, predict, and cluster
the data. The most popular type of artificial neural networks is the Feed-Forward neural networks (FFNN). This
type of machine learning is mostly used for predicting future incidents or problems by learning about the
incident/problem [20]. Fig.5 presents the topology of feed forward neural network; it consists of three layers which
are input, hidden and output layer. Layers are built up with several nodes; the neurons are used to connect these
layers.

Fig.5: Feed Forward Neural Network structure [20].

In Fig 5 the input layer has two nodes 1 and 2, 1 to 12 is connection weight of the network, hidden layer
has two nodes 1 and 2, output layer has two nodes 1 and 2, HA1 and
2 are known as hidden node outputs
and
1 and
2 are known as output node outputs. The hidden node values are expressed as:
1= 1∗

1+ 2∗

3+ 1∗

5

2= 1∗

2+ 2∗

4+ 1∗

6

(2)

Let activation function in the hidden layer is sigmoid function; then node output of the hidden layer expressed
as:
1=

1
1+
(3)

2=

1
1+

The output node values are expressed as:
1=

1∗

7+

2∗

9+ 2∗

11

2=

1∗

8+

2∗

10 + 2 ∗

12

Let activation function in the output layer is linear; then output of the output layer expressed as:
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1= 1

(5)

2= 2
For total error calculation, consider

is the output value of the output node and
=

1
2

(

−

is the output target then:
(6)

)

By employing propagation algorithm, weights of the connection ( 1 to
between actual output value and target value [19].

12) are adjusted to minimize error

Accordingly, features from Mel frequency spectrum coefficients methods are obtained and used for recognition
process. For 250 speech signals and nine features for each signal, a total of 2250 features are generated from the
speaker model. Table 1 illustrates the FFNN parameters customization to learn the features and hence to predict the
speaker.
Table 1: FFNN First Experiment Parameters

Term

Values

Total layers

Three

Nodes distribution

Thirty, twenty and one

Learning algorithm

Built-in Levenberg–Marquardt (LM)

MSE goal

1e-200

Iteration

50

The first experiment conducted based on the parameters given in Table 1. During the training stage of this
experiment, results were varying at every time model is restarted since the LM algorithm is distributing the weight
values arbitrarily and it behaves the same whenever the same input output data is used. In order to monitor the model
performance and to tackle this stochastic nature in the output, the experiment is repeated 100 times, results are
recorded, and the performance of the model was evaluated by considering the mean of the findings.
4.2

Feed Forward Neural Network (Freezing)

The second experiment was performed according to the results obtained from the first one, the performance of a
neural network is obtained for all 100 epoch and hence the weight of every epoch is recorded. However, weight
freezing technology involves adjusting of the weight values of the FFNN model to return the best cost. The
technology of freezing doesn’t require any further training algorithms since readymade weights can be fed into the
model with pre-determined performance. The selection of proper weight values depends totally on the previous
experiment which involves the record of weights and their cost values.
4.3

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm

The third experiment is made to further enhance the performance of the prediction. Therefore, a new algorithm is
used as a training algorithm. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) is widely implemented in optimizing
the feed-forward neural network due to its proven efficiency and remarkable performance [19]. PSO optimizes the
performance as follows:
· Process is started by generating the set of weights (swarms). PSO will determine the best weight.
· Identifying the best weight is done by using the cost function; cost functions are the mean square error of the
results obtained after training.
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· PSO will search the weight that minimizes the cost function by setting the parameters such as velocity and inertia
coefficients.
· The solution proposed by PSO will be proposed to the Feed Forward Neural Network as the best weight, which
in turn applies the proposed weight to predict the speakers.
The flowchart for PSO optimized feed forward neural network is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.6: PSO optimized Feed forward neural network.

5

Result and Discussion

As discussed previously, FFNN is evaluated using several performance metrics in order to identify the best model
which predicts the speaker's identity. Three models are simulated, namely: Plain Feed Forward Neural Network,
Weight-Freezing based Feed Forward Neural Network and finally the Particle Swarm optimization based on Feed
Forward Neural Network. The results of those models' performances are presented in the following sections. The
performance of the Feed Forward Neural Network is evaluated periodically using a set of performance metrics
which are decisive criteria for speaker recognition. The simulated performance metrics are briefly explained as
follows:
5.1

Time and Accuracy Measurement

The Time in seconds required by the neural network to find the optimal solution and accuracy represents the total
number of correct decisions (predictions) with respect to all other inputs. The accuracy and time are calculated in
all three models and the results are presented in Table 2. The findings have shown that the best accuracy and time
of speaker prediction is achieved by the PSO-FFNN model. Fig.7 shows the time and accuracy calculation for
FFNN, Freezing-FFNN and PSO-FFNN.
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Table 2: Time and Accuracy calculations for proposed run models.

Algorithm

Accuracy

FFNN

59.68

3.983

Freezing-FFNN

63.04

3.27

PSO.FFNN

83.4

3.2639

Accuracy

Time

100
80

Time (sec)

83.4
63.4

59.68

60
40
20

3.983

3.27

3.2639

0
FNN

F.FNN

PSO.FNN

Fig.7: Time and Accuracy for the proposed models.

5.2

Mean Square Error

This term refers to the error range in the results after the training process, if the target vector which expected to be
[ ] = [1, 1, 2, 4] and the actual output resulted from the neural network
produced from the neural network is
after
the
training
is
[ ] = [1, 0, 2, 5]. Then, the error vector is calculated using the following expression:
[ ]=

[ ]−

[ ]

(7)

Mean square error [20] derived using the expression (4):
(8)

=

Table 3: MSE for the three proposed models.

Algorithm

MAE

FFNN

34.755

Freezing-FFNN

29.73

PSO.FFNN

17.1889
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Table 3 and Fig.8 represent the MSE values for all three models. The results show that PSO-FFNN achieves the
minimum MSE.

MSE
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

34.755

29.73
17.1889

Fig. 8: MSE for proposed models.

5.3

Number of Epochs Values

Epochs represents the number of trails that neural network doses till reaching the fair performance. This is
represented by a positive integer number [21]. As shown in Table 4 and presented in Fig.9; the minimum number
of epochs and the minimum time are achieved by the PSO-FFNN model.

Table 4: The Epochs calculations for proposed run models.

Algorithm

Epochs

FFNN

3

Freezing-FFNN

2

PSO.FFNN

2

Epochs
4
3
3
2

2

F.FNN

PSO.FNN

2
1
0
FNN

Fig.9: Epochs calculations for proposed run models.
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5.4

Mean Absolute Error

This metric represents the absolute value of the error vector and the mean of them as shown in the following
expression [18].
=

| [ ]|

(9)

Table 5: MAE performance for the simulated models.

Algorithm

MAE

FFNN

2.482

Freezing-FFNN

1.41

PSO.FFNN

0.45570368

Similarly, root mean absolute error is demonstrated in Table 5 and presented in Fig.10. Results show that PSOFFNN achieves less error rate.

MAE
3

2.482

2

1.41
0.45570
368

1
0
FFNN

Freezing-FFNN

PSO.FFNN

Fig.10: MAE calculations for proposed run models.

6

Conclusion

In this study, a new speaker model in text-independent voice identification system is proposed. The signal feature
extraction is performed by using fundamental frequency and Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC). In
addition, a smart voice recognition system is built-in using neural network algorithm which predicts the speakers
by training and implementing data recognition voice features. This stage is carried out by seizing the advantages of
Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN). Furthermore; optimization is required to further improve the performance;
this is accomplished by integrating the Freezing-FFNN with Practical Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO), which
significantly improves the recognition accuracy. The findings have shown that PSO-FFNN method outperforms
FFNN and Freezing-FFNN in all decisive objective functions tackled in this study.
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Abstract. A number of variables affect the interaction rate of social media posts.
This paper focuses on the effects of image-related variables. These features are
image sentiment scores, object types that images contain and image characteristics such as brightness, pixel count and standard deviation of pixels. A large Instagram post dataset was used in the study, which contains 125.784 images.
These images were crawled specifically for this study by using crawling tools. 17
variables were composed, and state-of-the-art methods and tools were used to
form these variables. As interaction rate, the proportion of like count to follower
count was used. Regression methods were used to calculate the correlation between variables and the post interaction rate. In conclusion, a 0,717 rank-order
correlation was obtained using Spearman’s Rank Correlation between the variables and the post interaction rate. Moreover, performing prediction of posts interaction rates by using image-related variables resulted in with 0,039 Mean Absolute Error and 0,072 RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) where interaction rate
values start from 0 and mostly goes up to 1 (it can exceed 1 as a small number of
posts can be interacted more than the number of followers).
Keywords: Social Media, Post Interaction, Post Popularity, Image Sentiment,
Image Characteristics.

1

Introduction

Social media usage increases dramatically over the years. People share images, videos,
blogs and many more on social media platforms. There are billions of contents shared
every day.
These huge numbers push many academic and commercial studies. In the literature,
there are a number of studies focusing on social media platforms and big data they
contain. There exist a huge number of studies focusing on interactions, sentiment analysis, popularity.
This paper combines various methods about image and presents the effect of these
outputs to the interaction rate. In short, image sentiment, image contents and basic image characteristics were utilized in the study and their effect on interaction rate was
investigated.
For the content of this study, Instagram was selected as the social media platform
due to its popularity and only image-based posts were focused. Various state-of-the-art
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methods and algorithms were used to obtain the relation between variables and interaction rates. All the experiments were performed on a quite big dataset containing
125.784 images from publicly available Instagram posts.

2

Related Works

Lin et al. [2] presented a new dataset for Image Object Detection in 2014 in their study
“Microsoft coco: Common objects in context”. They created a model that can detect 91
different objects in images. Moreover, Caesar et al. in 2018 [3] presented the object and
category mappings in their study. They created 12 different categories for objects and
these 12 categories were used in our study as variables.
Stokowiec et al. aimed to predict the popularity of online content using only titles in
their study in 2017 [6]. They used a dataset of 40.000 videos and news. The interesting
point was using only the title variable. In our study, we followed a similar “simple”
approach and used only image-related variables by using some part of Gayberi and
Oguducu’s dataset from their popularity prediction study [1].
Vadicamo et al. [8], Yuan et al. [7], You et al. [5] and Campos et al. [4] all studied
image sentiment in their studies. Yuan et al. [7] focused on mid-level image attributes
rather than low-level image attributes and they resulted in accuracy up to 82% in 2013.
You et al. [5] in 2015 studied image sentiment by using Convolutional Neural Networks. They proposed that well trained neural networks perform better than low-level
or mid-level attribute sentiment classifiers. Also using CNN’s helped them to transfer
knowledge. Vadicamo et al. [8] proposed a method for image sentiment analysis. They
used a database of 3 million tweets from Twitter. These tweets contain both images and
text. They tried to train their image sentiment classifiers using textual contents. In 2018,
Campos et al. [4] struggled to get better results and they performed fine-tuning of
CNNs. They used the dataset from You et al.’s [5] study and they could improve the
performance. In our study, Campos et al.’s sentiment prediction model was used.
Gayberi and Oguducu [1], Khosla et al. [9], Mazloom et al. [10] and many other
researchers studied popularity prediction. They all used large datasets and a number of
features to predict popularity. These features were user-based, post based, textual
based, statistical, image-related, image characteristics, low-level vision features and
image content.
Fontanini et al. [12] studied on popularity prediction of videos and they used sentiment and content visual features. They outperformed the state-of-the-art video popularity prediction methods. They used the number of views as the popularity metric while
we used the proportion of likes to the number of followers in our study as the interaction
rate.
In another study, Gelli et al. [11] performed popularity prediction by using user features, object features, sentiment and context features. Their sentiment features were
based on visual emotion and they used Visual Sentiment Ontology and DeepSentiBank.
They result in with 0.72 to 0.74 correlation by using and combining all the features not
only image-related features.
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3

Dataset

3.1

Base Dataset

For building the dataset, Gayberi and Oguducu’s dataset [1] was taken as the base. The
base dataset contains 210.630 Instagram posts which were collected from 22.359 different Instagram accounts.
These Instagram accounts were selected randomly based on some pre-defined seed
accounts [1]. This dataset contains various features about the user, post, image, as well
as some statistical features. Only some image-related features and the number of followers were used in this study and all other features are omitted. The details are given
in the next sections.
3.2

Image Collection

First, Instagram post shortcodes were taken from the base dataset and images related to
these posts were collected. The base dataset was created in March and April 2019. For
this study, images were collected in April 2020. Some of the posts were not accessible
or not collected for this study in April 2020 due to some reasons:
•
•
•
•

Account does not exist anymore
Account became private
Related post does not exist anymore
Videos were not used in this study

125.784 images were still valid and accessible and collected specifically for this
study.
3.3

Image Content Features

By using methods that were presented by Lin et al. [2] in 2014, in their study "Microsoft
COCO: Common Objects in Context", Image Object Detection task performed on collected images. Caesar et al. [3] in 2018 shared objects and category mappings for the
COCO dataset. The shared 12 categories were used, and image content-related features
were created. These features are based on existence in the image of categories. They
are given in Table 1 with some statistical information.
Table 1. Image Content Features.

Category

Number of Images Containing

Mean

Human

62.559

0,49

Standard Deviation
0,49

Animal

8.534

0,06

0,25

Vehicle

14.217

0,11

0,31

Indoor Things

13.246

0,10

0,30

Outdoor Things

7.689

0,06

0,23
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3.4

Accessories

13.504

0,10

0,30

Sports

8.456

0,06

0,25

Kitchen

14.336

0,11

0,31

Food

10.696

0,08

0,27

Furniture

13.499

0,10

0,30

Electronics

8.605

0,06

0,25

Appliances

1.638

0,01

0,11

Image Sentiment Scores

Campos, Jou and Giro-i-Nieto presented their study on Image Sentiment Analysis in
2017 [4]. They trained machine learning models by using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). They built their deep network over Caffe. They used Twitter images to
train their models. The Twitter dataset was published by You et al. within their study
“Robust Image Sentiment Analysis Using Progressively Trained and Domain Transferred Deep Networks”. It contains 1.269 images from Twitter, and they are publicly
available [5].
We used the model that Campos et al. built in their study “From Pixels to Sentiment:
Fine-tuning CNNs for Visual Sentiment Prediction”. Their source code is publicly
available on GitHub [4]. The model was used, and sentiment scores were calculated for
all 125.784 images in our dataset.
Sentiment score was calculated as a scalar value between 0 and 100, where 100 is
completely positive and 0 is the most negative. Some statistical information on sentiment scores are given in Table 2 and the distribution is given in Figure 1.
Table 2. Image Sentiment Calculations.

Average

Standard Deviation

25%

82,35

27,61

77

Fig. 1. Distribution: Image sentiment score.
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3.5

Image Characteristics

By using an open-source image analysis tool, we obtained some basic characteristics of
images. These variables are brightness, pixel count and standard deviation of all bands
in the image. Table 3 gives the statistical explanations of these variables.
Table 3. Image Characteristics Statistics.

Brightness
Pixel Count
Standard
Deviation

Average
140,36

Std Dev. Min
1
38,37
1.037.714 338.076,7 53.440

Max
255

1.466.640 834.840

1.166.400 1.166.400

66,50

126,09

67,31

16,00

0

25%
117

57,05

50%
139

75%
163

76,97

Figure 2, 3 and 4 show the distribution of brightness, pixel count and standard deviation respectively.

Fig. 2. Distribution: Brightness of images.

Fig. 3. Distribution: Pixel count in images.
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Fig. 4. Distribution: Standard deviation of pixels in images.

4

Experiments and Results

4.1

Image Interaction Rate

In various studies, the proportion of likes (views, clicks, retweets etc.) to the number of
followers is used as an interaction rate or popularity metric. In this study, we also used
it as an interaction rate which shows the interaction of users to related posts.
Figure 5 shows the interaction rate distribution over post instances. As there are
some posts that have more likes than the number of followers, there are some outliers.
The second chart in Figure 5 depicts the interaction rates after filtering by up to 1.

Fig. 5. Distribution: Interaction rates unfiltered (left) and filtered up to 1 (right).

4.2

Results

After preparing data and variables, we had 12 image content related variables, sentiment score variable and 3 image characteristics variables (brightness, pixel count and
standard deviation of pixels) for 125.784 images. We had calculated the interaction rate
as the proportion of likes to the number of followers.
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We used variables and interaction rates and performed Random Forest Regression
to calculate correlation, predictability and errors based on predictability. Table 3 shows
the results.
As shown in Table 4, variables present a high rank-order correlation of 0,717. Also,
a low MAE was obtained which means the interaction rate for an image post can be
predicted with a low error rate.
Table 4. Correlation Results.

Metric

Value

MAE (Mean Absolute Error)

0,039

MSE (Mean Squared Error)

0,005

RMSE (Root Mean Square Error)

0,072

Spearman’s rank-order correlation

0,717

Importance values related to the variables are given in Table 5. In general, image
characteristics and image sentiment scores are far more effective on the interaction rate.
The number of followers has the highest importance which tells the interaction rate is
highly correlated with the number of people following the account.
Table 5. Variable Importance Values.

Metric

Value

followers
stddevpixel
brightness
pixelcount
sentimentscore
image_has_human
image_has_accessory
image_has_indoor
image_has_vehicle
image_has_kitchen
image_has_electronic
image_has_furniture
image_has_food
image_has_sports
image_has_outdoor
image_has_animal
image_has_appliances

0,395
0,169
0,128
0,119
0,083
0,018
0,010
0,010
0,009
0,009
0,008
0,007
0,007
0,006
0,006
0,006
0,001
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5

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we proposed to obtain the relationship between image-related variables
and the interaction rate of this image on social media. Image Object Detection methods
were used to understand the content of images and variables were derived according to
the outputs of detection. Image sentiment scores were calculated by using state-of-theart image sentiment models and basic image characteristics were extracted. By using
regression methods, the effects of these variables were investigated and a high rankorder correlation of 0,717 was obtained. Moreover, it was revealed that the interaction
rate could be predicted with an MAE value of 0,039. Also, another outcome showed
that image characteristics and image sentiment are more important variables than image
content variables.
For future works, image characteristic variables can be enriched, and more advanced
variables can be added. Some other indicators may be added for calculation of interaction rates, such as the number of comments or various other outcomes for different
social media platforms. Obviously, a bigger dataset can give better and sharper results.
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Abstract. Software Reliability is a method of measuring the quality of software that predicts the number of faults in the software. Different models were proposed from time to
time to estimate the number of software failures. This paper proposed a new model depend on polynomial regression to predict the number of software faults for a particular
duration of time in a specific environment. The mean square error (MSE) was used for
measuring the performance of the proposed model and the results show that the proposed
model outperforms the other models in predicting the faults of the systems when compared with previous work, the results also show that the model has the best performance
when calculating the MSE.
Keywords: Software Reliability, Polynomial Regression, Mean Square Error
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1

Introduction

Nowadays, software being used dramatically in different areas of life and has been increasingly important and a critical part of applications. Due to the high importance of
software quality assurance, thus the software requirements like reliability, security, performance, and accuracy became a significant issue. However, software reliability is the
most important quality attribute of software [1, 2]. Software Reliability quantifies the
faults and failure of the software, that lead to dire effects on safety-critical systems and
normal systems as well [3]. So, predicting software reliability and estimating it became
widely required in the projects to accomplish high-reliability systems. It is evolving as
the main part of the study [4]. Software Reliability is described as the likelihood of
software free of failure in a specific duration of time under particularized environmental
[2, 5]. Different models of software reliability were suggested to measure software reliability. Since 1972 when Jelinski and Moranda [6] proposed the first software reliability growth model (SRGM) and many reliability models have been increasingly developed until now and are a great amount of researchers’ interest and utilized in different fields. The models of reliability depend on detection the faults through a particular
testing duration time [7]. There are two types of SRGMs; the parametric and non-parametric models. The traditional reliability growth models which have been used are
based on various parameters, and these parameters representing the properties of each
model. In general, these parameters have a great effect on the models’ accuracy [8] and
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are predicted using Mathematical approaches such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) or Least Square Estimation (LSE), etc. However, these approaches involved
some limitations in calculating or estimating [9, 10] and the major restrictions of these
approaches are the parameters' number. The limitations of the traditional methods of
parameter estimation motivate the researchers to use metaheuristic methods such as
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), etc. [5]. This paper
proposed a new technique for assessing software reliability, which depends on a statistic approach called the polynomial regression model, this model will explain later. The
rest of the paper is ordered as follows: In Section 2, the literature review was explained,
which includes the software reliability and the polynomial regression model followed
by the proposed method in Section 3, while Section 4 describes the results and discussion and the conclusion in Section 5.

2

Literature Review

2.1

Software Reliability Models

Software reliability is a quantitative scale that is used to measure the failure chance of
the software through the duration of time and a particular environment [1, 9]. Due to
the importance of software reliability, many of the software reliability models have
been developed. These SRGMs are used to represent the detection of the error process
as a discrete or continuous process at the rate of error detection that depends on the time
[8]. The detected faults of the traditional SRGMs will be removed immediately, which
is a general assumption. Though, it is rare to immediately correct the discovered faults
which imply that this assumption is not very realistic [11]. The goal of SRGMs is to
specify the random process which represents the behavior of the software respecting to
failures of software. This process can be utilized for the reliability estimation, present
status measurement, and the prediction of future status [2, 6]. In 1972, Jelinski and
Moranda developed the first SRGM which has been received great consideration, and
then various models have been suggested to measure the software reliability [3]. These
models could be categorized as the time between failure models and failure calculation
models [4]. Various mathematical methods have been used in predicting software reliability such as MLE and LSE, these models have different limitations as explained earlier [5, 9]. The increase in parameters in any mathematical model will increase the faults
of the data. In the beginning, the interest of researchers was focused on mathematical
models. In 1992, Knafl proposed models for software reliability depend on the maximum probability method of two factors, and in 1996, Knafl et. al suggested an MLE to
SRGMs. However, the constraints of these models lead the researchers to use other
models for solving the problem of parameter estimation [5, 7].
2.2

Polynomial Regression Model

Regression analysis is considered as one of the predictive modeling techniques that are
used to investigate the relationship between a dependent and independent variable. The
relationship between the variables can be used to make predictions. There are many
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types of regression analysis, and the polynomial regression is one of them, which is
defined as a regression analysis form where the relation between the independent variables (x) and the dependent variable (y) is considered as an nth degree polynomial in x
[12]. Polynomial regression is a statistical model that gives the most accurate estimation
of the relationship between the dependent and independent variables and it’s suitable
for a broad range of functions [13]. Different researches have been used polynomial
regression, especially in statistical estimation problems in engineering and manufacturing applications [14]. In this paper, it has been used in predicting the reliability of software as will be explained in the next section.

3

Proposed Method

In reliability, the faults’ number was increased during the time and there is a positive
relationship between the number of faults and the time [3]. The polynomial regression
is described as the relationship between the independent variable x and the dependent
variable y. The number of faults grows during the time that means the faults are dependent on time. The number of faults will be the dependent variable and the time will
be the independent variable. Polynomial regression is suitable for a nonlinear relationship between the value of x and the identical conditional mean of y [12]. The polynomial regression is represented by the following model [13]:
=

+

+

+

+

+ε

(1)
Where,
y: represents the estimated faults number,
x: represents the time at which the number of faults will be estimated,
β: represents the coefficient of variable x, and
ε: represents the intercept (constant)
The following steps represent the proposed algorithm:
Begin
Read data_set
Calculate the cumulative faults
Var1 Independent_variable ← time
Var2 dependent_variable ← No_faults
Calculate the polynomial regression model depends on the equation (1)
End
The dataset (DS1, DS2, and DS3) which have been used in this paper are collected
from previous studies as shown in Table 1, these data included different working time
per weeks for different systems with different numbers of faults. Table 1 included the
information and details of the dataset. These datasets were used in the previous studies
from time to time for testing the reliability models of the software.
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Table 1. Description of the datasets.
Dataset number

Working Time/weeks

Number of faults

Resource

DS1

19

328

[15]

DS2

20

100

[16]

DS3

34

181

[17]

The Mean Square Error (MSE) also called the variance of estimation and the square
root of it is known as the standard error of estimation. It is used to measure the proposed
model performance and the small value of MSE indicates better performance [13, 18].
It calculates the total deviation between the real value of the faults for each system and
the estimated value by using the following equation [13]:
MSE = ∑

(R − E )

(2)

Where,
N is the number of total observations
Ri is the real value of the faults
Ei is the estimated value of faults

3.1

Estimate and solve the coefficient of the regression model

The Least Square Method (LSM) is one of the common methods used to estimate the
coefficient of the polynomial regression. The goal of this method is to minimize the
deviation between the real values and the estimated value of the dataset [18]. The following system of linear equations can be used to determine the coefficient of the polynomial regression model [13].

Where,
a: polynomial coefficient
k: The polynomial degree
N: The points’ number to be the degree
Many methods can be used to solve the coefficient of the regression one of them is
Cramer’s rule and determinant which is used in this study. Equation (3) represents the
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determinant (Matlab 2015b is used to find the determinant values for each matrix)
which can be used to determine each coefficient [13].

a

(

)

(3)

( )

Where, Mi represents the matrix M with the ith column substituted by vector b column (the result of the least square method). For example, M0 could be calculated as
follows [13]:

4

Results and Discussion

In this paper, the polynomial regression of degree three (cubic regression) has been
used to estimate the faults of the system. The results of the proposed model have been
compared with the results of a paper selected from literature studies [19]; the paper
used two reliability models: The G_O model and the INFS model which has been included in Table 2.
Table 2. The reliability growth models U.
Model

No.
of
parameters

Mean Value Function

G_O

INFS (Inflection
SShaped

model)

Resources

2

[20]

3

[21]

Where t represents the time at which the fault will be estimated.
In [19] The researchers tried to develop the model by estimating the parameters of
each model to get estimated values that close to the real values. The Algorithm used in
this research gave a better result compared with the previous studies. The proposed
model gave better results than results that gave by the algorithm suggested in [19] as
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shown in Table 3. For each of the three datasets, a polynomial regression model that
has been designed and executed in this paper gives the minimum MSE when compared
with G_O and INFS models as presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The results of comparison with other models.

Datasets

Proposed Model
(Polynomial Model)

MSE of each model
G_O
Model
[19]

INFS
Model
[19]

Proposed
Model

DS1

-0.054x3+1.17x2+13.98x+10.3

139.815

82.704

63.79

DS2

-0.015x3+0.026x2+5.2x+10.56

11.617

8.98

1.79

22.863

5.82

5.69

DS3

0.00315x3+0.141x2+4.2x+0.25

The results in Table 3 show that the polynomial regression model has the least value
of MSE. For DS1, the MSE of the proposed model is equal to 63.79 which is less than
the MSE of the G_O model and INFS model that is equal to 139.815 and 82.704 respectively. While in DS2, the MSE of the proposed method is equal to 1.79 whereas in
the G_O model and INFS model equal to 11.617 and 8.98 respectively. The MSE of
DS3 of the proposed method is equal to 5.69 and in the G_O model and INFS model
equal to 22.863 and 5.82 respectively. This means that the proposed model has better
performance of prediction when compared with previous models for all the datasets and
all models. The results also show that the number of faults per week predicted by the
proposed method is too close to the real number of faults and for all systems as shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Comparison between the actual values of the number of faults with the proposed model.
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Figure 1 shows that the number of faults predicted by the proposed model is very
near to the real values of many faults that presented in Table 1 and for all the datasets.
This means that the proposed model has the best performance in predicting the number
of faults of the system.

5

Conclusion

Reliability is one of the software quality attributes, and it is the most significant
factor because it calculates the faults and failures of the software, which has significant
effects on the systems. The SRGMs have been used widely in estimation and prediction
software reliability. Nevertheless, these models have many limitations. Many researchers were proposed different solutions to outperform these limitations using different
approaches. This paper proposed a new predictive approach depend on the polynomial
regression model, the performance of the proposed approaches was evaluated by using
MSE, and the results compared with the literature studies. The results of a comparison
present that the proposed approach outperformed the other models when calculating the
MSE for all the datasets and all models, for example, in DS1 the MSE is equal to
139.815 and 82.704 in G_O and INFS models respectively, while the proposed method
reduced the MSE to 63.79. The proposed method also reduced the MSE in DS2 and
DS3.
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Abstract. Square Root Domain (SRD) electronically adjustable trans-admittance
lowpass filter proposes in this paper. The filter circuit input is voltage and output
responses of filter is current. The design is based on the state-space synthesis
method. State-space synthesis method is one of the methods used to systematically design filters. State variables of the filter are obtained by state space synthesis method. The circuit of the filter is realized from the obtained equations.
One of the important types of filters using the state-space synthesis method are
the square-root and log-domain filters where the sign is compressed and expanded. The transfer admittance parameter 𝒈𝟎 , the quality factor 𝑸 and the natural frequency 𝒇𝟎 of the transadmittance filter can be electronically controlled by
external DC currents. Using PSPICE simulations program are verified the theory
and to show the performance of filter circuits’ responses. The proposed transadmittance filter is simulated by using TSMC 0.35 µm Level 3 CMOS process
parameters.
Keywords: Square-root-domain Filters, State-Space Synthesis, Companding
systems, Electronically Tunable.

1

Introduction

The translinear principle is based on the exponential (current-voltage) I-V characteristics of bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) and metal-oxide-semiconductors (MOS) transistors in weak inversion region [1, 2]. MOS quadratic law is the linear trans-conductor
that derived by Bult [3]. The MOS translinear (MTL) principle is proposed by Seevinck
[4] using the bipolar translinear (BTL) approaches [1]. MOS quadratic law in strong
inversion and saturation region and the voltage translinear principle were studied in [510].
The square-root-domain filter is important subclass of companding filters. This filter
class were studied by different researchers, because the companding filters have many
advantages, for example: electronic tunability, high frequency applications, and large
dynamic range under low voltage/power supply [11, 12]. The principle of this filters;
the signals are compressed at the first (input) stages, then processed and then expanded
at the last (output) stages.
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A number of square-root-domain circuits were proposed by the authors in the literature:
first-order filters [13-16], second-order voltage-mode (VM) [17, 18] and current-mode
(CM) filters [7, 13, 18, 19], third-order VM filters [20] and trans-admittance circuits
[10, 14, 21] Additionally, there are some papers in the literature about SRD and the
squarer/divider structures [7, 10, 12, 22]. These sub-circuit blocks are used to SRD
circuits [9, 15, 22].
The input signal of a trans-admittance type filter is voltage and output signal is current. Therefore, a trans-admittance type filter described as an interface connecting a
voltage-mode circuit to a current-mode circuit [25, 26, 27]. As a result, both filtering
and voltage-current transforming processes can be achieved by trans-admittance type
filter. Trans-admittance and trans-impedance type filter circuits have various application areas [28, 29, 30]. For example, trans-admittance type filters are used in the baseband structure of modern radio systems [25, 26]. However, few works have been proposed in the area of square-root-domain trans-admittance filter design by using steadyspace method [23, 24].
In this work, square-root-domain, second-order trans-admittance lowpass filter is
proposed by using steady-space synthesis method. The trans-admittance lowpass filter
circuit contains of square-root and squarer/divider blocks. In addition these circuit
blocks, current mirrors, current sources, power supply and two grounded capacitors are
included in the filter circuit. The trans-admittance 𝑔0 , cut-off frequency 𝑓0 , quality factor 𝑄 of the proposed filter can be tuned by changing current values.
does not have an indent, either.

2

The Design of SRD Second Order Trans-Admittance Type LP
Filter

Second order trans-admittance type low-pass filter transfer function can be written as
follows,

𝑌21 (𝑠) =

𝑔0 20
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡
=

𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑠 2 + 0 𝑠 + 20
𝑄

(1)

where 𝑉𝑖𝑛 is the input voltage, 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the output current, 𝑔0 is the trans-admittance
parameter, 0 is the cut-off frequency and 𝑄 is the quality factor of the trans-admittance
circuit. Transfer function of trans-admittance filter was turned into the following statespace equations:
𝐼1̇ = −

0
𝑄

𝐼1 + 0 𝐼2

𝐼2̇ = −0 𝐼1 + 𝑔0 0 𝑈
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where, 𝑈 is represented by 𝑉𝑖𝑛 and 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 currents are the state variables. The output
variable is defined by (4) as given below:
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼1

(4)

The 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 currents that were represented by state-variable in (2) and (3) are drain
currents of MOS transistors in saturation mode and these currents can be given as follows [18, 19].

𝐼1 =

𝛽
(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ )2
2 1

𝐼2 =

𝛽
(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ )2
2 2

(5)

(6)

The input voltage 𝑈 that was represented by 𝑉𝑖𝑛 in (3) is the gate to source voltage of a
MOS and this voltage can be defined as given (7),

𝐼𝑈 =

𝛽
(𝑈 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ )2
2

(7)

where, 𝛽 = 𝜇0 𝐶𝑜𝑥 (𝑊 ⁄𝐿 ) is the device trans-conductance parameter, and 𝑉𝑡ℎ is the
threshold voltage respectively. The input voltage 𝑈 and the derivatives of 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 are
written as:
𝑈 = √2𝐼𝑈 ⁄𝛽 + 𝑉𝑡ℎ

(8)

𝐼1̇ = 𝑉1̇ √2𝛽𝐼1

(9)

𝐼2̇ = 𝑉2̇ √2𝛽𝐼2

(10)

(8) and (9) Eq.s are applied to (2) and (3) then given by
𝑉1̇ √2𝛽𝐼1 = −

0
𝑄

𝐼1 + 0 𝐼2

𝑉2̇ √2𝛽𝐼2 = −0 𝐼1 + 𝑔0 0 [√2𝐼𝑈 ⁄𝛽 + 𝑉𝑡ℎ ]
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The both side of (11) and (12) can be multiplied by coefficient 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 and these
equations can be rearranged as follows:
𝐶1 𝑉1̇ = −

𝐶2 𝑉2̇ = −

𝐶2 0 𝐼1
√2√𝛽√𝐼2

𝐶1 0 𝐼1
𝑄√2√𝛽√𝐼1
+

𝐶2 0

[

+

𝑔0

√2√𝛽√𝐼2 √𝛽

𝐶1 0 𝐼2
√2√𝛽√𝐼1
√2𝐼𝑈 + 𝑔0 𝑉𝑡ℎ ]

(13)

(14)

𝐼𝑔0 , 𝐼𝑇0 and 𝐼𝑘 currents can be written as [26].
√𝐼𝑔0 = 𝑔0 ⁄√𝛽

(15)

𝐼𝑇0 = 𝑔0 𝑉𝑡ℎ

(16)

𝐼𝑘 = 2√

𝐼𝑈 𝐼𝑔0
+ 𝐼𝑇0
2

(17)

These current equations are used in (13) and (14) and they can be revised to form the
following nodal equations:

𝐶1 𝑉1̇ = −

1 𝐼01 𝐼1
𝐼01 𝐼22
√
+√
𝑄
2
2𝐼1

𝐶2 𝑉2̇ = −√

𝐼02 𝐼12
𝐼02 𝐼𝑘2
+√
2𝐼2
2𝐼2

(18)

(19)

where 𝐼01 and 𝐼02 currents can be defined as given (20) and (21).
√𝐼01 =

√𝐼02 =

𝐶1 0
√𝛽
𝐶2 0
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The proposed square-root-domain trans-admittance filter circuit with lowpass output
can be achieved via (18), (19), and (17) as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. SRD trans-admittance type LP filter.
The trans-admittance parameter of the filter can be written as given (22) by using (15)
and (16) [23].
𝐼𝑔0
𝑔0 = 𝛽𝑉𝑡ℎ ( )
𝐼𝑇0

(22)

The cut-off frequency of the filter is given by (23) as follow [9, 18]:

0 =

√𝛽𝐼0
𝐶

(23)

where 𝐼01 = 𝐼02 = 𝐼0 and 𝐶1 = 𝐶2 = 𝐶.

3

Simulation Results

The proposed second order square-root-domain trans-admittance lowpass filter was
simulated by TSMC 0.35um Level 3 CMOS process parameters [29]. The transistor
dimensions were chosen as 𝑊 ⁄𝐿 = 10𝜇𝑚⁄10𝜇𝑚 for 𝑀1 ~𝑀8 , 𝑊 ⁄𝐿 = 220𝜇𝑚⁄2𝜇𝑚
for 𝑀9 ~𝑀17 and 𝑊 ⁄𝐿 = 440𝜇𝑚⁄2𝜇𝑚 for 𝑀18 . The parameters of circuit were selected as, 𝑉𝐷𝐷 = 3𝑉 and 𝐶 = 25𝑝𝐹. The gain response of the filter changes from about
135𝑘𝐻𝑧 to 1008𝑘𝐻𝑧, when 𝐼0 dc external currents are changed from 3.1𝜇𝐴 to 232𝜇𝐴.
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Thus the cut-off frequency of the filters can be adjusted in a frequency range of about
870𝑘𝐻𝑧.
The cut-off frequencies of filter are 135𝑘𝐻𝑧, 380𝑘𝐻𝑧 and 1008𝑘𝐻𝑧 for dc control
currents 3.1𝜇𝐴, 29𝜇𝐴 and 232𝜇𝐴 respectively. The trans-admittance parameter value
is 23.4μS for 𝐼𝑔0 = 18μA and 𝐼𝑇0 = 32.88μA. The gain response obtained for the different values of the dc current sources of the filter circuit have been shown in Fig. 2.
2.5E-5

Transadmittance [S]

2.0E-5

1.5E-5

1.0E-5

5.0E-6

Io= 3.1uA, fo=135kHz
Io= 29uA, fo=380kHz
Io=232uA, fo=1008kHz

0.0E+0
1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

1E+6

1E+7

Frequency [Hz]

Fig.2. Gain responses of proposed filter at different values of 𝑰𝟎 .
The phase response obtained for the different values of dc current sources of filter circuit have been shown in Fig. 3.
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Io= 29uA, fo= 380kHz
Io=232uA, fo= 1008kHz

-300
1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

1E+6

1E+7

Frequency [Hz]

Fig.3. Phase responses of the filter at different values of 𝑰𝟎 .
The trans-admittance parameter 𝑔0 of trans-admittance type filter can be tunable via dc
control current 𝐼𝑔0 . The trans-admittance parameters of filter changes from about
11.8𝜇𝑆 to 82.7𝜇𝑆 or 𝐼𝑔0 dc control current is changed from 4𝜇𝐴 to 240𝜇𝐴. Thus the
trans-admittance parameter of the filter can be adjusted in a gain range of about 70𝜇𝑆.
The trans-admittance parameters of trans-admittance type filter are 11.8𝜇𝑆, 43.4𝜇𝑆 and
82.7𝜇𝑆 for 𝐼𝑔0 dc control current 4𝜇𝐴, 62𝜇𝐴 and 240𝜇𝐴 respectively. The natural frequency value is 330𝑘𝐻𝑧 for 𝐼0 = 29𝜇𝐴. For these situations the gain responses of filter
are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig.4. Gain responses at different values of 𝒈𝟎
When the signal that has 1.5𝑉 dc and 200𝑚𝑉 peak value at 1𝑀𝐻𝑧 frequency is applied
to the input of the filter, only ac components of time domain responses of LP output for
variety trans-admittance parameter values that are given in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig.5.
The quality factor of trans-admittance type filter are 0.71, 1 and 1.41 for 𝐼𝑞 dc control
current 67.6𝜇𝐴, 37.5𝜇𝐴 and 20.86𝜇𝐴 reswpectively. The natural frequency value is
330𝑘𝐻𝑧 for 𝐼0 = 29𝜇𝐴. For these situations the gain responses of filter are shown in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Time domain responses at different values of 𝒈𝟎
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Fig.6. Gain responses at different values of 𝑸
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When peak values of sinusoidal signal input voltages at 1𝑀𝐻𝑧 frequency are varied
from 70𝑚𝑉 to 850𝑚𝑉, Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of output currents less than
2% for 𝑔0 = 23.4𝜇𝑆.

4

Conclusion

A novel square-root-domain trans-admittance second order lowpass filter using steadyspace synthesis method proposes in this study. Square-root and squarer/divider building
blocks, current mirrors, dc current sources, grounded capacitors and dc voltage source
are used in the filter circuit. The cut-off frequency 𝑓0 and trans-admittance parameter
𝑔0 of trans-admittance filter can be tuned by changing values of external dc current
sources. PSPICE simulations results confirm the theoretical analysis.
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Abstract. Meteorological weather conditions may show sudden changes (cloud movements, dust) regionally, regardless of the
seasons. In this study, control outputs are produced as a result of comparing both perceived sensors and national meteorological data
so that temporary (sudden regional change) sky movements do not cause rapid changes in the system. The artificial intelligence
supported design to control the light pipe (LP) & LED hybrid lighting system real-time application is modeled. The difference of this
study from the others is the use of all natural light inputs. A system is developed to use artificial lighting armatures with the multiinput, multi-output artificial neural network (MİMO ANN) structure, which provides the required level of illumination in the
environment by the amount of natural light entering through light pipes and windows. The whole space is partitioned according to
natural light entrances and information from the light sensors which are placed in these areas is compared with the National
Meteorological Centre (MGM) regional data, according to the office lighting strategy. MİMO ANN produces separate outputs for each
area and dynamically illuminates the whole space. According to these results, the designed system is energy-efficient and sustainable
with this designed control algorithm. Matlab Simulink circuit analysis performed using MGM regional data; it is calculated that the
use of artificial lighting in the whole place decreased by 43.78% on a sunny day, by 32.17% on a cloudy day and by 24.36% in the
overcast day.
Index Terms. Daylight harvesting; Hybrid lighting; MIMO ANN, Sustainable lighting.

1. INTRODUCTION
The transition from the traditional city concept to the concept of smart cities has become a necessity, with the rapid
increase of urbanization. The need for energy is perhaps one of the biggest challenges ahead. It is assumed that global
energy demand will increase by 36% by 2035, with the increasing population. The fact that the energy used in the
production comes mainly from non-renewable sources, and carbon dioxide (CO2) and similar gases emitted by using
fossil fuels contribute to global warming, threatens the future of the world (Fig. 1). The most significant impact on
greenhouse gases from 2000 to 2010 was exerted by global emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuels, which increased
by 34% [1],[2]. Global urbanization has grown at a very fast pace, compared to the past. The combined use of natural and
artificial light sources to save energy in lighting has increased the importance of controlling artificial lighting. The status
of the energy conservation planned for Turkey shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1. The status of the energy conservation planned for Turkey [3]

According to the source [3]; 20% of the electricity consumed in industrial enterprises, 30% in stores and approximately
40% in offices are spent for lighting purposes [4]. Reducing lighting consumption can be achieved by reducing installed
power or reducing operating time through daylight using. Although a small percentage of commercial buildings (2% in
the US) have daylight sensors [5], such controls can reduce lighting energy consumption by up to 60% [6] depending on
space usage. The primary consumption calculated for the commercial office buildings in Istanbul using intelligent energy
management from the State Institute of Statistics (SIS) [7] for 2014-2018 was 124.6 kwh / m2 for heating, 92.7 kWh / m2
for cooling and 203.5 for lighting. Therefore, any 40% reduction in lighting energy consumption (optimistic estimate)
will reduce the total primary energy by about 19.4%. [8],[9]
Lighting costs can be reduced both by effective use of daylight and by eliminating unnecessary lighting, by making
office lighting smart in buildings [5],[6],[10-12]. Side lighting of windows are widely used to allow daylight to enter
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buildings. Daylight illumination can enter the building through upper illuminations, such as skylights or castle windows,
especially for buildings with limited facades [3]. Intelligent office lighting is also of great importance for people's eye
health and work efficiency [7],[13].
Different studies have been carried out on intelligent control of lighting control. In [14], they conducted a comparative
study of adjustable LED lighting for efficient energy use. In [15],[16], they designed a conceptual framework based on
artificial intelligence. In [17], they designed an artificial intelligence-based control system to control the lamp brightness
circuitry driven by a bi-directional thyristor. In [18], [19], they have worked on a system that can automatically support
the changing needs of people by integrating information technology into the field of lighting engineering [20]. In [4], [7],
they have systematically examined the simulation of indoor lighting of buildings [21]. In [9], they compared the results
of daylight illumination energy savings calculated by using EN1519 3: 2007 [14], [22] with DAYSIM 3 simulation results.
In [23], they have evaluated reflectance values of walls, different arrangements and installation heights of historıcal
buildings in terms of Lighting Energy Numerical Indicator and luminous integrity. In [24], they designed the power supply
and consumption model from the lighting consumption data of six cities and towns in Northern Central Nigeria, in their
paper. In [25], they analyzed the change in indoor light environment and energy consumption. In [26], they devised an
energy-saving control method that could autonomously shape the light output of the LED lighting system according to
the data received from the sensors. In [27], they have tested the applicability of a new concept that involves the use of
different levels of dimming in the background area. In [28], they controlled the level of natural lighting in a building,
simulated the brightness level with 3DS Max and processed the data with Matlab software. In [29], they analyzed the
daylight-linked on-off controller of lighting, electrical lighting energy savings, and the switching frequency of an atrium
building. In [30], they determined the illumination for the used and unused areas of the corporate building with the Deep
neural network [30]. The differences we make with this study:
1. It has been studied only light pipe or only the light entering through the opening sıdes of the building, in the
literature. There was made a design by combining all-natural light inputs in this study.
2. We simulated a real-time lighting system for light tubes and light inputs (windows) (Hybrid Lighting System)
using the MIMO ANN architecture in this study.
3. There were compared annual daylight data and instant data obtained from the regional National Meteorological
Center and was increased system reliability in this study.
There was a modeling of the real environment in a MIMO ANN program for a space used as an office building with a
sustainable energy smart building lighting system in this study. It has been achieved the energy saving by utilizing a high
level of daylight and it has been determined that the lighting control system created with MIMO ANN works correctly
and fast by using this system.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In the designed smart lighting system, high reflective light pipes are used for the transportation of natural light. LED
retrofit luminaires with daylight color temperature (6500 0K) were used for the artificial lighting needed.
2.1 Light Pipe
The inner surface of the light tube is made of highly reflective metal or coated with materials such as Alcoa Everrbite
or Silverlux, which have a reflectivity of approximately 99% [3], [7];
=

(1)

Fin - luminous flux falling on light pipes; Fout - luminous flux from light pipes; r – the radius of the light tube is (m).
=

(2)

Mathematically, it can be expressed as light pipe transmittance (τ) [20], [21]:

=

.

.

(3)
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Ein - internal brightness of a particular point; Eex - external light falling into light pipes; D - reference point from light

pipe diffuser; q - is the angle between the normal of the light pipe diffuser and the desired point. There were used 9 light
tubes with 53 mm diameter, 0.98 reflectance coefficient with inner surface coated by aluminum alloy, in the design.
TABLE 1. LIGHT PIPE SPECIFICATIONS
Light Output
Light
Potential
LP Diameter
(lumen)
Area(m2)
(m)
14in/350mm
6000~9100
23-28
9
21in/530mm 13900~20800
38-42
12

2.2 LED Armature
There were used 53 60x60 LED retrofit luminaires with daylight color temperature (6500 0K) as artificial lighting
sources in the designed system. The technical information of the used LED luminaires is given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF LED LUMINAIRE.

Measurement
unit

LED
Total lamb flux

SM134V PSD
W60L60 1
xLED37S/830
NOC
3700

lm

-

Light output ratio
Colour
Temperature
Power

100.0

%

6500.0

K

36

W

Dimensions

0.6*0.6*0.05

m

2.3 Method.
Learning typically occurs through the training. The training algorithm adjusts the connection weights (synapses)
iteratively. Typical MLP network is arranged in layers of neurons, where each neuron in a layer computes the sum of its
inputs i = [ x y h
as a matrix form;

v]T and passes this sum through an activation function ( f

=

(

(

+

)+

)

). The output of the network ( o ) is defined

(4)

Where; superscript defines the layer number W is weight matrices, b is bias vector, f are activation functions.
Figure 3 shows a realized one hidden layer MLP network for this work. MLP networks learn any input-output relation
adjusting the weights using the backpropagation approach [19]. This algorithm adjusts the weights to minimize the mean
square error as follows;
= ∑

(

−

)

(5)

Where; t is the target, o is MİMO outputs, g is the sample instant in q size.
The steepest descent algorithm iteratively decreases network error during learning phase at each epoch as given below;
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.

( + )=

.

( )−h

(6.1)

.

( )−h

( + )=

(6.2)

Where h is the learning rate.
An ANN-based fitting model consisting of one input layer, hidden layer, and output layer (feed-forward network) can
be used for modeling the behavior of any n×n lighting system, with n lights and n task tables. The equations governing
the ANN model of the lighting system aregiven by:
(
=
∗ + )
(7)
=
+
+
(8)
is the measured illuminance vector of dimension n, is the luminaire power vector of dimension n.
is the output
of hidden lawyer.
is the weight of hidden neurons and
is its corresponding bias. This two equations can be
represented together as:
( )=

( )

(9)

( ) is the input-output behaviour of the lighting system. The illuminance of the surface can be calculated by
following formula:
=

ɸ

(10)

E is the illuminance of the surface; ɸ is the luminous flux; A is the illuminated area. The ratio of the diffuse
illuminance can be calculated by following formula:
=

∗ 100%

(11)

is the daylight factor; is the illuminance produced by the diffuse light of the sky;
is the outdoorilluminance
generated by the sky diffused light.
In office lighting, the space illuminated by the light pipe is grouped as edge and middle section. In three weather
conditions (closed, cloudy and sunny), the brightness values of the middle and edges entering the space through
light pipes are given in Table 3.
Table 3. THE LİGHT PİPE BRİGHTNESS VALUES for CLOSED, CLOUDY and SUNNY DAYS (LUX)

Center
time&
interval
03:40
03:45
03:50

Edges

avg.
avg.
avg.
Overcast
cloudy
sunny
value(lux) value(lux) value(lux)
0
0
0
0
0
0,391
0
0
1,6675

time&
interval
03:40
03:45
03:50

avg.
avg.
avg.
Overcast
cloudy
sunny
value(lux) value(lux) value(lux)
0
0
0
0
0
0,306
0
0
1,305

03:55
04:00
04:05
.

0
0
0
.

0
0
0
.

2,944
5,6005
7,5785
.

03:55
04:00
04:05
.

0
0
0
.

0
0
0
.

2,304
4,383
5,931
.

12:00
12:05

25,828
25,861

54,648
54,692

102,143
102,166

12:00
12:05

21,132
21,159

44,712
44,748

79,938
79,956

12:10
12:15
12:20
12:25
12:30

25,949
26,048
26,114
26,246
26,312

54,769
54,791
54,857
54,912
54,967

102,189
102,2235
102,2465
102,2695
102,304

12:10
12:15
12:20
12:25
12:30

21,231
21,312
21,366
21,474
21,528

44,811
44,829
44,883
44,928
44,973

79,974
80,001
80,019
80,037
80,064
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12:35
12:40
12:45

26,257
26,147
26,059

54,923
54,868
54,813

102,281
102,258
102,212

12:35
12:40
12:45

21,483
21,393
21,321

44,937
44,892
44,847

80,046
80,028
79,992

12:50
12:55
13:00
.

25,938
25,861
25,839
.

54,769
54,692
54,648
.

102,189
102,166
102,143
.

12:50
12:55
13:00
.

21,222
21,159
21,141
.

44,811
44,748
44,712
.

79,974
79,956
79,938
.

20:05
20:10

0
0

0
0

15,7205
13,6505

20:05
20:10

0
0

0
0

12,303
10,683

20:15
20:20
20:25
20:30
20:35
20:40

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

11,4195
8,2915
6,279
3,8295
1,472
0,782

20:15
20:20
20:25
20:30
20:35
20:40

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

8,937
6,489
4,914
2,997
1,152
0,612

20:45
20:50

0
0

0
0

0,138
0

20:45
20:50

0
0

0
0

0,108
0

Rooms with windows are grouped as window edges and middle part. The average brightness values of the sunny day are
given in Table 4 due to the excessive data received in three weather conditions.
TABLE 4. LUMINOUS VALUES ENTERING THROUGH the WINDOW on SUNNY DAY (LUX)

time&
interval

ISK

ISO

IS2

IS1

IS4

IS1& IS3
avg.

IS5

IS3

03:40
03:45
03:50
03:55
04:00
04:05
.

198,437
197,459
196,481
195,503
194,525
193,547
.

218,614
217,517
216,42
215,323
214,226
213,129
.

80,064
79,666
79,268
78,87
78,472
78,074
.

105,304
104,780
104,256
103,732
103,208
102,685
.

78,38266
77,991
77,599
77,208
76,816
76,425
.

98,98576
98,493
98,001
97,508
97,016
96,523
.

71,25696
70,90094
70,54492
70,1889
69,83288
69,47686
.

92,66752
92,20649
91,74546
91,28442
90,82339
90,36236
.

12:00
12:05
12:10
12:15
12:20

103,571
102,593
101,615
100,637
99,659

112,205
111,108
110,011
108,914
107,817

41,458
41,06
40,662
40,264
39,866

54,486
53,962
53,438
52,914
52,390

40,395
40,004
39,612
39,220
38,829

51,217
50,724
50,232
49,739
49,247

36,72302
36,367
36,01098
35,65496
35,29894

47,94742
47,48638
47,02535
46,56432
46,10329

12:25
12:30
12:35
12:40
12:45
12:50

98,681
97,703
96,725
95,747
94,769
93,791

106,72
105,623
104,526
103,429
102,332
101,235

39,468
39,07
38,672
38,274
37,876
37,478

51,866
51,342
50,818
50,295
49,771
49,247

38,437
38,046
37,654
37,262
36,871
36,479

48,754
48,262
47,769
47,277
46,784
46,292

34,94292
34,5869
34,23088
33,87486
33,51884
33,16282

45,64226
45,18122
44,72019
44,25916
43,79813
43,3371

12:55
13:00
.

92,813
91,835
.

100,138
99,041
.

37,08
36,682
.

48,723
48,199
.

36,087
35,696
.

45,799
45,307
.

32,8068
32,45078
.

42,87606
42,41503
.

20:05

9,683

6,893

3,25

4,1913

2,79961

3,939822

2,5451

3,688344
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20:10
20:15
20:20

8,705
7,727
6,749

5,796
4,699
3,602

2,852
2,454
2,056

3,6674
3,1435
2,6196

2,407988
2,016366
1,624744

3,447356
2,95489
2,462424

2,18908
1,83306
1,47704

3,227312
2,76628
2,305248

20:25
20:30
20:35
20:40
20:45
20:50

5,771
4,793
3,815
2,837
1,859
0

2,505
1,408
0,311
0,21
0,1
0

1,658
1,26
0,862
0,464
0,211
0

2,0957
1,5718
1,0479
0,524
0,247
0

1,233122
0,8415
0,449878
0,3751
0,2244
0

1,969958
1,477492
0,985026
0,49256
0,23218
0

1,12102
0,765
0,40898
0,341
0,204
0

1,844216
1,383184
0,922152
0,46112
0,21736
0

The whole place is divided into natural and artificial lighting groups according to natural light inputs. The common
working area is grouped into the middle and edge areas where the light is intense. Naturally lighted rooms are grouped as
windows edge and interior areas. According to the office lighting strategy, with information from light and motion sensors
placed in these areas, MİMO ANN produces separate outputs for each area and dynamically illuminates the whole space.
The Matlab Simulink model of an intelligent hybrid lighting system is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. Smart Hybrid Lighting System Matlab Simulink model.
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2.4 Design Components.
The application space measures 20 X 20 X 4 m and consists of 5 separate sections as executive room, auditorium,
accounting room, director's room and common working area.
The one-year sunbathing and enlightenment data were obtained from the General Directorate of Meteorology (MGM)
[31]. The weighted average values of cloudy, partially cloudy and cloudless weather days were taken from these data and
a 24-hour average enlightenment database was created for all days of the year. It was assumed that no light is received
from the light pipe of the space and 60 * 60 Retrofit LED luminaire was used as the lighting element in the artificial
lighting design. According to office lighting standards, the level of illumination of the working plane is determined as
300 lx on average. The placement of natural and artificial lighting elements is shown in Fig. 3(a).

Fig. 3(a). Illuminated office and its parts.

The reference illumination values were 304 lux for edge sections and 318 lux for middle sections. There are twenty-five
rows in the inner room with light pipe support, 4 rows in the director and accounting rooms, 12 rows in the executive
room and 8 LED armatures in the auditorium room. The LED luminaire groups are dimmed with control voltages ranging
from 0 to 10V. MIMO ANN's outputs are CVK and CVO for the interior room, CVCD1 and CVCD2 for the director and
accounting rooms, CVB1 and CVB4 for an executive room and CVA3 and CVA5 for the auditorium. The realized MIMO
network structure is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The realized MIMO network structure.

There were used 16 neurons in the input layer, 50 neurons in the hidden layer and 8 neurons in the output layer in the
designed MIMO ANN model. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function was chosen as an activation function for all layers.
MIMO ANN models were trained for all rooms, respectively and the Levenberg-Marquardt (backpropagation) method
was preferred. 143 samples (70% of total samples) were used for training, 30 samples were used for validation and the
last 30 samples were used for testing. ELPK, ISK, ELPO, ISO, ECD2, IS2, ECD1, IS1, EB4, IS4, EB2, IS1 and IS3, EA5, IS5, EA3 and IS3
values measured for training of MIMO ANN are given in TABLE 5.
TABLE 5. INPUTS of MIMO ANN for TRAINING (LUX)
Num
.

ELPK

1

96,167

2

97,145

3

98,123

4

8
.

99,101
100,00
0
101,05
7
102,03
5
103,01
3
.

195

285,9

196

286,88

5
6
7

ISK
198,
4
197,
5
196,
5
195,
5
194,
5
193,
5
192,
6
191,
6
.
8,70
5
7,72
7

ELPO
103,1
7
104,2
7
105,3
6
106,4
6
107,5
6
108,6
5
109,7
5
110,8
5
.
315,9
9
317,0
8

ISO
218,
6
217,
5
216,
4
215,
3
214,
2
213,
1
212
210,
9
.
5,79
6
4,69
9

ECD2
226,1
5
226,5
5
226,9
5
227,3
5
227,7
5
228,1
4
228,5
4
228,9
4
.
303,3
7
303,7
6

IS2
80,0
6
79,6
7
79,2
7
78,8
7
78,4
7
78,0
7
77,6
8
77,2
8
.
2,85
2
2,45
4

ECD1
213,52
9
214,05
2
214,57
6
215,10
0
215,62
4
216,14
8
216,67
2
217,19
6
.
315,16
5
315,68
9

IS1

EB4

105,3
104,78
0
104,25
6
103,73
2
103,20
8
102,68
5
102,16
1
101,63
7
.

227,83
228,22
6
228,61
8
229,01
0
229,40
1
229,79
3
230,18
5
230,57
6
.

3,6674

303,81

3,1435

304,2
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IS4
78,38
2
77,99
1
77,59
9
77,20
8
76,81
6
76,42
5
76,03
3
75,64
1
.
2,408
2,016
4

EB1

IS1&IS
3
avg.

219,85
220,33
9
220,83
2
221,32
4
221,81
7
222,30
9
222,80
2
223,29
4
.

98,985

315,39

3,44736

315,88

2,95489

98,493
98,001
97,508
97,016
96,523
96,031
95,538
.

EA5
234,9
6
235,3
2
235,6
7
236,0
3
236,3
8
236,7
4
237,1
237,4
5
.
304,0
3
304,3
8

IS5
71,2
6
70,9
70,5
4
70,1
9
69,8
3
69,4
8
69,1
2
68,7
6
.
2,18
9
1,83
3

EA3
226,1
6
226,6
3
227,0
9
227,5
5
228,0
1
228,4
7
228,9
3
229,3
9
.
315,6
1
316,0
7

IS3
92,6
7
92,2
1
91,7
5
91,2
8
90,8
2
90,3
6
89,9
89,4
4
.
3,22
7
2,76
6
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197

287,85

198

288,83

199

289,81

200

290,79

201

291,77

202

292,74

6,74
9
5,77
1
4,79
3
3,81
5
2,83
7
1,85
9

203

294,6

0

318,1
8
319,2
8
320,3
8
321,4
7
321,5
7
321,6
8
321,7
8

3,60
2
2,50
5
1,40
8
0,31
1
0,21
0,1
0

304,1
6
304,5
6
304,9
6
305,3
6
305,7
5
306,0
1
306,2
2

2,05
6
1,65
8
1,26
0,86
2
0,46
4
0,21
1
0

316,21
3
316,73
7
317,26
1
317,78
5
318,30
9
318,58
6
318,83
2

2,6196

304,59

2,0957

304,98

1,5718

305,38

1,0479

305,77

0,524

305,84

0,247

305,99

1,624
7
1,233
1
0,841
5
0,449
9
0,375
1
0,224
4

0,0001

306,22

0

316,37

2,46242

316,86

1,96996

317,36

1,47749

317,85

0,98503

318,34

0,49256

318,6

0,23218

318,83

0

304,7
4
305,1
305,4
5
305,8
1
305,8
8
306,0
1
306,2
2

1,47
7
1,12
1
0,76
5
0,40
9
0,34
1
0,20
4
0

316,5
3
316,9
9
317,4
5
317,9
1
318,3
7
318,6
2
318,8
3

2,30
5
1,84
4
1,38
3
0,92
2
0,46
1
0,21
7
0

CVK, CVO, CVCD1, CVCD2, CVB1, CVB4, CVA3 and CVA5 values measured for target of MIMO ANN are given in Table 6.
TABLE 6. OUTPUTS of MIMO ANN for TARGET (VOLT).
Num.

CVK

CVO

CVCD2

1

3,490

3,437438 7,478553 6,735013 7,530106

6,92775

7,749

7,12075

2

3,521

3,471074 7,490754 6,750985 7,542119 6,942784

7,760

7,135

3

3,552

3,504666 7,502956 6,766959 7,554133 6,957819

7,771

7,149

4

3,582

3,538215

6,972855

7,782

7,163

5

3,612

3,571722 7,527366 6,798912 7,578168 6,987893

7,793

7,177

6

3,643

3,605187 7,539574

7,590189 7,002933

7,804

7,191

7

3,673

3,63861

7,551784 6,830871 7,602211 7,017975

7,815

7,205

8
.

3,703
.

3,671993 7,563995 6,846853 7,614235 7,033018
.
.
.
.
.

7,826
.

7,219
.

7,51516

CVCD1

6,782934
6,81489

CVB4

7,56615

CVEA5 CVEA3

195

9,6395612 9,811376 9,906872 9,883738

196

9,6794255 9,846939

197

9,7194468 9,882566 9,932833 9,916932 9,946908 9,921913 9,95173 9,92689

198

9,7596264 9,918257 9,945823 9,933536 9,959696 9,937522 9,96336 9,94151

199

9,7999653 9,954013 9,958819 9,950145 9,972491 9,953135 9,97499 9,95613

200

9,8404647 9,989835 9,971821 9,966759 9,985291 9,968753 9,98663 9,97075

201

9,8811257 9,993137 9,984829 9,983378 9,987736 9,984375 9,98885 9,98537

202

9,9219494 9,996733 9,993101 9,992166 9,992663 9,992637 9,99333 9,99311

203

10

10

9,91985

10

9,92135

CVB1

9,890707 9,92849 9,89768

9,900332 9,934126 9,906308 9,94011 9,91228

10

10

10

10

10

Results clearly show that proposed MIMO ANN Models were successfully trained. MSE is 1.21673x10-2 for the interior
room and 1.09264x10-2 for the room with a window. MIMO ANN models successfully predicted CVK, CVO, CVCD1,
CVCD2, CVB1, CVB4, CVA3, CVA5 values. Overall, R is 99.76% for interior (with light pipe) room and 99.12% for
rooms with windows. For the place where light pipe and artificial lighting are used together, measurement and luminous
change graphs have been made according to three different weather conditions belonging to the DIM level and luminous
levels of LED luminaires. In the TABLE 7, the brightness levels of LED fixture dimmable for the cloudy day are given.
TABLE 7. DIM LEVEL and LIGHT LEVEL VALUES of the ROOM wıth LIGHT PIPE for CLOUDY DAY (LUX).

DIM(VDC)
1
2
3
4
5

Illumination(lux)
27,6
54,8
91,66
125,08
159,17
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6
7
8

187,69
217,54
256,21

9
10

291,03
322,165

Measurement and brightness change graphs have been made according to the three-different weather conditions of the
DIM level and brightness levels of the LED fixtures, for the places where natural and artificial lighting entering through
the windows, In the TABLE 8, the brightness levels for the LED armature DIM are given for cloudy days.

TABLE 8. DIM LEVEL and BRIGHTNESS VALUES of the ROOMS wıth WINDOWS for CLOUDY DAY (LUX)

Dim(VDC)
1
2
3
4
5

Illumination(lux)
27,6
54,8
91,66
125,08
159,17

6
7
8
9
10

187,69
217,54
256,21
291,03
316,42

MIMO ANN’s interior light tube inputs are LPK for the edges, LPO for the middle sections and the difference between
the reference value and the light pipe (error) ELPK, ELPO. Window light input for the director and accounting rooms is LS1,
the middle section is LS2 and the difference between the reference value and the window lights (error) are ECD1, ECD2.
Window light input of the executive room is average of LS1 and LS3, the middle section is LS4 and the difference between
the reference value and window lights (error) is EB1, EB4.
TABLE 9. RESULTS of MIMO-ANN MODELS

Training
Validation
Testing

Samples
136
28
28

Office Rooms
MSE
RMSE
2.48903
0.0228403
5.15475
0.0525455
4.39383
0.0489363

R
1
0.9997
0.99955

TABLE 9 clearly shows that proposed MIMO-ANN models were successfully trained. MSE is 2.48903x10-6 for office
rooms. Overall training R is 1, overall validation R % 99,97 and overall testing R is % 99,95 for office rooms. Best
validation performance curves of MIMO-ANN model are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig.5 Best validation performance of MIMO-ANN model.

The regression analysis results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Regression Analysis Results

The window light input for the auditorium is LS3, the middle section is LS5 and the difference between the reference value
and the window lights (error) is EA3, EA5.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS.
The office space was divided into 10 different lighting sections as the middle and edge sections for windowless rooms
and window section and inner sections for the room with windows. The next step is to check the brightness levels of both
rooms using the designed ANN models. The control voltages obtained with MIMO ANN for the whole place and the light
level of the environment were analyzed according to three conditions where the air was overcast, cloudy and sunny.
The differences we make with this study (TABLE 10):

TABLE 10. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN METHODS.

Specifications

Proposed
Method

In
15

In
19

In
23

In
27

In
29

A design by
combining allnatural light
inputs.

+

-

+

-

-

+
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Increasıng system
reliability
Daylight
Harvesting
Closed Loop
Control
Comparıng of
sensor's values
with data obtained
from the MGM
Using the MIMO
ANN architecture

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

3.1 Atificial Lighting System Results.
An artificial lighting system was developed and light distribution calculated using the Dialux Evo program.

Fig. 3(b). Artificial system lighting distribution.

There were used 3700 lumens luminous flux and 36 watts LED retrofit armature for artificial lighting. The light
distribution curves of the entire space are shown in fig. 3(b). According to the results of artificial lighting made with the
Dialux Evo program, the lowest luminous value in the office is 301,45 lux and the highest luminous value is 318,86 lux.
3.2 MIMO Control System Results.
Values were taken every five minutes and the total number of data is 1380. When the motion sensor does not detect
motion, the control voltages are reduced to zero and the LED luminaires are deactivated. In this case, the luminosity of
the environment depends only on the amount of light transmitted through the light tube and windows. The control voltages
of the edge luminaires for the overcast weather in the common working area with the light pipe are min 7.72 V, while
medium luminaires is around 7.37 V. Since the difference between the light tube values is small, the control voltage
values are very close to each other. The maximum control voltage for edge luminaires in cloudy weather at director and
accounting rooms is around 7.24 V, and for medium luminaires is around 5.93 V. Fig. 7 shows the edge and medium LED
luminaire control voltages, ambient light levels, light pipe values for indoor (with light pipe) area in overcast weather.
Fig. 8 shows edge and middle LED luminaire control voltages, ambient light levels, light pipe values for cloudy weather
for the director and accounting rooms (rooms with windows). The most significant difference is seen in sunny weather.
The highest control voltage in the sunny weather for the auditorium is 4.69 V for edge fixtures, while for medium
luminaires it is around 3.84 V. As can be seen from the graphs when taking the average value for an overcast day, the
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illumination is measured at 114.6 lux for the edge sections from the light pipes for the common working area, and it is
supplied with an adjustable voltage of 7.72 V from 186.4 lux LED lamps to provide the desired level of illumination.

Fig. 7. The edge and medium LED luminaire control voltages, ambient light levels, light pipe values for indoor (with light pipe) area
in overcast weather.

However, 148.6 lux illumination was measured for the central sections of the light tubes. The required 169.4 lux value
according to the design scenario is provided by 7.37 V dim voltage from LED retrofit luminaires. When the average value
of a cloudy day is taken, illumination of 172.3 lux is measured for windows and edge sections for director’s and
auditorium’s rooms, and a DIM voltage of 5.93 V from 145.7 lux of LED lamps is applied to provide the desired level of
illumination.

Fig. 8. LED and luminaire control voltages, ambient light levels, light pipe values in cloudy weather for the director and accounting
rooms (rooms with windows).

However, 98.7 lux illumination was measured for the middle sections through the window and it was provided with
7.24 V dim voltage from the luminaires with 219.3 lux LED to provide the desired illumination level. Fig. 9 shows the
control voltage, ambient light levels, light pipe values of the edge and middle LED luminaire in the open air for an
auditorium (room with windows).
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Fig. 9. The control voltage, ambient light levels, light pipe values of the edge and middle LED luminaire in the open air for an
auditorium (room with windows)

When the average day is taken, a sunny day average of 208.68 lux is measured from the windows for the edge of the
auditorium and was achieved a dimming voltage of 3.84 V from luminaires with LEDs of 92.3 lux to provide the desired
level of illumination. However, 163.7 lux illumination was measured for the middle section from the window and it was
provided with 4.69 V dim voltage from luminaires with 154.3 lux LED to provide the desired illumination level.

Fig. 10. Outdoor horizontal illumination level (lux) and working plane horizontal illumination level (lux) of common working area
(with light pipe) depending on the aperture index.

The outdoor horizontal illumination level (lux) and working horizontal lighting level (lux) depending on the opening
index for the common working area (with light pipe) are given in Fig. 10, and for the rooms with windows are given in
Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Outdoor horizontal illumination level (lux) and working plane horizontal illumination level (lux) of the rooms with windows
depending on the aperture index.

In bright daylight conditions, for 12: 30-14: 00 hours, the illumination level of the indoor working plane can reach an
average value of 218.61 lux for the common working area with light pipe support and an average of 105.34 lux for the
window assisted rooms.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study with MIMO ANN can be summarized as follows:
I. When the study data were analyzed, it was found that meteorological conditions had an effect on ANN results, and
naturally, less artificial lighting was used on sunny days. The average illumination level of the whole common working
area is kept constant between 301-308 lux in overcast weather, 302-314 lux in cloudy weather and 305-319 lux in
sunny weather, while average light levels of all windows with rooms are 292-302 lux in overcast and 299- in cloudy,
307 lux and 302-312 lux in the sunny weather. Using motion sensors, MIMO ANN models can be activated and
deactivated according to the movement in the environment, thus preventing unnecessary operation of LED luminaires.
II.

Taking into consideration all the components of the daylighting system and determining the CIE color coordinates
(x, y), it was observed that the system did not change the basic daylight spectral character under different standard
daylight spectra (D55, D65, D75).

Fig. 12. The relationship between the aperture index and the horizontal illumination levels (lux) of the common working area and the
working planes of the rooms with windows.
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III.

Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the aperture index and the horizontal illumination levels (lux) of the common
working area and working rooms with windows. Similar to the working plane irradiation values, it has been shown
that there is an exponential trend relationship between the aperture index and the working plane illumination level of
the common working area, R2 = 0.9782 affinity, and also the illumination levels of the working planes of the rooms
with windows and the aperture index R2 = 0.9017. As the aperture index increases, the horizontal plane level values
of the working plane increase. As the aperture index increases, the light efficiency of the system increases. The
increase in the aperture index means the increase of the external horizontal total radiation value at a given moment,
and the light efficiency of the system increases due to the transmission of visible zone radiation of the fiber optic
harness.
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Abstract.
Development of the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) scheme for solar mounts and rectifiers remains interesting.
We design of high-sensitive fuzzy (HSF) proportional integral derivative (PIDC) controller using Matlab and programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) for a set point of the MPPT scheme. This proposal is founded on a synergistic mixture of the radial-basis
function-neural network (RBF-NN), genetic algorithm (GA), and Sugeno fuzzy logic (SFL) systems. The finest limits of MPPT
and PIDC are strong-minded through optimization, wherever RBF-NN is adjusted by means of GA to reach the best key. Also,
RBF-NN is rummage-sale to improve the PID limits (got from GA) for scheming HSFL-PIDC of the MPPT scheme. The HSFLPIDC controller is further designed to transfer in PLCs (STEP 75.5) for implementing the photovoltaic (PV) system. The entire
scheme is further tuned by solar parameters under numerous operating conditions to advance the solar performance in terms of
accusing and correcting. The performance of the projected analog-implemented MPPT controller is assessed by interfacing it
with a hardware prototype of dual photovoltaic (PV) system. The hybrid controller conFig.s the control signal based on
interaction and thereby reduces the voltage error and the oscillation in the terminal voltage control process.The achieved system
is demonstrated to be efficient and robust in improving solar charging and rectifying capacity.
Keywords: GA, HSF, HSFL-PIDC, MPPT , PIDC ,PLC, RBF-NN, SFL
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the scheme error , e(k ) zero
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damped step response brought by the
reference perfect
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Control impartial design
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change
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Perfect Reference Adaptive Control
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dynamics of the converter in answer
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Г

Individuality matrix
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Voltage and control

yp (t)

Asymptotically tracks
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, dedicated efforts have been made to achieve efficient solar photovoltaic (PV) systems with
improved performance. In particular, as a strategy for performance improvement, solar tracking system is researched
in-depth. Engin and Engin [1] projected a switch procedure that could recover the presentation and dependability of
the two-axis solar follower. [2]. It was accomplished into two stages including the hardware and software
development. Elagib and Osman [3] presented the design of a microcontroller based solar tracking system via solar
maps, which could predict the exact apparent position (latitudes) of the sun. This system contained the solar tracking
mechanical structure together with the associated electronic circuits. It established the way of regulatory a sun
following panel with an entrenched microchip scheme [4].
Automation control systems are widespread in science and technology. The typical hardware device used in
engineering control is Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) that controls numerous industrial systems. Call of
Simulink subsystems from MATLAB to STEP 75.5 for implementing PLC use a number of control loops
responsible for upholding the actions excellence of the process are considerably increased with ever-growing
difficulties of modern process plants. As a result, the modeling and simulation of the control systems became
multifaceted. The major challenges in compound system are the extreme nonlinearities and the interaction between
the control loops that make modeling difficult. PLC is exploited to control plants or industrial equipment’s such as
water and waste control, energy, oil and gas refining, etc. to cite a few [5]. Generally, a fuzzy PID controller is
developed using PLC for tackling the problem of a set point pressure control in the main pressure collection system.
An intelligent hierarchical coordinated control strategy is successfully applied by Hongbo et al. to a 300 MW boilerturbine unit in China [6].
The theory introduced by Zadeh deals with the doubt and fuzziness related information concerning several
parameters [7].The main objective of the AVR system is to control the terminal voltage by adjusting the generator
exciter voltage. It must keep track of the generator terminal voltage all the time under any load condition by
maintaining the voltage within pre-determined limits [8]. Despite much efforts in developing advanced control
schemes, the control of classical integrated PLC-Fuzzy PID Simulink implemented AVR system is far from being
understood [9]. The PID possessing differential, proportional and integral coefficients optimally controls the AVR
system. Computational techniques such as GA and fuzzy logic are used for analytic solution[10]. A tuning fuzzy
logic approach for determining the optimal PID controller parameters in AVR system is developed to obtain on-line
PID parameters under various operating conditions [11].The development of an image-based sun position sensor and
the algorithm was aimed to locate the sun precisely using image processing [12]. To verify the performance of the
sun-tracking system an image tracking platform was established using an image-based sun position sensor, and a
controller with embedded image processing algorithm. The performance testing was conducted in the laboratory.
The results revealed that the proposed sun tracking system could overcome the problem of unstable tracking in
cloudy weather and achieved a tracking accuracy of 0.04°. Ahmad et al [13] intended and automatic a device that
could attain low power ingesting. Later, an intelligent solar following system based on entrenched microcontroller
LPC2131 was implemented [14] which could recover the photoelectric change competence of the solar cell array by
following the drive of the sun through 2-axis moving motors' revolution.
Xie and Zhang [16] considered a triple-junction solar cell to achieve the highest efficiency. Moreover, the
system required the concentration and accurate tracking to maintain the light focusing on the solar cells during the
sun movement throughout the day. The tracking system was built with two-axis driven by motor with angle sensor
feedback. The two angles were determined by solar positions which were calculated from solar geometric algorithm.
A new design of sun tracker for more transformation of solar energy was presented [17].
Over the years, the solar vigor has been enhanced in fresher way rendering to the cumulative rank of
renewable energies by emerging a sample biaxial sun follower [20]. Three algorithms were used for tracking the
sun. The first one allowed the plane to move in circular coordinates over small ranges for finding the point with the
best voltage in terms of field of work and orientation repeatedly. Second algorithm aided to determine the slope of
the voltage and used it to find its way. The last one is alike the second algorithm which assisted to find some
appropriate points that are distinct in different times. Seme et al [21] careful two-axis sun following scheme for a PV
system. The routes of this system were strong-minded via optimization. Furthermore, call of Simulink subsystems
from MATLAB to STEP 75.5 can be integrated to PLC [22]. PLC control system is specially designed for industrial
environment application with excellent stability and reliability. The attractive features of PLC such as simple,
flexible, easy system configuration with low cost, low maintenance and running cost make them suitable for
implementation. PLC being a specialized computer which interfaces a set of inputs to sensors and a set of outputs to
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actuators can control the plant by performing various functions such as logic, sequencing, timing, counting and
arithmetic. PLC control system is a versatile system consisting of several PLCs and computers coupled together for
operation. The project of an lively solar panel dual-axis sun following system with all-out power point following
fuzzy supervisor was future [23]. This system tracked the maximum solar power point and oriented the solar panel
toward the Sun to enhance the efficiency of the PV generation system. The design of a two-axis standalone rotary
sun tracker [24] was presented and implemented. Xiaofang and Wencheng [25] applied a new tracking system based
on concentrated photovoltaic (CPV). The tracking accuracy and sensitivity of the solar tracker was found to have
significant influence on the lighting rate and power generation rate of the developed CPV system. The CPV solar
tracker based on ARM could track the sun mainly using the CMOS sensor. A sample of two-axis solar following
system founded on a PIC microcontroller was also obtainable [26]. The parabolic reflector or parabolic dish is
constructed around two feed diameter to capture the solar energy. The focus of the parabolic reflector was
theoretically calculated up to an infinitesimally small point for achieving extremely high temperature. This two axis
auto-tracking system was constructed using PIC 16F84A microcontroller. Dasgupta et al. [27] labeled the design and
application of a original two axis sun following system which used no outside light sensors to brand PV cell
opposite in the way of all-out irradiation to endorse system capability. The practical utilization of solar panels as the
sensors was the main novelty of the proposed design. The hybrid of the solar cells electrical attributes was used to
determine the insolation parameters. Jiao et al. [28] also proposed a two-axis sun-tracking system that kept the PV
panel perpendicular to the sun light by absolute and relative position sensors signal analysis.
Diverse light sensing methods have been exploited such as LDR, image-based sun position sensor using
image processing, Pyranometer, phototransistor, CMOS, and solar panels as a light sensor. Every research used
different control strategy to perform tracking, where each of them was chosen to be suitable with its own system
capabilities. Control is the way to lead the apparatus in a certain algorithm, where different control procedure was
utilized following two major paths including closed or open loop control system. In open-loop tracking system, the
tracker performed the calculation to identify the position of the sun and determined the rotational angles of the two
tracking axes. A specific sun-tracking formula was utilized in order to drive the solar collector towards the sun.
This paper theme the project of a HSFL-PIDC and the best process in MPPT comptroller scheme of rules of
rules useful for solar energy change and modification. This newly projected scheme joint the GA, RBF-NN and SFL
schemes. The carrying into military action of the projected analog-implemented MPPT comptroller is assessed by
implementing a computer hardware paradigm of dual PV system.

2.

Radial Basis Function Networks

Moody et al. proposed a feed-forward two-layered RBF neural network with single hidden layer to mimic the
systematic arrangement of restrictive readjustment in the human mind [29]. The RBF neural network produces the
strongest response near the center of the Gaussian kernel function where each hidden node in the input data space
can be regarded as a local detector and the RBF neural network is deliberative as local estimation model for the
controlled processes [30-32]. The schematic of radial-basis function neural network is shown in Fig. 1. The updating
algorithm for the adaptive PID based RBF can be formulated as,
m
c j 3 - u (k )
(1)
Dk p = m .e( k ).e p ( k ).å w j h j

s

j =1

m
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Fig. 1.Schematics of RBF neural network structure.

The PID parameters such as integral gain (Ki), the proportional gain (Kp) and the derivative gain (Kd) are
automatically readjusted by RBF on-line learning algorithm to maintain the system error e(k ) = 0. Two commands
offered by Matlab namely Newrb and newrbe are used to design the RBF neural network in which Newrb adds
neurons step by step until the goal is hit with long training time with minimal error and newrbe designs a network
very quickly with zero error [33, 34]. In the training process, the achieved steps are: (i) neurons number in the
hidden layer, (ii) the coordinates of the center of RBF function (iii) and the radius (spread) of each RBF functions in
each dimension.

3.

MPPT

3.1

Modeling Of Mppt System

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the two-level adaptive control algorithm for the proposed MPPT [35]
system. At the first stratum , the ripple association dominance (RCC) is used to compute the duty Hz of the
convertor , which is predictable to bring all-out obtainable power to the load in the sweetheart state. In the second
switch level, the perfect reference adaptive switch (MRAC) construction is used to control the subtleties of the
converter in reply to the duty bicps intended from RCC, which banned the regalia voltage from fleeting fluctuation
after vicissitudes in solar insolation. The most important change between these two time coefficients allowable us to
decouple the analyses for RCC and MRAC, and thereby highly basic the superior general control aim . It is
customary to describe briefly salient features of MRAC to validate its sexual union with RCC.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed MPPT system

As above-mentioned, our newly industrialized two-level MPPT switch procedure is contained of (RCC)
[35-38] in the first level and MRAC [35] in the second level. Fig. 2 obviously shows that in the first switch level the
collection voltage VPV and power PPV help as the inputs to the RCC unit. The RCC computes the duty cycle that
brings the all-out power to the load in the stable national. The main novelty of RCC is to use the swapping ripple
characteristic to the converter to trouble the system and thus path the MPP [35]. The RCC is fundamentally an better
version of the P&O technique [35] except that the alarm is characteristic to the converter. Such a practice is
beneficial because it refutes the need for external electrical system to vaccinate the alarm. Besides, RCC has been
established to meet asymptotically to the MPP with negligible supervisor difficulty and straight-forward circuit
application [35]. The RCC is based on the next observations: the product of the time-based offshoots of the
collection voltage (V PV) and power (P PV) necessity be (i) greater than zero to the left of the MPP, (ii) less than
zero to the right of the MPP, and (iii)precisely zero at the MPP obeying the control laws [35]:
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These observations lead to the control law derived in[36]
( )

=

(7)

where k is a constant called negative gain.
Referring to Fig.r.2, the control law in reckoning (7) can be qualitatively labeled as shadows: if vPV
upsurges and there is a subsequent upsurge of PV, the scheme’s working point is to the left of the MPP and so d
should reduction, causing an upsurge of vPV. If pPV reductions after an upsurge in vPV, then the scheme’s operating
point is to the right of the MPP and thus d necessity increase in order to decrease v PV. Investigative equations (6)
and (7), one can set the time-based copied of d to zero so that all-out power is attained. Fig. 3 displays PV the boost
converter system.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of MPPT controller designed for the PV boost converter system

3.2

Proposed MRAC Method

Fig. 4 displays the proposed architecture of MRAC system. The input to the overall system, r (t), is the change
in duty cycle as calculated earlier using RCC. The work model corresponds to the carry-over function (equation 5).
However, for convenience the sign is changed by multiplying (−single) so that the plant model has only positive
coefficient. The input and output of the plant are denoted by up (t) and yp (t), respectively. Table 1 summarizes the
time value of used boot converter parameter. Table 2 enlists the values of adaptive controller parameters Table 3
compares the values of nominal phrase with actual controller parameters. Table 4 summarizes the various transfer
functions and the range of parameter values for solar components

Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of the proposed: (a) MRAC structure and its (b) controller architecture
Table 1. Values of boost converter parameter
Circuit parameter
RI
LO
CI
VO

Value
45 W
600 µH
100 µF
350 V
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Table 2. Values of adaptive controller parameters
Parameter
kp=Vo/(Lo´CI)
ap=1(R1´CI)
bp=1/(Lo´CI)
km
am
bm
ʎ
g
Г

Value
5.83´109 V (rad/sec)2
222 rad/sec
1.67´107 (rad/sec)2
5.83´109 V (rad/sec)2
8.17´103 rad/sec
1.67´107 (rad/sec)2
1
1
5´identity matrix

Table 3. Comparison between the values of nominal and actual controller parameters

Nominal controller
parameters
Updated controller
parameters

ɵ0
1.00

ɵ1
-7.95´103

ɵ2
-22.8

ɵ3
-3.00´10-4

1.00

-8.12´103

-20.4

-2.80´10-4

Table 4. Various transfer functions and the range of parameter values for solar components
Components

Transfer function

Plant

TFplant = K p / s + a p s + b p

2

Parameter limits
9
2
K p = VO /( LO ´ C1 ) 5.83´10 V (rad/sec) a p = 1 /( R1 ´ C1 )

222 (rad/sec)2 b p = 1 /( LO ´ C1 ) 1.67´107 (rad/sec)2

g ,G

k m , bm , l

5.83´109 V (rad/sec)2, 8.17´103 rad/sec, 1.67´107
(rad/sec)2,1,1,5 identity matrix

Controller in r

q r = 0.5(l + q 0 )

0 < qO £ 1 , l = 1

Controller feedback y p

y p = (q 2 / s + l ) + q 3

- 22.8 £ q 2 £ -20.4
- 3 ´ 10 -4 £ q 3 £ -2.8 ´ 10 -4

Controller u p

u p = q1 / s + l

3.3

- 7.95 ´103 £ q1 £ -8.12 ´103 q1 @ -8.035 ´10-3

Optimization of Controller Parameters

The satisfactory operation of the system is determined by the option of the best PID control parameters.
Moreover, the selection problematic of the PID controller limits is considered as an optimisation problem. The
impartial function output ,
MinF ( K d , K p , K i ) = (1 - e - b )(O sh + E ss ) + e - b (t s - t r )

(8)

The MinF(Kp, Kd, Ki ) combines transient response counting rise metre overshoot, settling time and steady -body
politic error. The satisfaction of the designer needs can be achieved by choosing suitable value of the weighting
factor β. Therefore, the optimisation problem boils down to the following constraints,

K pmin £ K p £ K pmax , K imin £ K i £ K imax , K dmin £ K d £ K dmax

(9)
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Subsequent Devaraj et al. [39], GA is applied to enhance the values supervisor limits and the proposed GA is
presented.

4.

Proposed GA

GA is recognized as an effective and efficient technique to solve the optimization problems. In comparison to
the optimization techniques, such as random search and simulated annealing, GA performance is superior that
avoids local minima considered as a key issue in nonlinear systems [10, 11].
4.1 Genetic Algorithm Operators
The genetic algorithms are based on the natural selection mechanism that allows survival of the fittest and
generate estimated solutions by exchanging information’s to attain the optimum solution. After generating the initial
population, the GA discovers new individuals by producing offspring’s using the reproduction, crossover and
mutation operators, which replace the old generation members and form the new generation. Once several
generations are produced, the algorithm finds the best chromosome that represents the optimum or near optimum
solution.
The major GA operators such as cross-over, reproduction and mutation are exploited. The convergence speed
is controlled by applying various probabilities on these operators. The design of the crossover and mutation
operators are carefully managed due to their immense impact on the performance of genetic algorithm [10, 11]. The
details of the genetic operators used in the proposed GA are illustrated in Table 4.
4.1.1
Reproduction
In the process of reproduction, individuals are selected depending on their fitness function, the higher the fitness
is, more chance for an individual to be selected for the next generation. Three main selection methods such as
ranking method, fitness balanced selection and tournament selection are utilized [39]. In this work, we employ the
tournament selection method, where ‘n’ individuals are randomly selected from the population and the best vale is
chosen for additional genetic processing. This process is repeatedly performed until the mating pool is filled.

4.1.2

Crossover

The property of global search in GA is mostly determined by the crossover operator, which syndicates twoparent chromosomes to crop a new one. The variety of the designated likelihood is characteristically amid 0.6 – 1.0.
One of the interesting features of the crossover operators is the relation between the generated chromosome and the
location of both the parents. The generated new chromosome remains close to the parents in case both the parents
are close to each other. Conversely, the search is more likely to be random [39].
4.1.3

Mutation

New chromosome is introduced into the populace for the variance procedure. Change arbitrarily makes an
unimportant variety in the chromosome info. However, for unpredictable variance, the mutable takes a reliable
random number amid the lower and upper bounds. In this study ‘unchanging mutates’ worker is used.
4.2

GA Application is adjusting limits of MMPPT PID

The best PID controller limits are got via GA tuning of PID. Two main melodies such as sign of the excellent
variables (variable symbol) and preparation of the fitness function are used in this procedure.
4.3

Variable Representation

The answers of all applicants are made in the genetic populace. The answer elements of PID controller-tuning
problematic comprise limits Ki, Kp and Kd. The direct picture of the answer variables decreases the processor space
for storage the populace. The values of these limit got from direct change of GA into the RBF package for the best
tuning of the PID manager limit are considerable for the thematic factory process of MMPPT scheme.
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4.3.1

Fitness Function

The answer for the presentation of every applicant in the populace is assessed based on its suitability which is
clear as a non-negative value to be exploited. Fitness is related in a conventional line with the value of impartial
function. The limit set of the separate assessment can be a strong-minded using reckoning (6) for the presentation
criteria. The value of separate fitness is intended by the consequence of the performance criteria via mutual
calculation. The suitability, purpose is the performance of the sympathy criterion F (KP, Kd ,Ki) given in equation
(6). Thus, the minimization of presentation criteria in eq. (6) can be distorted to the expansion of the fitness function
as,
Fitness =

(10)

k
F ( K d , K p , K i ) * ITAE

Where k is a constant, ITAE is a time essential increased by the total error value. This is used to intensify the value
of 1/F, which is usually small, so that, the genetic material suitability values happen in a wider variety.

5. Sugeno Fuzzy Model
Newly, the fuzzy set theory was used in which a adjustable is a associate of one or more sets with a
association specified degree [39] . The fuzzy rule can be expressed as:
If x is A and y is B then z = f(x, y)

(11)

where A and B are fuzzy groups in the precursor, x and y are the participation variables and f (x, y) is a crisp
occupation in the resulting.
Initially, the least of the association occupations input ( wi ) is got for each rule, anywhere this value is the
gunfire value for a specific rule. Furthermore, the general output is intended by a biased average of separate rule
productions using the formulation:

å w z
å w
M

z =

i =1
M

i =1

i

(12)

i

i

The limits of PIDC under numerous working settings are strong-minded by the SF system.

6. Functional Mechanisms For Application
Fig. 5 demonstrations the whole useful device for the request. The response of the HSFL-PIDC manager in
MATLAB/Simulink to the runtime on PLC (target system) is tested [22].

Fig. 5.Functional mechanism for the experimentation
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6.1 Data types
Type change is prudently performed at the package borders due to dissimilar data type practice of STEP 7,
WinAC ODK and the Real-Time Workshop Embedded Coder. The WinAC S2O Sorcerer knows the data types of
the RTWEC C/C++ package and familiarizes the data in the WinAC ODK package and STEP 7 package (SCL
source). Type change is achieved during the execution of WinAC S2O Wizard. The software used to transmission
the data from Matlab to PLC are MATLAB V7.11 (R2010b), Simulink V7.6, Real-Time Workshop V7.6, RealTime Workshop Embedded Coder V5.6, Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Expert, STEP V5.5, S7-SCL V5.3,WinAC
ODK V4.2 and WinAC RTX 2010 on a PC system (SIMATIC IPC427C). Hardware counting SIMATIC IPC427C
(MICROBOX PC) is used in this trial. The S7 program shapes PG/PC interfaced Ethernet (192.168.2.200) and
IPC427C interfaced PROFINET CP1616 (192.168.2.10) are employed.
The RGA procedure only needs the info of the suitability purpose value for each limit set. These two procedures
(RGA and RBF-NN) are applied to choose a good PID control limit set for the MMPT system as labeled underneath.

7. Results And Discussion
7.1 Mythology to design fuzzy PLC PID controller
7.1.1

Development of a Sugeno Fuzzy Model to Design PID controller

The applied and final boundary to loop presentation can be submissive by understanding an indirect
deceased time (θr) from the change relative r = qr = 0.5(l + q0 ) . The deceased time can be approached as the
unique deceased time (θo) increased by a issue of 0.5 to the shut loop time constant (λ) for a setpoint alteration. For
extreme trouble refusal by a PID, value of λ is set equal to the unique deceased time. In this state, the deceased time
is equal to the unique deceased time. r = qr = 0.5(l + q 0 ) , θo = 1, λ = 1. The top and integrated errors for
unmeasured step disturbances represents the worst case. The optimum PID parameters for actual process are got by
evolving SF logic model, where, θr and yp (θ1, θ2) are the contributions with Kp, Kd and Ki are the outputs. Eight
fuzzy sets such as ‘very low (VL)’, ‘low(L)’ ,‘medium low (ML)’, ‘medium(M)’, ‘medium high (MH)’ ,‘high low
(HL)’, ‘high medium (HM)’ and ‘high (H)’ are clear for the mutable Ɵr . Likewise, the fuzzy sets clear for the
mutable yp (θ1, θ2) are ‘very low (VL)’, ‘low (L)’, ‘medium low (ML)’, ‘medium high (MH)’, ‘high (H)’ and ‘very
high (VH)’. They are related with overlapping triangular involvement functions. To express the table for fuzzy rule,
the values of Ɵr are varied from 0.7 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 and the standards of yp are various from 1 to 2 in steps of
0.2. For each mixture of Ɵr and yp, the proposed RBF regulation via GA is applied to get the best values of Kp, Kd
and Ki in each times. The fuzzy rule is expressed for Kp, Kd and Ki and abridged in Table 5(a)-(c), correspondingly.
Throughout real-time process, the values of Ɵr and yp are strong-minded. Using these standards of Ɵr and yp, the
best value of Kp, Kd and Ki are designed by the fuzzy rule table and the FIS editor Surgeon inference system.
Contingent on the initialization (FIS editor), the standards of inputs of the fuzzy logic manager are Ɵr, yp and the
outputs are (Kp, Kd and Ki).
The scheme with three fuzzy logic controllers (Kp, Kd and Ki) and rule viewer are established, in which each
controller has two inputs (Ɵr, yp) and each input has fuzzy established associated with it. The input variety for Ɵr is
0.7≤Ɵr≤1 and yp is 0.4s<yp<1s. The output standards of Kp, Kd and Ki be contingent on the difference of Ɵr with
admiration to yp finished the output setting rule established on the tabulated values. The output has 72 fuzzy set
rules for Kp, Kd and Ki, and 48 rules for each one limit as portrayed in Fig. 4 surface and rule viewer. For this value
of Ɵr and yp, the best value of Kp, Kd and Ki can be calculated using the fuzzy rule table and the sugeno inference
scheme. The best results are got with the next control limits for GA: the number of generation = 50, population size
= 30, crossover = 0.6, mutation probability = 0.001. Also, by choosing the correct value of the weighting factor b =
1, the presentation criterion can be made to content the designer obligation. The software for the proposed RBF and
GA is written using MATLAB and performed on a laptop Intel core(TM)2 Duo CPU 5550@1.83GHz. The GA
disbursed 23.79 s to reach the best solution.
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Fig. 6. Computer screen shot (the rule viewer) for the proposed Fuzzy controller of sun tracker system.

Table 5. Parameters used to generate the Sugeno fuzzy rule

r =q

r

= 0.5(l + q 0 )

Very Low

Low

Medium
Low

Medium
High

High

Very
high

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.55

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

y p , - 22.8 £ q2 £ -20.4

- 3 ´ 10 -4 £ q 3 £ -2.8 ´ 10 -4

u p = q1 / s + l , q1 @ -8.035 ´103
(a)

For proportional gain K p

Low (-22.8)-3,0.55

0.7947

0.7253

0.9814

0.8045

0.7292

0.9062

Medium low(-22) (-2.933)

0.9804

0.9822

0.5904

0.7195

0.9912

0.9541

0.6500

0.6520

0.8759

0.8416

0.6931

0.9599

0.7977

0.6197

0.8192

0.9062

Medium high (-21.2)(-2.866)

0.8651

High(-20.4)(-2.8)
(b)

0.9951

For integral gain K i

Low (-22.8)

0.4946

0.4990

0.4585

0.4961

0.4990

0.4804

Medium low(-22)

0.5000

0.4883

0.4717

0.4907

0.4971

Medium high (-21,2)

0.4966

0.4861

0.4717

0.4995

0.481200
0
0.4589

High(-20.4)

0.4980

0.4844

0.4941

0.4990

0.4726

0.4956

0.0352

0.0757

0.0229

0.0150

0.0101

(c)
Low (-22.8)

0.4834

For derivative gain K d
0.0428

Medium low(-22)

0.0010

0.0199

0.18443

0.0000

0.00110

0.0528

Medium high (-21,2)

0.0613

0.1674

0.0126

0.0463

0.00422

0.1076

High(-20.4)

0.01660

0.00023

0.0067

0.1049

0.270

0.0029
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7.1 MPPT of PV Using HSFL-PIDC
The MPPT scheme uses a DC to DC converter to recompense the production voltage of the solar board to
save the voltage at the rate which maximizes the productive power. MPP FLC actions the values of the voltage and
current at the production of the solar panel, then computes the power of the relative (P = VI) to excerpt the inputs of
the manager. The crisp production of the controller signifies the duty cycle of the pulse width inflection to change
the dc to dc converter. Fig. 7. Shows the block diagram of the future MPPT system.

Fig. 7 . Diagram of MPPT scheme interfaced with PV solar board.

MPPT Fuzzy Logic Manager (FLC) inspects the output PV power at apiece example (time_k) and controls
the variation in power compared to voltage (DP/dev). If this value is better than zero the supervisor variation the
duty cycle of the pulse-width-modulation (PWM) to upsurge the voltage pending the power is all-out or the value
(dp/dv)=0. Equally, dp/dv is less than zero the manager changes the duty cycle of the PWM to reduce the voltage
until the power is all-out as exposed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Power-voltage characteristic of a PV module.

FLC owns two inputs θr and yp (ɵ1,ɵ2). The applied and final limit to loop presentation can be submissive
by understanding an indirect dead time ( θr) from the change. The best PID limits for real-time process are got by
emerging SFL models with KP, Kd and Ki as the productions, nourishing to the pulse width inflection to regulator the
DC-to-DC converter. The two FLC input variables θr and yp (ɵ1,ɵ2) at tested k times clear by:
Error (k) =

P(K) − P(K − 1)
V(K) − V(K − 1)

Change_ Error(k) = Error (k) − Error (k − 1)

(13)

Where P (k) is the prompt power of the photovoltaic producer. The input θr (k) means if the load process point at the
prompt k is located on the left or on the right of the all-out power point on the PV typical. Also, the input yp (ɵ1,ɵ2)
couriers the moving way of this point. In this imitation, originally the battery-operated is first cleared and then
invigorated both at a continuous current of 5.5 A. A humble current model is rummage-sale to duplicate the
cordless fever. It is expected that refrigeration is chiefly via convection, and the boiler is majorly from the cordless
interior resistance (R2). A normal 14 V lead-acid battery is modeled by linking seven reproductions of the 2 V
cordless cell block in series [40].
The best PID limits of the fuzzy implication is approved out via real-time process and got by emerging SFL
perfect for the MPP follower as showed in Fig.. 9(a,b,c). It is obvious that the signs are not flat, but they carried a
constituent of the all-out power amid voltage and current. The voltage range altered from 12.5 V to 14 V and the
current IL is varied amid 0 and 10 A throughout the inductance and -5, +5 as throughout the capacitor at time 0.05
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sec. The voltage signal (Fig. 10) ranges between 13.3 -14.3 V at gazing and steady state at 13.4 V alike to the
orientation signal, where the present signal advanced is varied amid 4.8-13 at staring and stable sate at 5.5 alike to
the orientation signal showed this. The fuzzy logic supervisor with PWM sign has two compensations to the
inverter. First, it crops a smooth, error-free sine-wave. Second, it attains a flat transition for the current signal and
constant (no) change for the voltage signal (in variable-load case). The smooth change saves the load from
obliteration by high-voltage pulses or turbulences.

Fig. 9. DC-DC output with FC.

Fig. 10. The battery-operated charging output.

The design for HSFL-PIDC information transmission from MATLAB to PLC is approved out in the next way:
7.2 C/C++ Generation with RTWEC
RTWEC is an add-on of Mathworks which makes C/C++ code from Simulink subsystems and unlocks the
Simulink model. In the blackboard by snapping on "Tools – Real -Time Workshop- Options…" a window is showed
with a steering bar. The entry "Real-Time Workshop" is chosen by evasion. The next limits are required to enter:
Navigation item "Real-Time Workshop" – Scheme target file: ert.tlc – Language: C++ – Click the button "Set
objects" Shift "Traceability" and "Execution competence" with the "->" button to the correct field. Navigation article
"Code Placement" – File wrapping format: Compact. With the correct mouse-button click on the subsystem
"PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc", Select "Real-Time Workshop Build Subsystem…" in the setting menu, in the window
"Build code for Subsystem" click on the "Build" button. Once the C/C++ code is shaped, the window mechanically
closes "Build Code for Subsystem". The produced code is located in the directory of the Simulink model"...\
PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc_rtw" as shown in Fig. 11.
Scope
1
e

kp
STEP
ki
out

Fuzzy Logi c
Control l er
wi th Rul evi ewer

DIR

du/dt
Deri vati ve

kd

1
u

e

PID1

0.5
Gai n

Fig. 11.Typical code for designing PID_HSFL-PIDC controlled systems.
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7.3 Wines Simulink to ODK (S2O) Wizard
Wines S2O Wizard mechanically makes all obligatory chunks, and files for the addition of the Simulink
subsystem into a STEP 7 project. An SCL source and a DLL or RTDLL file are created from the made C/C++ code
of RTWEC. The integration is done with STEP 7 V5.x packages through WinAC S2O Wizard. Lastly, the charging
of STEP 7 program with DLL or RTLL is managed to a PC system using WinAC RTX. In adding, the WinAC ODK
Library is combined in the SIMATIC Administrator that needs blocks SFB65001 (CREA_COM) and SFB65002
(EXEC_COM) for performing DLL/RTDLL.
7.4 Configuration with SIMATIC Manager STEP 7 V5.5
The folder "… \ HSFL-PIDC _STEP7_V5x_Project" covers the scheme for STEP7 V5.5 with the next contents:
i. WinAC RTX is the only the hardware formation of PC position with WinAC RTX serves as a pattern and the
package is empty.
ii. PID_HSFL-PIDC delivers a ready program for addition finished the WinAC S2O Wizard. The next blocks are
concurrently shaped:
- OB35 (CYC_INT5) as cyclic OB with 100 ms cycle. The fake skillful scheme and the PID manager
(PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc) are named in this block.
- DB35 (Data) as a worldwide data chunk that covers all obligatory variables such as Setpoint [Real] and
PID_output [Real].
- Process_value [Real], crea_status [Word] (delivers the position via CREA_COM), exec_status [Word]
(delivers the position via EXEC_COM) and initialize [Bool].
- FB100 (PROC_C) with Instanz-DB100 Simulated PT3 process (parameterized like the procedure in
MATLAB/Simulink).
- SFB65001 (CREA_COM) for initialization of the DLL/RTDLL file.
- SFB65002 (EXEXC_COM) for implementation of the DLL/RTDLL file.
- VAT_1 Mutable table with the variables of DB35 (DATA).
iii. PID_HSFL-PIDC_dll_final contains a whole software design with addition of the PID manager from
MATLAB/Simulink finished the WinAC S2O Wizard. A DLL call is used for this program.
iv. PID_HSFL-PIDC_rtdll_final include a complete software design with the integration of the HSFL-PIDC
controller from MATLAB/Simulink through the WinAC S2O Wizard. An RTDLL call is used in this package.
The steps obligatory to whole the package "PID_HSFL-PIDC" with the "PID_HSFL-PIDC _disc" block from
the WinAC S2O Wizard are portrayed in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12.The FB PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc" into the "Network 2: PID Controller

7.5 SIMATIC Manager Opening
To start with, the instance scheme "S2O_PID_HSFL-PIDC" in the almanac "...\ HSFL-PIDC
_STEP7_V5x_Project" is opened. As labeled before, throughout the implementation of the WinAC SO2 Wizard,
the SCL source "PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc" is previously been combined and the purpose block ("PID_HSFLPIDC_disc") is formed. Initial of OB 35 and supplement of "FB PID_HSFL-PIDC_disc" into the “Network 2: PID
Controller” is done. The inputs and productions intersect are exposed in the Fig. 12. Few steps such as filling the
package to the WinAC RTX, repetition the DLL (C_ODK.dll) or RTDLL (C_ODK.rtdll) into the almanac C:\ of the
PC system with the WinAC RTX, registration RTDLL files and location the WinAC into the RUN mode are
wanted to be approved out.
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7.6 Implementation
The next steps are performed for ordering after charging the package to WinAC RTX: Open the "VAT_1"
variable table, Click the icon "Display Variable", Change the value of the mutable "initialize" to "TRUE" and click
the icon "Modify Mutable". Alteration the value of the mutable "initialize" to "FALSE" and then click the icon
"Adapt Variable". Alteration the value of the mutable "Set point" to a wanted charge, e.g. 50, and click the icon
"Modify Variable”. The HSFL-PIDC manager makes an output due to the alteration of the set point. The procedure
therefore fluctuations until the "Set point" is rehabilitated as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13.The variable table VAT_1

7.7

HSFL-PIDC-PLC Controller

The PLC (HSFL-PIDC) controller hardware fitting is carried out using SIMATIC IPC427C (MICROBOX
PC) and S7 program is loaded with the quantified formation, such as PG/PC interface: Ethernet (192.168.2.200) and
IPC427C border: PROFINET CP1616 (192.168.2.10). For a comparison of our results, secure, HSFL-PIDC
manager are active without HSFL-PIDC (following with Arduino)manager.
Table 6.The experimental results

Time
Hour

Fixed voltage

Tracking voltage with
Arduino

Tracking voltage with
HSFL-PIDC controller

6 am
6.30 am
7 am
7.30 am
8 am
8.30 am
9 am
9.30 am
10 am
10.30 am
11 am
11.30 am
12
12.30
13pm
13.30 pm
14 pm
14.30 pm
15 pm
15.30 pm
16 pm

3.7
4.2
4.7
5
5.2
5.33
5.81
6.22
7.14
7.27
7.61
7.88
8
8.11
7.93
7.79
7.68
7.49
6.95
6.59
5.64

5.81
6.61
6.78
7.4
7.61
7.65
7.67
7.71
7.82
7.88
7.9
7.93
8.04
8.12
8
7.97
7.8
7.78
7.71
7.62
7.54

7.55
7.7
7.73
8.24
8.55
8.7
8.73
8.76
8.85
8.92
8.95
8.96
8.98
9
8.97
8.96
8.95
8.87
8.84
8.82
7.88

16.30 pm

5.17

7.47

7.75

17 pm

4.53

7.31

7.6
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Fixed
Tracking voltage with Arduino
Tracking voltage with HSFL-PIDC controller
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Fig. 14. Seen comparison of the overall method of Fixed (manual tracking), Tracking voltage with Arduino and Tracking voltage
with HSFL-PIDC controller

7.8

Comparison of HSFL-PIDC with Other Related Works

Module Power

Seen evaluation of the overall technique of Fixed (manual tracking), Following voltage with Arduino and
Following voltage with HSFL-PIDC controller a shown in Fig. 14 . It is obvious that the projected HSFL-PIDC
located the maximum power point (MPPT) of the PV module very close to the theoretic value as compared to the
traditional PSO process and ANN as shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. Comparing P-V features of dissimilar methods

Fig. 16 demonstrations the battery charging voltage difference of the 1A-3P PV, the fixed PV and following with
HSFL-PIDC throughout the day.It is shown that the upsurge of monthly-total power generation from HSFL-PIDC
sun following PV is observed to be in between -13.41% and 303.26%. The efficiency of solar cells is dropped from
11.6% to 10.4% while the temperature is augmented from 38 to 48 oC and the density of dust per month was
estimated at 0.0618. Humidity affects the solar cells in one way or another associated to dust collectors.[28] Thus,
the proposed HSFL-PIDC procedure is efficient under dissimilar values of solar radiation as in Fig. 17. Table 6
enlists the presentation of the proposed method when compared with five other established MPPT methods.The
variation of daily power generation is increased for solar tracking with HSFL-PIDC and solar radioactivity in the
long-term test as shown in Fig. 18. It is further observed that power generation is augmented above 30.1829% as
predictable in sunny days [14].The battery voltage of the fixed PV is a slight bit smaller than that of the 1A-3P PV
meanwhile the power generation of the fixed PV is less than the 1A-3P PV, whereas the proposed HSFL-PIDC
comparison with overall approaches gives development of MPPT [1].[25, 28]It is experiential that the response of an
MPPT system with new HSFL-PIDC controller is highly sensitive for a very minor change as depicted in
Fig.14,15,16.17,18. [28]By comparing our results with the following voltage of Arduino manual and HSFL-PIDC it
is found that the proposed HSFL-PIDC controller has least settling time, less rise time and steady-state error.
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Fig. 16. Contrast of battery charging voltage of overall technique of Fixed PV[1], tracking voltage with 1A-3P PV[1] and
following voltage with HSFL-PIDC.
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Fig. 17. Comparing efficiency of the proposed PV scheme with other approaches.
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Fig. 18. Long-term test results of 1A-3P following PV, fixed PV and following voltage with HSFL-PIDC approaches.

8

Conclusion

A novel solar following system is projected and applied to improve the energy achievement of solar power plants.
This dual-axis tracking system achieved the highest energy gain in every region and offered as the most versatile
systems. Moreover, results exposed that it can be fitted wherever with assured high energy gain. The PLC (HSFLPIDC) controller hardware fitting is carried out with the stated configuration such as PG/PC interface. The
performance of the proposed analog-implemented MPPT with HSFL-PIDC controller is evaluated by interfacing it
with a hardware prototype of dual photovoltaic (PV) system. HSFL-PIDC controller is used to regulate the location
of servo motors which ensured the convenient post on the panel and progress the solar performance in full term of
charging and rectifying. The use of LDR sensors and high accuracy angle sensors produced more accurate and the
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efficient following scheme. The proposed automatic solar following scheme is established to achieve an overall king
increase from about 10% to 50% more than the fixed-angle PV system. The achievement system is demonstrated to
be efficient and robust in improving solar charging and rectifying capacity.
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Abstract:
The quality of an intelligent control system with certain degree of autonomy is prerequisite for effective functioning.
We design a fuzzy proportional integral derivative (PID) controller using Matlab and programmable logic controllers (PLCs) for
a set point voltage and frequency. The proposed controller aims to maintain the terminal voltage and frequency continually under
any loads and operational conditions which can be attained to the desired range via the regulation of the Generation Governor
(GG) system. The main voltage control system uses PLCs to implement the AVR action. The existing algorithm being based on
controllers including the radial basis function neural networks (RBF-NN), real-valued genetic algorithm (RGA), and Sugeno
fuzzy logic (SFL) requires optimal tuning for thematic factory operation of the GG system. The newly developed controller
combines the RGA, RBF-NN , generator parameters (Kg and tg) and fuzzy logic control (FLC) to determine the optimal PID
controller in the AVR system. Combination of the Generator Parameters (Kg and tg) , Fuzzy PID (GPFPID) controller and
industrial governor speed controller (KS 92) is used as hybrid full control system for the voltage and frequency. Optimal PID
gains obtained by a combined RGA and RBF for various operating conditions are utilized to develop the rule base of the Sugeno
fuzzy system. The GPFPID controller is further designed to transfer in PLCs (STEP 75.5) for implementing the AVR system
with improved system response. The hybrid controller conFig.s the control signal based on interaction and thereby reduces the
voltage error and the oscillation in the terminal voltage and frequency control process. An excellent voltage and frequency
control performance is achieved when the proposed hybrid controller is impremented on a practical AVR and governor system in
synchronous generator to improve the transient response. The suitability of the hybrid controller is demonstrated via experiment.
Keywords: GG, AVR, GPFPID, RBF, SFL, FLC.

1.

Introduction

It is well known that the main function of Generation Governor (GG) is the hybrid control, where the
terminal voltage and frequncy are combined by regulating the generator parameter voltage and govenor speed. The
PID inside the GG is responsible for its optimal control. It is comprised of three coefficients including differential,
proportional, and integral. For an industrial control system is it important to obtain high-quality performances.
Thus, design of an effective and efficient generator parameters
PID (FOPID) controller as a
generalization of a standard PID controller based on generator parameters (FO) calculus is required [1]. A FO PID
(FOPID) controller is designed for an Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) system with broader performance
objectives [2]. Furthermore, FOPID controller is an application of fractional calculus theory in PID controller [3].
Fractional-order proportional-integral-derivative (FOPID) controllers are designed for load-frequency control (LFC)
of two interconnected power systems [4]. A stochastic multi-parameters divergence method for online parameter
optimization of fractional-order proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers was presented [5]. An adaptive
optimal control design approach was followed for automatic voltage regulator (AVR) system where policy iteration
technique based adaptive critic scheme was utilized [6]. It dealt with the design, implementation and analysis of an
integer order (IO) as well as generator parameters (FO). A system was proposed based on Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller for speed regulation in a chopper fed Direct Current (DC) motor drive [7]. A chaotic ant
swarm optimization (CASO) was utilized to tune the parameters of both single-input and dual-input power system
stabilizers (PSSs) [8]. The additional parameters of differ-integral orders on one hand rendered more flexibility TO
the generator parameters elements which were essentially infinite dimensional filters [9].The optimum PID
parameters required to formulate the fuzzy rule table were generated via the real-coded genetic algorithm (RGA)
[10]. Zhang and Zhang [11] proposed an vehicle stability adaptive PID control algorithm with single neuron network
(NN). Kun et al. [12] designed an optimum PID controller using radial basis function (RBF) for direct-drive
permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMSM). Moody and Darken [13] introduced a feed-forward twolayered RBF NN with single hidden layer. In this controller, the load frequency control (LFC) and automatic voltage
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regulator (AVR) was installed in each generator to regulate the real and reactive power flows. A best PID controller
for a universal second-order system was improved using a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) method [22]. This
approach required an appropriate weighting functions for acceptable performance. Minglin [23] proposed a method
for designing PID-like fuzzy controller with FPGAv. The feed forward fuzzy PID (FFFPID) controller was used to
improve the performance of high pressure common rail system [24]. Sinthipsomboon et al. [5–8] used
computational techniques such as GA and fuzzy for analytic solution of FFFPID controller. A combined fuzzy and
fuzzy self-tuning PID controller was proposed to surmount the limitations of the current hybrid fuzzy PID controller
performance, where system parameters alterations required a new PID controller adjustment variable [25]. An
improved Fuzzy PID controller was used [26, 27] to control the speed of brushless DC motor. PLC was used to
develop a fuzzy PID controller for a set point pressure control in the main pressure collection system [28]. The
design and stability analysis of Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK)-type full-scale fuzzy proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller was performed [29]. Parameter self-setting fuzzy PID control algorithm was applied to control
drying temperature for improving the temperature fluctuations [30]. An improved fuzzy PID controller algorithm
was proposed based on DSP [31]. In comparison to NSGA-II-based FOPID design algorithm [32], the proposed
MOEO algorithm adopted individual-based iterated optimization mechanism with only mutation operation called
polynomial mutation. From the perspective of algorithm design, the proposed MOEO algorithm was relatively
simpler than NSGA-II [32] and reported competitive single objective evolutionary algorithms such as GA [33, 34],
PSO [33-35], CAS [34] due to its fewer adjustable parameters and single individual base dictated optimization
mechanism with only mutation operation. The PID inside the AVR being the incharge of the optimal control
contains differential, proportional, and integral coefficients. Despite of many efforts an intelligent control system
with optimum autonomy and efficient function is far from being achieced. In this view, the present paper proposed
the design of a combined Generator Parameters (Kg and tg),RGA, RBF-NN and SFL approach to determine the
optimal PID controller of AVR system. This novel GPFPID voltage and industrial speed controller is further used to
develop an AVR and Governor system. Besides, the proposed algorithm could search a high-quality solution
effectively via full control system with improved transient response. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the RGA and RBF-NN algorithm. Section 3 introduces the concept of AVR system in terms of modeling
and optimization of the controller parameters. Section 4 highlights the notion of the Sugeno fuzzy system that is
used to determine the parameters of the PID controller under different operating conditions. Design of Fuzzy PID
Controller using generator parameters (Kg and tg) is depicted in Section 5. The detailed design of the PLC-based
fuzzy controller with industrial controller KS 92, the experimental results, and discussions are provided in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

Real-Valued GA and RBF-NN Algorithm

This paper proposed a real-valued GA(RGA) and a RBF-NN algorithm to select an appropriate control parameter set
K = (kp, kd, ki) of the PID controller. A defined fitness function was used to guide these two algorithms for finding
an appropriate control parameter set. In the RGA, the control parameter set K = (kp, kd, ki) is viewed as an
individual and each parameter value is coded by a real number [36]. For a set of L individuals in a generation, the
procedure of the proposed RGA is described by the following steps:
Step 1:Initialize RGA by setting L, the number of generations (N), the crossover probability (Pc), generator gain
(Kg), generator time constant (tg) and the mutation probability (Pm). The i-th individual of the population with L
individuals in the g-th generation is denoted by:
Ki(g) = (K (g), K (g), K (g))
(1)
where the number of parameters in the parameter set is 3 and
K (g),i є{1, 2, …, L}, j є[37], g є{1, 2, …, N} is the j-th parameter of the i-th individual in the g-th generation.
Kgє{0.7, 0.8,0.9,1.0}, tg є{1, 1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2}. Note that K (g )is a real number in the real-valued GA.
Step 2: Set g = 1 for the first generation and randomly generate the initial population with L individuals as:
pop(1) = {K1(1), K2(1), …, KL(1)} by K (1) = K +( K - K ).rand(),
where i = 1,2,…,L; j = 1,2,3, the searching range of the parameter Kj is [K
rand( ) is an uniformly distributed random number in [0,1].
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Step 3:Calculate the fitness value of each individual in the g-th generation using:
fi = fit(Ki(g)), i = 1,2,3,…,L
where fit(.) is the fitness function.
Step 4: Find an index q of the individual with the highest fitness value by:
q = arg max fi i є{1,2,……,L}
fbest = fq = max

(3)

(4)

fi i є{1,2,……,L}

(5)

and
Kbest = Kq
(6)
where fbest is the highest fitness value in the current generation and Kbest is the individual with the highest fitness
value in the current generation.
Step 5: If g > N, then go to Step 11. Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6: Reproduce each individual in the reproduction process by:
ni = L.Pi, i = 1,2,…..,L
(7)
where ni is the reproduced number of the i-th individual, L is the number of individuals in a population,and Pi is the
reproduce rate of the i-th individual and is determined by:
Pi =

, i = 1,2,….,L

(8)

where f i is the fitness value of i-th individual.
Step 7: Choose two individuals Km(g) and Kn(g) from the current population (m, n {1, 2, …, L}) to be the parents
and generate two new individuals in the crossover process (the crossover probability
K (g) = K (g) + ơ (K (g) − K (g))
Pc) by
, j = 1,2,3
(9) where
K (g) = K (g) + ơ (K (g) − K (g))
ơ is an uniformly distributed random number in [0,1].
Step 8: Generate a new individual in the mutation process (the mutation probability Pm) for each individual by:
K (g) = K (g) + (ơ − 0.5). s , with j = 1,2,3

(10)

where s ( K - K ) is a range value for the searching range Kj єK
Kj. ơ is an uniformly distributed random number in [0,1].
Step 9: Bound each updated parameter K in its searchingrange by:
K
K (g) =

K (g)

,K

] of the j-th searching parameter

ifK (g) > K
ifK

≤ K (g) ≤ K

with

i = 1,2,…, L, j = 1,2,3

(11)

K
ifK (g) < K
Step 10: Let g = g + 1 and go to Step 3.
Step 11: Determine the selected controller by the proposed method based on the obtained parameter set Kbest with
the best fitness fbest.
In a synchronous generator, the terminal voltage is maintained constant at various levels by using an AVR.
Therefore, the outer loop acted as a self-tuning PID voltage controller based on RBF NN to offer the adaptive
capability for uncertain load and system conditions. Following Moody and Darken [38], the FF two-layered NN
RBF with one single hidden layer is considered. The PID parameters (Kp, Kd, Ki) are automatically readjusted by

on-line learning algorithm of RBF to keep the system error e(k ) = 0 . The RBF-NN algorithm is achieved through
the following steps:
Step 1:Initialize RBF-NN by setting the xite=0.25;alfa=0.05;belte=0.01;x=[0,0,0]';
ci=30*ones(3,6);bi=40*ones(6,1);w=10*ones(6,1); h=[0,0,0,0,0,0]';
ci_1=ci;ci_3=ci_1;ci_2=ci_1;bi_1=bi;bi_2=bi_1;bi_3=bi_2;w_1=w;w_2=w_1;w_3=w_1;
u_1=0;y_1=0;xc=[0,0,0]';error_1=0;error_2=0;error=0;
%kp=rand(1);%ki=rand(1); %kd=rand(1);
(12)
Step 2: Set the input data of PID parameter from step 11 after impalement data to math lab Simulink for each
K p , Kd
K
combination of Kg and tg, applied to obtain the optimal values of
and i if dot get the output try
again kp0= Kbest ; ki0= Kbest ; kd0= Kbest; kp_1=kp0;kd_1=kd0;ki_1=ki0; xitekp=0.20;xitekd=0.20;
xiteki=0.20; ts=0.001;
(13)
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Step 3: Set the k=1:1:2000 time(k)=k*ts; rin(k)=1.0*sign(sin(2*pi*k*ts)); yout(k)=(-0.1*y_1+u_1)/(1+y_1^2);
(Nonlinear system) Set j=1:1:6
h(j)=exp(-norm(x-ci(:,j))^2/(2*bi(j)*bi(j)));
(14)
Step 4: Calculate ymout(k)=w'*h; d_w=0*w; set j=1:1:6 for d_w(j)=xite*(yout(k)-ymout(k))*h(j);
(15)
Step 5: Calculate the w=w_1+d_w+alfa*(w_1-w_2)+belte*(w_2-w_3);
d_bi=0*bi; by set the j=1:1:6 calculate
d_bi(j)=xite*(yout(k)-ymout(k))*w(j)*h(j)*(bi(j)^-3)*norm(x-ci(:,j))^2;
(16)
Step 6: bi=bi_1+ d_bi+alfa*(bi_1-bi_2)+belte*(bi_2-bi_3); Set the j=1:1:6 and i=1:1:3 to evaluate
d_ci(i,j)=xite*(yout(k)-ymout(k))*w(j)*h(j)*(x(i)-ci(i,j))*(bi(j)^-2);
(17)
Step 7: After the above instructions done ci=ci_1+d_ci+alfa*(ci_1-ci_2)+belte*(ci_2-ci_3);
the Jacobean set are yu=0; j=1:1:6 yu=yu+w(j)*h(j)*(-x(1)+ci(1,j))/bi(j)^2; after done do dyout(k)=yu;step
8:start of Control system by calculate PID controller parameters by set
error(k)=rin(k)-yout(k); kp(k)=kp_1+xitekp*error(k)*dyout(k)*xc(1);
kd(k)=kd_1+xitekd*error(k)*dyout(k)*xc(2); ki(k)=ki_1+xiteki*error(k)*dyout(k)*xc(3);
chick the error if kp(k)<0, if kd(k)<0, ki(k)<0 and set kp(k)=0;kd(k)=0; ki(k)=0; to avoid it step 9: set M=0;
switch M , case 0 case 1 Only PID Control parameters kp(k)=kp0; ki(k)=ki0; kd(k)=kd0; go to step 2
(18)
Step 8: Calculate
du(k)=kp(k)*xc(1)+kd(k)*xc(2)+ki(k)*xc(3);
u(k)=u_1+du(k);Return of parameters
x(1)=du(k); x(2)=yout(k); x(3)=y_1; u_1=u(k);
y_1=yout(k); ci_3=ci_2; ci_2=ci_1; ci_1=ci;
bi_3=bi_2; bi_2=bi_1; bi_1=bi;
w_3=w_2; w_2=w_1; w_1=w;
(19)
Step 9: Calculating P xc(1)=error(k)-error_1;
Calculating D xc(2)=error(k)-2*error_1+error_2;
Calculating I xc(3)=error(k);
Calculate errors error_2=error_1; error_1=error (k);
kp_1=kp(k); kd_1=kd(k); ki_1=ki(k);
Go to step 2
(20)
Step 10: Determine the selected controller based on the input parameter obtained from RBF-NN
kp_1=kp(k); kd_1=kd(k); ki_1=ki(k);
(21)
The RGA algorithm only require the information regarding the fitness function value of each parameter set. These
two algorithms (RGA and RBF-NN) are applied to obtain a good PID control parameter set for AVR system. For
each combination generation parameters of Kg and tg, the proposed RBF-NN tuning by RGA is applied to obtain the
optimal values of Kp, Kd and Ki .Following [39] the generator exciation paramters are adopted. The SF rule table is
formulated for Kp, Kd and Ki using the above approach. Table 2 as (a), (b) and (c) enlists these parameter as used
to design GPFPID voltage controller.

3.

PID Controller Design for AVR System

For the stable electric power service it is essential to develop a highly efficient and speedy AVR of the synchronous
generator. So far, the analog PID inflammatory disease controller (PIDIDC) is mostly used for the AVR due to its
simplicity and economy. However, the parameters of PIDIDCs cannot be tuned easily. Gaing [37] proposed a
technique to determine such parameters by using a particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm. The AVR system
model controlled by the PID controller is depicted in Fig. 1&2 with Vs the output voltage of sensor model, Ve the
error voltage between Vs and the reference input voltage Vref (S), VR the amplified voltage by the electronic
equipment model (amplifier model), VF the output voltage by exciter model, and Vt the output voltage by the
generator. There are 5 models for the AVR system such as PID controller, electronic equipment (amplifier model),
exciter, generator and (e) sensor. The transfer function of each model is represented by:
(i)
PID controller model

Gs (s)=K p+K d s+

Ki
s

(22)
where Kp, Kd, and Ki are the proportion coefficient, differential coefficient, and integral coefficient, respectively.
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(ii)
Amplifier model
VR (s)
KA
=
Ve (s ) 1 + t A S

(23)

t

where KA is a gain and A is a time constant.
(iii)
Exciter model
VF (s)
KE
=
VR (s ) 1 + t E S

(24)

t

where KE is a gain and E is a time constant.
(iv)
Generator model
Vt (s)
KG
=
VF (s ) 1 + t G S

t
where KG is a gain and G
(v)

(25)

is a time constant.

Sensor model

VS (s)
KR
=
Vt (s ) 1 + t R S

(26)

t
where KR is a gain and R

is a time constant.
The transfer functions of the AVR components are depicted in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Typical AVR system model controlled by the PID controller
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Fig. 2. MATLAB-Simulink model of AVR system with PID controller
Table 1. The transfer functions of AVR components.
Components
Amplifier
Exciter
Generator
Sensor

Transfer function

Parameter range

TFamplifier = K a / 1 + t a s

10 < K a < 40

TFexciter = Ke / 1 + t e s

1 < K e < 10

0.02 s < t a < 1s
0.4 s < t e < 1s

TFgenerator = K g / 1 + t g s

Kg

depend on the load (0.7-1.0)

1s < t g < 2 s

0.001s < t s < 0.06s

TFsensor = K s / 1 + t s s
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The best choice of PID controller parameters is essential for the acceptable operation of the system. Thus, the
problem of PID controller parameter selection is devised as an optimization problem wherein the objective function
is given by:
MinF (K d , K p , K i ) = (1 - e - b )(Osh + Ess ) + e - b (t s - tr )

where

(27)

MinF (K d , K p , K i )

uses a combination of transient response counting rise time overshoot, settling time and
b
steady-state error. By choosing the suitable value of the weighting factor , the presentation principle can be made
to please the designer requirements. The above optimization problem is subjected to the following restrictions.
K pmin £ K p £ K pmax K imin £ K i £ K imax K dmin £ K d £ K dmax

,

,

(28)

Here, RGA is applied to the above optimization problem to search for the optimum value of the controller
parameters.The detail of proposed RGA and RBF-NN are depicted hereunder.
3.1

GA Implantation
The optimal PID controller parameters are achieved by applying RGA which involved two major aspects:

i) Variables repersentation and
ii) Fitness function
3.2

Variable Representation

For PID controller tuning, candidate solutions in the genetic population are represented. The elements of the solution
consisted of the variables such as the integral gain ( K i ), proportional gain ( K p ) and derivative gain ( K d ) which are
reprented by point number in the proposed GA population. Using this repersentation, an individual in the prposed
GA is computed to achieve the optimal PID gain. Interestingly, the computer memory requirement to strore the
population is remarkably reduced due to the direct representation of the solution variables. The value of parameter
set (K p , K i , K d ) that is obtained from RGA is directly tuned into the RBF-NN to obtain the optamim value of PID
controller parameter (K p , K i , K d ) . This optimum value is essential to design FPID controller for the thematic factory
operation of AVR system.
3.3

Fitness Function

It is defined as the non-negative Fig. of value to be maximized so that the performance of each individual in the
population can be evaluated. The fitness function is the mutuality of the presentation criterion F ( K d , K p , K i )
given in equation (27). Hence, the minimization of performance criteria is transformed to a fitness function to be
maximized as,
Fitness =

k
F (K d , K p , K i ) * ITAE

(29)

where k a is constant, ITAE is an integral of time multiplied by the absolute error value. This is used to amplify 1/F
(usually small) so that the fitness value of the chromosome occurs in a wider range.

4.

Sugeno Fuzzy Model

Devaraj et al. [10] used a fuzzy set theory, wherein a variable was a member of one or more sets with a membership
specified degree. The fuzzy rule was expressed as:
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If x is A and y is B then z = f(x,y)

(30)

where A and B are the fuzzy sets in the antecedent, x and y are input variables and f (x, y) is a crisp function in the
consequent. Each variable in the fuzzy set is represented by suitable membership functions. The core of the fuzzy
logic system is formed by a set of such rules. For an exact input signal condition, the fuzzy system defined the rules
to be fired and then calculated the efficient output in two steps. First, the minimum of the membership functions
input ( wi ) was obtained for each rule, where this value is regarded as the firing value for a particular rule. Second,
the overall output was calculated by a weighted average of individual rule outputs given by:

å
å

M

z =

wi z i

i =1
M

(31)

wi
i =1

The PID controller parameters under various operating conditions were determined by the Sugeno fuzzy system.

5.

Design Of Fuzzy PID Controller Using Generator Parameters (Kg And Tg)

The optimum PID parameters for real-time operation are obtained by developing SFL model, where the
parameters for the inputs are Kg and tg and outputs are Kp, Kd and Ki. Eight fuzzy sets including ‘very low
(VL)’,’low(L) ,‘medium low (ML)’, ‘medium(M)’, ‘medium high (MH)’ ,‘high low (HL)’, ‘high medium (HM)’
and ‘high (H)’ are defined for the variable Kg . Likewise, the fuzzy sets defined for the variable τg are ‘very low
(VL)’, ‘low (L)’, ‘medium low (ML)’, ‘medium high (MH)’, ‘high (H)’ and ‘very high (VH)’. They are linked with
overlapping triangular membership functions. To formulate the table for fuzzy rule, the values of Kg are varied from
0.7 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 and τg are varied from 1 to 2 in steps of 0.2 as shown in Fig. 3 . For each combination of Kg
and τg, the proposed RBF tuning via GA is applied to obtain the optimal values of Kp, Kd and Ki at each time. The
table for the fuzzy rule for Kp, Kd and Ki is formulated (Table 2). During real-time operation, corresponding to the
present operating condition, the values of Kg and tg (in seconds) are determined. For this value of Kg and tg, the
optimal value of Kp, Kd and Ki is computed using the fuzzy rule table and the Sugeno inference system.The system
with three fuzzy logic controllers (Kp, Kd and Ki) and rule viewer are set where each controller has two inputs (Kg, τg)
and each input has fuzzy set associated with it.
The input range for Kg is 0.7 ≤ Kg ≤1 and τg is 0.4 <τg <1. The output of Kp, Kd and Ki depended on the variation of
Kg with respect to τg through the output setting rule based on the table. The output has 72 fuzzy set rules for Kp, Kd
and Ki, and 48 rules for each parameter as depicted in the form of surface and rule viewer (Fig. 4). For this value of
Kg and tg, the optimal value of Kp, Kd and Ki is computed using the fuzzy rule table and the Sugeno inference
system. The best results are obtained with following control parameters of GA: number of generation = 50,
population size = 30, crossover = 0.6, mutation probability = 0.001 and b = 1. The software for the proposed RBF
and GA is written in MATLAB code and executed on a laptop Intel core(TM)2 Duo CPU 5550@1.83GHz and 3
GB. The GA took 23.79 s to reach the optimal solution.

Fig. 3. A thematic factory operation of AVR system with Kg = 0.7 and τg= 1
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Fig. 4. Surface and rule viewer
Table 2. The fuzzy rule table formulated for Kp, Kd and Ki using the above approach

tg

Very low

Kg

1

Low

Medium Low
1.2
(a)

Medium high

1.4

1.6

High

Very high
1.8

2

For proportional gain ( K p )

Low (0.7)

0.6431

0.8664

0.6338

0.6217

0.8119

0.6638

Medium low (0.8)

0.5951

0.7111

0.83

0.768

0.7295

0.7601

Medium high (0.9)

0.4428

0.6446

0.6900

0.6983

0.7178

0.547

High (1.0)

0.4156

0.6135

0.64

0.5418

0.58

0.470

(b)

For integral gain ( K i )

Low (0.7)

0.4388

0.5349

0.5402

0.4969

0.5381

0.5410

Medium low (0.8)

0.3845

0.4855

0.5248

0.4527

0.5195

0.5266

Medium high (0.9)

0.3466

0.4372

0.4799

0.3980

0.4654

0.4826

High (1.0)

0.3247

0.4034

0.4379

0.4129

0.4237

0.4255

(c)

For derivative gain ( K d )

Low (0.7)

0.1223

0.1192

0.1113

0.2003

0.1059

0.1278

Medium low (0.8)

0.1855

0.1167

0.1201

0.1888

0.1189

0.1317

Medium high (0.9)

0.2220

0.2110

0.1058

0.1898

0.1481

0.1287

High (1.0)

0.1019

0.2192

0.1866

0.1754

0.1943

0.1017

6. Experimental Setup
Fig. 5. Shows the schematic representation of the experimental setup in terms of modified model. The test
model consisted of STC ac synchronous alternator generator (three-phase, four-wire type, and adopting star
connection with neutral point). The rated line voltage is 400 V, phase voltage 230 V, frequency 50 Hz. power factor
0.8 (lag), synchronous generator (400 V 3-phase 30 KVA, PF 0.8, 45.6 A, and 1500 RPM) coupling with par
mover internal composition gas engine Kia motors 2701. The control circuit consisted of PLC type SIMATIC
IPC427C, accurate with gearbox, convertor, speed sensor, voltage sensor, AVR (400 V and 10 A). Measurement
devices are the Voltmeter, frequency meter, digital oscilloscope. The supplementer devices are the transient device,
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load resistances, step down transformers (220-6v, CB 3-phase 60 A and two DC power supplies (0-5,0-30 and 024).

Fig. 5. The experimental setup

The data transfer in the proposed GPFPID controller from MATLAB to PLC involved the following:
6.1 GENERATION OF C/C++ WITH RTWEC
The RTWEC being an add-on of Mathworks generated C/C++ code from Simulink subsystems (opened the
Simulink model) wherein the "Tools–Real-Time Workshop –Options" in the menu is clicked on. Then, a window is
displayed with a navigation bar in which the entry "Real-Time Workshop" is selected by default. Next, the following
parameters are entered: Navigation item "Real-Time Workshop" – System target file: ert.tlc – Language: C++ –
Click the button "Set objectives" Shift "Traceability" and "Execution efficiency" with the "->" button to the right
field. Navigation item "Code Placement" – File packaging format: Compact. Afterward, the right mouse-button is
clicked on the subsystem "PID _GPFPID_disc". The "Real-Time Workshop Build Subsystem" is selected in the
context menu. In the window menu of "Build code for Subsystem" the "Build" button is clicked on. After the
creation of the C/C++ code, the window "Build Code for Subsystem" is closed automatically. Later, the generated
code is located in the directory of the Simulink model"...\ PID_GPFPID_disc_rtw" as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Generation C/C++ using RTWEC.

6.2 WINAC SIMULINK TO ODK (S2O) WIZARD
The WinAC S2O Wizard automatically generated all required blocks and files for the integration of the
Simulink subsystem into a STEP 7 project. An SCL source and a DLL or RTDLL file is created out of the generated
C/C++ code of the RTWEC. With STEP 7 V5.x programs, integration became feasible due to the presence of
WinAC S2O Wizard. Finally, the STEP 7 program and the DLL or the RTLL is loaded to a PC system with WinAC
RTX. Meanwhile, the WinAC ODK Library is integrated in the SIMATIC Manager because of the requirement of
SFB65001 (CREA_COM) and SFB65002 (EXEC_COM) blocks for the execution of the DLL/RTDLL.
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6.3 CONFIGURATION WITH SIMATIC MANAGER STEP 7 V5.5
The folder "… \GPFPID _STEP7_V5x_Project" contained the project for STEP7 V5.5 with the following
items: WinAC RTX is only the hardware configuration of a PC station with a WinAC RTX where the program is
empty. This configuration just served as a template. PID _GPFPID provided a prepared program for integration
through the WinAC S2O Wizard. The following blocks are created: OB35 (CYC_INT5) as cyclic OB with 100 ms
cycle. The simulated controlled system and the PID controller (PID _GPFPID_disc) are called in this block. DB35
(Data) as a global data block. It contained all the required variables such as - Setpoint [Real], and - PID_output
[Real], Process_value [Real], - crea_status [Word] (provides the status via CREA_COM), - exec_status[Word]
(provides the status via EXEC_COM) - initialize [Bool]. FB100 (PROC_C) with Instanz-DB100 Simulated PT3
process (parameterized like the process in MATLAB/Simulink). SFB65001 (CREA_COM) for initialization of the
DLL/RTDLL file. SFB65002 (EXEXC_COM) for execution of the DLL/RTDLL file.VAT_1 Variable table with
the variables of DB35 (DATA) PID _GPFPID _dll_final enclosed a complete program with integration of the PID
controller from MATLAB/Simulink through the WinAC S2O Wizard. A DLL call is used in this program.PID
_GPFPID _rtdll_final contained a complete program with integration of the GPFPID controller from
MATLAB/Simulink through the WinAC S2O Wizard. An RTDLL call is used in this program. Fig. 7. displays the
complete program of "PID_ GPFPID" inclusion with the "PID_ GPFPID _disc" block from the WinAC S2O
Wizard.

Fig. 7. The "FB PID_ GPFPID_disc" insertion into the "Network 2: PID Controller

6.4 OPEN THE SIMATIC MANAGER
The example project "S2O_PID_GPFPID" is opened in the directory "...\ GPFPID _STEP7_V5x_Project".
During the execution of the WinAC SO2 Wizard, the SCL source "PID_ GPFPID _disc" is integrated already and
the function block "PID_ GPFPID_disc" is created. The OB 35 is opened and the "FB PID_ GPFPID _disc" is
inserted into the "Network 2: PID Controller". The inputs and outputs are interconnected as shown in the Fig. 7.
The programis loaded to the WinAC RTX. The DLL (C_ODK.dll) or RTDLL (C_ODK.rtdll) is copied into the
directory C:\ of the PC system with the WinAC RTX. Finally, the RTDLL files are registered and WinAC is set into
the RUN mode.

6.5 IMPLEMENTATION
After loading the program to the WinAC RTX, the following steps are executed for commissioning. The
"VAT_1" variable table is opened, the icon "Monitor Variable" is clicked on, the variable "initialize" is chanced to
"TRUE" and the icon "Modify Variable" is clicked on. The value of the variable "initialize" is changed to
"FALSE" and the icon "Modify Variable" is clicked. The value of the variable "Set point" is changed to a desired
value say 50, and the icon "Modify Variable” was clicked on. Due to the change of the set point, the GPFPID
controller produced an output value. The process is changed accordingly until it corresponded to the "Set point".
The entire execution is shown as screen-shot in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the VAT_1 variable table.

6.6 GENERATOR AND GOVERNOR CONTROL SYSTEM TEST AND RESULTES
As aforementioned, the PLC (GPFPID-PLC) controller and Industrial speed (KS 92) controller are used to develop
the AVR and Governor system. This algorithm searched a high-quality solution effectively and provided fully
controlled system. Besides, the PLC (GPFPID-PLC) controller gathered the data of control signal (0-10 V) from
voltage sensor that connected between any two lines (R and S) of the generator terminal voltage. It allowed sending
the control signal (0-10 V) depending on the voltage difference between line to line (R-S or S-T or R-T) generator
terminal to GPFPID-PLC controller. This in turn ensured that the value of field excitation resistance (excitation
current) in the gearbox (gearbox to make the motion of change variable resistance value smooth and accuracy) is
varied accurately. Conversely, the speed data control signal (4-20 mA) appeared from the speed sensor that is fixed
on the generator shaft coupled with the shaft of the internal composition KIA 2701 diesel engine. The Industrial
controller KS 92 processed to maintain the constant speed (1500 rpm) accurately through the gearbox. The relation
between the speed of generator rotor and excitation current is established to get the constant terminal voltage and
frequency as shown in Fig. 9. The experiment is performed using SIMATIC IPC427C (MICROBOX PC) hardware
system where S7 program is loaded with the desired configuration mentioned earlier.

Fig. 9: Three AVR system without and with GPFPID-PLC controller.

Fig. 9 depicts three types of AVR used in the experiment for comparison. These include AVR 1 with
GPFPID-PLC controller as well as the normal AVR2 and AVR3 without GPFPID-PLC controller. The performance
of fuzzy PID controller and industrial KS 92 controller is evaluated by implementing on a practical collecting main
speed and voltage system. Following our earlier design [39], the fault device is used. The generator terminal voltage
collection is controlled via the fuzzy PID control algorithm and the flow of fuel by the Industrial controller KS 92.
The terminal voltage and frequency (speed) are adjusted independently. Fig. 10 represents the sensor current
dependent terminal voltage, frequency, and speed of the proposed GPFPID. This hybrid control system combined
AVR1 and adjusted the GPFPID-PLC controller. The speed governor is adjusted by Industrial PID controller to
keep the terminal voltage andfrequncy under control. The AVR1 system under unsymmetrical disturbance (single
line, line to line, and 3 lines to ground fault) is applied at the generator termainal and response of system is
monitored.
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Vt (Volt) F (Hz) Speed (r.p.m)

Speed(r.p.m

1520
1510
1500
1490
1480
1470
50.5

Frequency (Hz)

Vt

6

9

12

6

9

12

6

9

12

50.0
49.5
49.0

400.0
399.6
399.2

Sensor current (4-12mA)

Fig. 10: The related of terminal voltage, frequency and speed with AVR1 sensor controlled GPFPID.

Fig. 11-14 illustrate the system rsponse for above contingency with GPFPID-PLC. It is observed that the
GPFPID-PLC with AVR1 is able to suppress the oscillation in the terminal voltage and revealed good damping
characristics compared to AVR2, and AVR3 without controller (Fig. 15). Fig. 11-14cleary displayed that AVR1 is
adjusted by the GPFPID-PLC controller and speed governor is tuned by the Industrial PID controller to keep the
termanal voltage and frequncy under control.

Fig. 11: Voltage control curve for AVR1 adjusting with GPFPID.
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Fig. 12: Voltage control curve for a single line fault.
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Fig. 13.Voltage control curve for 2 line to ground fault
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Fig. 14: Voltage control curve for a severe disturbance fault.
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Fig. 15: Voltage control curve for a disturbance with AVR2 and AVR3.

It is clear from Fig. 15 that the AVR2 and AVR3 under severe disturbance fault exhibited the
voltge swing between 600-150 V and 550 -152 V, respectively. Thus, AVR1 is demonstrated to be better in terms of
voltge swing (200-410 V) as shown in Fig. 16.
Delta Vt with AVR2
Delta Vt with AVR1 and GPFPID
Delta Vt with AVR3

Delta Vt (Volt)

600
500
400
300
200
100

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Time (msec)

Fig. 16: Voltage response comparison under severe disturbance of AVR1, AVR2 and AVR3.

Fig. 17 clearly reveals that the AVR2, and AVR3 under severe disturbance produced the frequncy swing
between 57 – 40 Hz and 56 – 40 Hz, respectively. Furthermore, AVR1 revealed better frequency siwng (47-55 Hz)
than AVR2 and AVR3.
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Fig. 17. Frequency response comparison under severe disturbance of AVR1, AVR2 and AVR3.

The experimental results (Fig. 10-17) clearly demonstrate that the developed fuzzy PID controller is able to
obtain a desired control effect even with the unbalanced fault. Thus, it fulfilled the requirement of collecting main
voltage and grid frequency control under the industrial conditions. Furthermore, the performance of the newly
proposed GPFPID is remarkably improved in terms of the desired voltage and speed range attainment. This finding
is attributed to the use of hybrid control where AVR and Gg (GPFPID-PLC) controller is combined and the
Industrial speed governor is exploited to provide good control performance in diverse operating conditions.

6.7 COMPARATIVE OF GPFPID

WITH OTHER RELTED WORKS

MOEO-FOPID
CAS-FOPID(Beta=1)
CAS-FOPID(Beta=1.5)
GPFPID
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1.6
1.4
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1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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2

3

4

5

Time(sec)

Fig. 18.

Comparison with GPFPID data with other methods

The performance of the proposed GPFPID was compared (Table 3) with other related system such as
NSGA-II-FOPID , GA-FOPID , PSO- FOPID, CAS-FOPID and competitive single-objective evolutionary
algorithms-based FOPID controllers. The terminal voltage step response of AVR system is presented in Fig. 18. The
proposed GPFPID was found to be more robust and better than these reported NSGA-II-FOPID,GA-FOPID [32],
PSO- FOPID [32], CAS-FOPID with β¼=1 and β¼=1.5 [2, 32] under the uncertainty of amplifier model
parameters. However, from the perspective of engineering design and system operation the performance of GPFPID
was accepted by engineers under the variation of parameters KA and τA are enlisted in Table 1. Fig. 18
demonstrated the terminal voltages step response for AVR system with MOEO-FOPID controller when KA was

K

varied from g depending on the load (0.7-1.0), and τA (1.0 to 2.0). Clearly, as the value of parameter KA was
increased, the overshoot (Mp) was also increased but the rising time (tr) and settling time (ts) became shorter; and
the steady-state error (Ess) appeared smaller. A comparison with other calculation revealed that the proposed
GPFPID controller achieved minimal settling time, short rise time, and overshoot (0.001, 0.0008, 0). In short, the
developed GPFPID controller can be viewed as robust for the uncertainty of amplifier model parameter swith in the
range defined (Table 1).
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Table 3 Comparative performance of different evolutionary algorithms
Mp (%)

Algorithm Mp (%)
GA-FOPID [14]

tr (sec)

17.27371

ts (sec)

0.12

Ess

0.26

4.05E-04

PSO-FOPID [14]

10.46691

0.12

0.24

4.63E-04

CAS-FOPID(β¼1) [14]

9.079521

0.17

0.32

2.35E-04

CAS-FOPID(β¼1.5) [14]
NSGA-II-FOPID [30]

8.941498
46.71605

0.17
0.2

0.36
1.12

1.89E-04
6.92E-0

MOEO-FOPID [1]

14.07733

0.07

0.23

2.98E-05

Proposed
Method GPFPID
Parameterization
sets

0

0.0008

0.001

0.0000

Simulation
results

Standardize deviation Steady
Stat Error [201]

The optimum PID parameters for real-time operation are obtained by developing Surgeon fuzzy
logic model. Here, Kg and τg are the inputs and Kp, Kd and Ki are the outputs. Eight and six
fuzzy sets are defined for the variable Kg and τg, respectively.
The response of the system with new fuzzy PID controller is highly sensitive to a very small
change (0.005).
The proposed methodology achieves good performance in the rise time, peak overshoot and the
steady state error.
The novel GPFPID controller improved the transient response by minimizing the swing in
terminal voltage between the up and down swing wave and kept the system stable as reported
by Devaraj, Ching-Chang, M.S. Rahimian and N. Madinehi [10, 40-42]
(400-399)/400= 0.0025

7. Conclusion
We combined GA, RBF-NN and SFL to achieve the optimal PID controller parameters in AVR system
with industrial speed governor (ISG). In the proposed system, RBF-NN was used to enhance the PID parameters that
obtained from GA to design Sugeno fuzzy PID controller tuned by generator parameter (Kg, tg). In this hybrid
controller the AVR control system was united with governor speed control system of prime mover that relied on
the grid frequency. The developed algorithm provided a high-quality solution effectively and offered full control of
voltage and frequency of proposed system compared with other existing art of the techniques. The suitability of the
proposed GPFPID and ISG was demonstrated through experiments, where PLC controller and industrial KS 92
controller was utilized. The improvement of the collecting voltage-frequency control performance of proposed
system was attributed to the inherent interacting effect in the collecting control loops. Furthermore, the method was
based on the oscillation. This led to the coupling as reflected by the minimal error on the control parameters mostly
in the collecting main voltage and grid frequency system. The GPFPID with ISG KS 92 PID controller revealed
combinative structure in the presence of a conventional basic PID and a fuzzy compensating controller and
industrial speed controller. It is established that this GPFPID-KS 92 PID compensating controller can conFig. the
control signal based on interacting effect. Experimental results demonstrated the improvement in attaining to the
desired voltage range using the proposed fuzzy PID controller and frequency to provide good control performance in
difference operating conditions. An excellent voltage and frequency control performance is achieved upon testing
the proposed hybrid controller on a practical AVR and governor system in synchronous generator for improving the
transient response.
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Abstract— In this study, we introduce a secure data bus for test management, test delivery, and assessment in computer
based system. The developed RESTful web services software program includes the base settings, controllers, and views
with a large number of APIs regarding the core business logic and relevant data retrieval (selection) queries. However,
to keep data consistency no data manipulation (insert, update, and delete) action is done via this program while the
current data is checked and/or verified before and after making manipulation on it when needed. During our
implementations and experiments, we encountered with very good developer/tester and end-user experiences in both
managing and applying tests with the following benefits: (i) separating the common back-end issues from the test
management and test delivery web applications. (ii) dividing the information services into many small services in which
each service is responsible for its own with the separation of concerns on entity/model level. (iii) providing RESTful
APIs over HTTPs that were created based on the micro services architecture with developer independence, isolation,
low complexity, and simple integration. (iv) testing APIs easily without requiring the use of any other application while
maintaining scalability. (v) redirecting the data bus to either test or production database.
Keywords— data bus, information services, RESTful web services, API, computer based assessment, and micro
services
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical paper-and-pencil based testing systems include three main steps: (1) exam preparation for each evaluation
criteria of any required/elective course given by an instructor, (2) exam administration for applying and grading the
exams prepared, and (3) exam storage for keeping and maintaining the results obtained. The following is hereby
needed: (i) secretarial time for the creation of exam items manually or in an auto-formatting with shuffling and
grouping issues including photocopying per each exam, (ii) manual grading or optical mark recognition, and (iii)
papers/reports regarding the exam. Since this hard and complex process takes a very long time, it is an alternative to
develop a complete computer based assessment (CBA – or computer based testing (CBT)) system. However, in
developing such a successful system, a large number of key factors become the case with test base, test management,
test delivery, and assessment.
In applying a test via simple user interfaces (UIs) successfully, there are many critical operational procedures such as
assessing the achievement based on scorings and specifying the passing/failing cases for test takers. For a perfect
assessment with accurate statistics, a robust data collection mechanism becomes a mandatory. When a test is applied on
computer, it is critical to obtain information from the stored data. Whereas information retrieval procedures
(information services) are implemented once, it would be possible to focus on the implementation of the
aforementioned issues.
Integrity may not be maintained when connected to a database with a different web interface. Therefore, it is a good
approach in a flexible software architecture to implement a generic data bus system for information services. In this
study, we introduce a secure data bus for test management, test delivery, and assessment in computer based system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the literature research done is presented. In Section 3,
the details about the technology used for the implementation are given. In Section 4, the implemented data bus is
introduced. The results obtained are presented in Section 5, and the final thoughts are given in Section 6.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Since CBA has many advantages such as security, cost and accuracy, it is becoming a main part of electronic learning
and assessment systems in higher education institutions [1]. However, when CBA is deployed, a variety of aspects need
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to be taken into consideration such as software quality, secure delivery, reliable network, maintenance, software
development cost and test delivery [2]. In the rapidly emerging field of CBA, the design of assessment task is complex
with preparing questions, testing, scoring, reporting and feedback issues including interactivity, the ﬂow between items,
and assessment specifications [3].
CBT refers to any test taken on any type of computer with the benefits such as embedding interactive media, applying
frequently, reducing human-error associated with grading, and receiving rapid feedback [4]. CBT methods include
many benefits such as rapid access to test results and feedback, ability to rescoring or adjusting answers on exams when
needed, and availability of longitudinal data for long-term performance assessment with the potential of technologyrelated difficulties [5]. The advantage of using CBT is to take a CBT test motivates a test taker to take another CBT test
when compared to paper–pencil testing that includes serious testing effect problem [6].
Nikou and Economides investigated the effect of three modes of assessment based on paper-and-pencil, computer-web
and mobile devices on the learning motivation and achievement of students [7]. Ricketts and Wilks suggested that the
mode of presentation of assessments can significantly affect student performance, and an appropriate screen design, in
which questions are presented e.g. by displaying one question at a time without scrolling need, is perhaps the most
important factor in online assessment [8].
Singh and Tiwari designed and implemented a secure computer based online examination system with the support of
multi-language questions, displaying random question at a time, and solution to the security and cheating issues that
may be deployed on either internet or intranet [9].
To use in online testing it requires instructors to invest additional time and effort to design high-quality exam items
[10]. Instead of instructor-made paper test, this issue can be handled with computer based test delivery even if the initial
steps may take a long time. In exam preparation with a large question bank, an instructor can easily create a test by
selecting questions or a randomly selected test with an automated process [11]. When creating a test and for many other
processes, CBA meta-data can be used to facilitate item retrieval [12].
To create, manage, apply, and assess tests, quizzes and surveys we had created a complete and flexible database schema
[13] for question storage and retrieval with comprehensive question banks. The designed hierarchical structure was
based on (1) question, (2) user, and (3) test, and consisted of question banks, modules, topics, question groups,
questions and answers, as follows: (1) question bank includes a set of modules with its owner(s) in which each module
includes a set of topics. Each module topic includes a set of question groups while each question is included by a
question group with a set of answers. (2) test user group includes a set of test users with its manager. (3) test includes a
set of test formats with the total number of questions to be asked, scorings for right/wrong answered and unanswered
questions, maximum score, score threshold, and etc. Each test format includes a set of test question formats with the
number of questions to be asked for the test topic selected, question type, difficulty, the number of answers to be
provided, shuffling options for both questions and answers, option for including question groups, and etc.
Based on the database schema [13] created in MySQL on phpMyAdmin, we had developed an integrated Java based
CBA system [14] with the test base system including the test management and test delivery web applications
implemented by using Spring Framework technologies. After integrating it into the current information system and
deploying on a Tomcat 8 application server at Akdeniz University, any test with a set of questions from different topics
could be created to apply for a number of test user groups with different exam booklets prepared via the shuffling
algorithm developed. Information retrieval in such a schema becomes critical when more than one instructor work on
the same question bank while both academic staff and students can make change on the same database. Therefore, for
information retrieval, we implemented a data bus to our CBA system based on the test base system established onto the
database schema.
3. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the details about the technology used to implement the data bus are given.
3.1. Object-relational mapping
ORM (object-relational mapping) is an approach making data exchange (database actions) by laying a bridge between
relational database management system and OOP (object-oriented programming). This approach links the object
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models designed for managing the data in database with the corresponding tables. In performing database queries, the
methods of the OOP language used are mapped onto the queries by using the specifiers created based on the object
models. Moreover, ORM tools provide solutions to many problems such as automatic transaction management, caching,
clustering, concurrent batch processing, locking, pagination, and polymorphism. For ORM issues Spring Framework
can be used.
3.2. Spring Framework and Spring Boot
Spring Framework is a Java platform providing an infrastructure support to developing Java applications. When
developing an application, it comes with many mandatory dependencies (required JAR (Java ARchive) files and helper
libraries). Spring Boot combines all of these standard dependencies within a simple library that can be incorporated into
applications as a Maven dependency. Spring Framework configures properties based on a result JAR file with autoconfiguration to use the default values for each configuration, or the configuration can be overridden as desired.
3.3. Maven and dependency context
Maven is a software project management tool that can be used to develop any type of Java project. With its help, Spring
Framework easily manages all the dependencies in a simple POM (project object model) file used to configure Maven
when developing a web application or a console application.
When class A needs class B within itself, class A then depends on class B, and the class B therefore has to be directly
injected as a dependency into the class A. This is called as dependency injection and can be done via the annotation
“@Autowired” in Spring Framework. Moreover, the instances of all the dependencies (objects) injected into a class are
automatically created by the auto-wiring constructor while a new instance of the class, the object own, is created. When
this action is done by standard getter-setter methods, the dependencies are then injected after creating a new instance of
the class. Besides this, when an object obj1 requires another object obj2, the obj1 should get the obj2 from an external
source such as configuration file. This is called as inversion of control and can easily be managed by Maven.
3.4. MVC framework
MVC (model–view–controller) software architectural design pattern gives the opportunity of separating different
aspects easily that are related to the input/data logic, business logic and output/UI logic when implementing the UIs of
an application. This design creates a loose-link between three main interconnected parts with the help of developing
applications in this manner while describing the points where each type of logic is to be located within the application.
Input logic and output logic belong to controller and view, respectively, while model is the case for the implementation
of business logic in the application. This separation helps to manage the complexity in the development of applications
with the facility of focusing on one certain aspect of the implementation at a time for many developers.
Model includes the simple classes to represent the data required for information retrieval from database and data
manipulation on the tables in database. View is the collection of the classes representing the application elements in UI
that is created with the model data. View only displays information and does not include UI-related information.
Controller includes the components that handle user interaction (e.g. buttons and display-boxes), works with model,
and displays the processed state (response: e.g. a list of any objects) on UI. Controller takes the input/request (how
information is to be accepted) from the user, passes the related values to model e.g. for a query statement to be created,
and returns the output/response (how information is to be presented) to the user after querying the database by these
values. User may see the model as JSP (Java Server Page) or JSON (JavaScript (JS) object notation) that is provided
via controller used to establish communication between the classes connecting model and view.
In this design, (i) user triggers controller (writing on the current state) e.g. by clicking on a button, (ii) controller
manipulates and processes model, (iii) model updates view, and (iv) view is shown to the user (reading the final state).
Events such as change warnings are reflected to the user via controller. As a lightweight and testable design pattern,
MVC associates UI with basic data models successfully in the implementations of OOP, and benefits in reusing objectcode and reducing required time significantly when developing the applications with UIs. The abstraction of individual
elements from the rest of the framework makes it easy to test an individual page while focusing on a singular part of the
application without requiring a web server.
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3.5. Using Spring Framework with MVC
Using Spring Framework MVC applications can be developed as follows. A request is handled (via the annotation
“@Controller”), a new model is created, and the response (output data in the model) is returned to the user within a
view e.g. by using JSPs. When running a page, one single class can be used to both respond to the user input and
display output without instancing and initializing many that page dependent classes and child-controls. Moreover, MVC
framework supports making both parallel development and test-driven development.
3.6. Micro services architecture and RESTful web services
Micro services are monolithic and small applications developed all in one piece so that it is easy to understand to
develop an application as a set of modular components (collection of loosely-coupled services) with the minimum
responsibility per each component. In the loose-coupling design, while supporting the separation of concerns with
single-responsibility, reusability and flexibility, the degree of dependency between two mostly independent components
is very low. A dependency that a component needs is incorporated into it indirectly without providing all the
information of the dependency. Since the changes in the component comp1 do not affect the actions of the component
comp2, it becomes easier to manipulate, test, and maintain comp1 independently.
Micro services are different with the sharing and reusing aspects while they can be seen as an evolution of SOA
(service-oriented architecture) [15]. This architecture can provide significant benefits such as the possibility to design,
develop, test, and release services with great agility while supporting autonomy and isolation [16]. Moreover, the micro
services architecture is the case for the development of applications as suites of autonomous, conversational, and small
services in understanding, deploying and scaling easily later [17].
A micro service provides an API (application programming interface) mostly such as REST (REpresentational State
Transfer) API over HTTP. With developer independence, isolation, low complexity, and simple integration of micro
services, the most common example of a micro service is a RESTful (REST architecture based) web service. The
annotation-based MVC framework of Spring Framework simplifies the creation of RESTful web services [18]. Since
RESTful web service controller (via the annotation “@RestController”) corresponds to how response body is created, it
simply returns the object whose data is directly written into the HTTP response as JSON or XML (eXtensible Markup
Language). In RESTful applications, data retrieval, creation, update, and deletion can be done over HTTP requests.
Since RESTful web services are based on a resource-oriented architecture, it is important to design the related resource
model with all the classified resources for the interaction between client and server when implementing. Using REST
APIs applications can communicate with each other over network. To easily manage the dataflow with web-related
technology a generic data bus system may be implemented.
3.7. Data bus technology
The data bus standard is a technology used to share information in a data-centric manner in retrieving the needed
information from database, and ensures interoperability among the integrated software applications to manage the
dataflow in a secure manner.
4. IMPLEMENTED DATA BUS
To provide data to the test management and test delivery web applications we implemented a data bus to our CBA
system based on the test base system. The design of the developed CBA system is given in Figure 1.
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CBACore
(test base)

CBAManager
(test management)

CBA
(test delivery)

CBARest
(data bus)

database
(test or production)

Figure 1. The design of the developed CBA system with the implemented data bus
The root packages in the test base system (the application CBACore) are given in Table 1.
Table 1. The root packages in CBACore
Package
configuration
constant
entity
mapper
model
utility

Task
definitions for the beta and production releases
constant and enum definitions
object models regarding the tables in database
interfaces including database queries
intermediate and custom classes
helper classes for the data bus

When writing object models based on the database schema, we created base classes for each table in database and the
extended ones for making relations between them to keep a record individually or with its children. While the entity
module includes its own attributes with a topic list belonging to that, its base entity module-base does not include any
module topics. The entity test-format is the extension of its base entity test-format-base and includes a test-formatquestion list belonging to that. To design, implement and test the UIs of the test management and test delivery web
applications CBAManager and CBA easily all database queries were structured in an object-oriented manner without
using automatic SQL query and code generation or any database views.
For the design in Figure 1 including four Maven projects, we incorporated CBACore into other applications as a Maven
dependency as given in Table 2.
Table 2. Maven dependency injection
CBARest*
Artifact

Definition in “pom.xml”
<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
<groupId>edu.akdeniz</groupId>
<artifactId>cbarest</artifactId>
<name>cbarest</name>
<version>0.0.1</version>
CBACore dependency <dependency>
<groupId>edu.akdeniz</groupId>
<artifactId>CBACore</artifactId>
<version>0.0.55</version>
</dependency>
* (the implemented data bus – the application CBARest)

The following statements are also incorporated into the artifacts in the POM files of the applications CBAManager and
CBA:
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§
§

<version>beta</version>
<packaging>war</packaging>

The version beta is used when testing the applications, and at the end of a successful build a WAR (Web Application
Resource or Web application ARchive) file is created to run the application on an application server.
To easily change the versions of Java, Spring Framework and Spring Security we incorporated the essential version
descriptions into the POM files of the applications as given in Table 3.
Table 3. The version descriptions for the applications
Definition in “pom.xml”
CBACore, CBAManager and CBA
<properties>
<java-version>1.8</java-version>
<org.springframework-version>4.3.2.RELEASE</org.springframework-version>
<spring.security.version>4.1.3.RELEASE</spring.security.version>
</properties>
CBARest
<properties>
<java-version>1.8</java-version>
</properties>
<parent>
<groupId>org.springframework.boot</groupId>
<artifactId>spring-boot-starter-parent</artifactId>
<version>1.4.3.RELEASE</version>
</parent>

The applications CBAManager and CBA include project-specific configuration files and controllers, and make only
their own data manipulation (insert, update, and delete) actions individually by following the execution of the needed
information services of the data bus. The data bus includes the base settings, controllers (with the core business logic to
return the raw data in database), and views (for the packaged information to be used) merging the procedures of the
related controllers. Some views of the data bus are given in Table 4 with the controllers.
Table 4. Some views in CBARest
View
module
question-group
question

question-definition
test-format
test-question-format

exam-booklet

exam-booklet-question

test-log

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Controllers
module-controller
module-topic-controller
question-group-controller
question-controller
question-answer-controller
question-definition-view
question-definition-controller
course-exam-test-format-controller
test-format-controller
test-question-format-controller
test-topic-controller
module-view
exam-booklet-controller
exam-booklet-question-view
test-format-view
test-question-format-view
exam-booklet-question-controller
exam-booklet-question-answer-controller
question-group-view
question-view
test-log-controller
test-log-answer-controller
exam-booklet-view

Any test question format is retrieved over its own controller and the test topic belonging to that is set over its own while
the module description and module topic description of the test topic are set over module-view. Any exam booklet with
a set of questions is retrieved over exam-booklet-view while the exam booklet is returned over its own controller and the
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exam-booklet-question list belonging to that with a set of answers per each question is returned over exam-bookletquestion-view. Test-log-view is used to prepare different exam booklets (test log lists) for test users by using an
intelligent shuffling algorithm that we developed before [14]. A service implemented for an entity or a model is only
responsible in retrieving that entity/model related information.
To redirect the data bus to test or production database three classes were created with the beta and production releases
extending the default one given in Table 5.
Table 5. The release configuration in CBACore
ReleaseConfigurationCBA.java
public class ReleaseConfigurationCBA {
// attributes…
// CBA_REST_URL
// MYSQL_USERNAME
// MYSQL_PASSWORD
// MYSQL_DBNAME
// …attributes
public static ReleaseConfigurationCBA getReleaseConfiguration() {
String rc = System.getProperty(“RELEASE”);
if (rc == null) {
return getDefaultReleaseConfiguration();
}
if (rc.equalsIgnoreCase(“beta”)) {
return BetaReleaseConfiguration.getBetaReleaseConfiguration();
} else if (rc.equalsIgnoreCase(“prod”)) {
return ProdReleaseConfiguration.getProdReleaseConfiguration();
}
return getDefaultReleaseConfiguration();
}
private static ReleaseConfigurationCBA getDefaultReleaseConfiguration() {
return new ReleaseConfigurationCBA();
}
}

The head definitions in CBARest are given in Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8.
Table 6. The entrance of CBARest
Application.java
@SpringBootApplication
public class Application {
public static ReleaseConfigurationCBA configuration;
static {
configuration = ReleaseConfigurationCBA.getReleaseConfiguration();
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
SpringApplication.run(Application.class, args);
}
}

Based on the “Application.configuration” given in Table 6, the test or production database is set to work on it while for
the beta-release-configuration the “CBA_REST_URL” given in Table 5 is only changed.
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Table 7. The container configuration of CBARest
ContainerConfig.java
@Component
public class ContainerConfig implements EmbeddedServletContainerCustomizer {
@Override
public void customize(ConfigurableEmbeddedServletContainer container) {
container.setPort(7100);
}
}

The port is set with “7100” as seen in Table 7 and the data bus is used over that port after deploying CBARest on the
relevant machine.
Table 8. The database configuration of CBARest
DatabaseConfigMySQL.java
@Configuration
public class DatabaseConfigMySQL {
@Bean
public DataSource sqlDataSource() {
BasicDataSource dataSource = new BasicDataSource();
dataSource.setDriverClassName(*);
dataSource.setUsername(*);
dataSource.setPassword(*);
dataSource.setUrl(*);
dataSource.setDefaultAutoCommit(*);
return dataSource;
}
@Bean(name = “sqlSessionFactoryMySQL”)
public SqlSessionFactory sqlSessionFactory() {
final SqlSessionFactoryBean sessionFactory = new SqlSessionFactoryBean();
sessionFactory.setDataSource(sqlDataSource());
try {
return sessionFactory.getObject();
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return null;
}
@Bean
public DataSourceTransactionManager transactionManager() {
return new DataSourceTransactionManager(sqlDataSource());
}
@Bean
public MapperScannerConfigurer sqlMapperConfigurer() {
MapperScannerConfigurer msc = new MapperScannerConfigurer();
msc.setBasePackage(“edu.akdeniz.cbacore.mapper”);
msc.setSqlSessionFactoryBeanName(“sqlSessionFactoryMySQL”);
return msc;
}
}

The fields stated with stars (*) in Table 8 are set via the corresponding attributes of the “Application.configuration”
given in Table 6. For the database queries, the mapper package of CBACore is set as seen in Table 8.
In this scope, the mapper for the entity module-topic is given in Table 9.
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Table 9. The mapper for the entity module-topic
ModuleTopicMapper.java
public interface ModuleTopicMapper {
/* Record */
@Select(“SELECT * FROM ModuleTopic WHERE ModuleTopicID = #{moduleTopicId}”)
public ModuleTopicBase getModuleTopicBase(@Param(“moduleTopicId”) int moduleTopicId);
/* List of Records */
@Select(“SELECT * FROM ModuleTopic WHERE ModuleId = #{moduleId}”)
public List<ModuleTopicBase> getModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(@Param(“moduleId”) int moduleId);
@Select(“SELECT * FROM ModuleTopic WHERE ModuleId = #{moduleId} AND ModuleTopicEnabled = 1”)
public List<ModuleTopicBase> getActiveModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(@Param(“moduleId”) int moduleId);
}

The controller for the module-topic-mapper is given in Table 10.
Table 10. The controller for the module-topic-mapper
ModuleTopicController.java
@RestController
public class ModuleTopicController implements ModuleTopicMapper {
@Autowired
private ModuleTopicMapper;
@Override
public ModuleTopicBase getModuleTopicBase(int moduleTopicId) {
return moduleTopicMapper.getModuleTopicBase(moduleTopicId);
}
@Override
public List<ModuleTopicBase> getModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(int moduleId) {
return moduleTopicMapper.getModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(moduleId);
}
@Override
public List<ModuleTopicBase> getActiveModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(int moduleId) {
return moduleTopicMapper.getActiveModuleTopicBaseListByModuleId(moduleId);
}
}

Using the annotation “@Autowired” as seen in Table 10, the dependency module-topic-mapper is directly injected into
the module-topic-controller.
5. RESULTS
To implement the data bus we used Java on Spring Tool Suite (STS) development environment on Ubuntu and
developed a RESTful web services software program with a large number of APIs. Each API in this program
corresponds to a resource in the resource model, and returns the response as JSON based on the request submitted with
the URI (uniform resource identifier) and the input data required by the API. Moreover, any resource here is a Java
method in its enclosing controller class that is associated with the corresponding HTTP procedure via the annotation
“@RequestMapping” including the value (service URL) and the method (the annotation “RequestMethod”, e.g.
GET/POST). The output data may be provided as JSON over the data bus by using the given URLs via any web
browser, or as JSP with the JSON data via the UIs of the applications CBAManager and CBA making requests over
these URLs by adding the annotations “@ResponseBody” for the relevant Java method and “@RequestParam” (not
essential) for its each parameter.
Project life-cycle tools are given in Table 11.
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Table 11. The tools used for the implementation
Issue
Tool
Software project management tool Apache Maven
Revision control system
Apache Subversion (SVN)*
Continuous deployment center
Jenkins^
Developer reference sources
JavaDoc
Test application server
Tomcat
* (“http://software.akdeniz.edu.tr/svn/CBACore”)
^ (“http://software.akdeniz.edu.tr:8080”)

To use the CBACore dependencies on the developer/tester local machines not including the application own, test
machine or production machine we established an artifactory at “http://software.akdeniz.edu.tr:9081”. For the final
version of CBACore, the following artifacts exist at the repository browser “/artifactory/simple/ext-releaselocal/edu/akdeniz/CBACore/0.0.55/” of the artifactory:
§
§
§

CBACore-0.0.55-javadoc.jar // documentation
CBACore-0.0.55.jar
// application
CBACore-0.0.55.pom
// POM file

We configured the integration server Jenkins so that the successful build of CBACore automatically triggers the builds
of other applications after deploying the artifacts of the final version of CBACore on the artifactory.
To handle the “Application.configuration” given in Table 6 we defined an environment variable in Jenkins with the
following statements:
§
§

java -D=beta
java -D=prod

// http://software.akdeniz.edu.tr
// https://bys.akdeniz.edu.tr

With the help of this definition, the APIs of the data bus are provided from the test machine or production machine.
However, when working on a local machine during development and/or test, the relevant machine
(“http://localhost:7100”) or another machine (for the default-release-configuration by changing only the
“CBA_REST_URL” given in Table 5 easily) provides the APIs. Besides this, to use the APIs in a secure manner we set
the properties “security.user.name” and “security.user.password” in the file “application.properties” of CBARest.
The applications are tested as follows: (i) the final version of the application in SVN is compiled on Jenkins. (ii) when
the compilation succeeds, the Java documentation is generated and published, and the application is automatically
deployed on the application server. (iii) until no known bug exists in the beta release, the application is tested, the
caught bugs are fixed with refactoring, and the new releases are published. (iv) when the application becomes stable, its
production release is published by changing only the names of the database connections in the project-specific
configuration files of the applications CBAManager and CBA.
To test the data bus when working on a local machine the “deploy.sh” scripts were created for each application for the
aforementioned compilation and installation issues and the steps of the algorithm in Table 12 were targeted.
Table 12. The algorithm of testing the data bus
§
§
§
§

§

Algorithm: data-bus-test
CBACore is compiled and installed into the “~/.m2/” repository folder* on Ubuntu for other applications;
o
mvn clean package install
CBARest is compiled and run as a Spring Boot application in the console of the STS-bundle, or on Terminal as follows;
o
mvn clean package
o
java -jar target/cbarest-0.0.1.jar
The data bus is tested
CBAManager and CBA are compiled and run on the application server in the STS-bundle, or on the one that is installed on Ubuntu via Terminal
as follows;
o
mvn clean install -Dmaven.test.skip=true
o
cp target/cbamanager-beta.war $TOMCAT_HOME/webapps
The data bus is used via CBAManager and CBA
* (this folder includes the file “settings.xml” that is a reference for the user-specific configuration for Maven)

To use the data bus via the applications CBAManager and CBA the design given in Figure 2 was used.
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MainController

RestManagerCBA

AUCBACoreRestController

CBARest
(data bus)

JsonServiceConnectorCBA

Figure 2. The design of using the data bus via the applications CBAManager and CBA
The design in Figure 2 works as follows. The main-controller is created based on the singleton design pattern and
serves as a base controller of the application. The rest-manager of the main-controller sets the configuration in the
core-rest-controller with a static method as given in Table 6 when initializing it. When a request is handled, the corerest-controller returns the response to the rest-manager based on this configuration over the JSON-service-connector
talking to the data bus, and the response is used via the main-controller to view or utilize in the UIs of the application.
In this dataflow, the core-rest-controller passes the “CBA_REST_URL” given in Table 5 (root), the enum defined and
the parameters (“MultiValueMap<String, String>”) to the JSON-service-connector, and this connector returns the body
of the response based on the object model “class of the enum” with the following: (i) the relevant URI obtained by the
URL (root + “URL of the enum”) and the parameters, (ii) HTTP method, (iii) HTTP request, and (iv) the
parameterized-type-reference of the class.
Because of the “java.util.LinkedHashMap” cannot be cast to any object model, a few custom classes (response wrapper
actual types) were created. The defined custom list for the base entity module-base is given in Table 13.
Table 13. Custom module-base list definition
CustomModuleBaseList.java
public class CustomModuleBaseList extends ArrayList<ModuleBase> {
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
public CustomModuleBaseList() {
}
private final static ParameterizedTypeReference<CustomModuleBaseList> parameterizedTypeReference;
static {
parameterizedTypeReference = new ParameterizedTypeReference<CustomModuleBaseList>() {
};
}
public static ParameterizedTypeReference<CustomModuleBaseList> getParameterizedTypeReference() {
return parameterizedTypeReference;
}
}

To provide data to the applications over the data bus based on a certain object model as seen in Table 13 two classes
were created with constant and enum definitions.
The constant definition is given in Table 14.
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Table 14. Constant definition in CBACore
AUCBACoreConstant.java
public class AUCBACoreConstant {
private static Map<Class<?>, ParameterizedTypeReference> typeReferences;
static {
typeReferences = new HashMap<Class<?>, ParameterizedTypeReference>();
setEntityTypeReferences();
setCustomTypeReferences();
}
private final static void setEntityTypeReferences() {
typeReferences.put(*.class, new ParameterizedTypeReference<*>() {
});
// …
}
private final static void setCustomTypeReferences() {
putParameterizedTypeReference(*.class, *.getParameterizedTypeReference());
// …
}
private static void putParameterizedTypeReference(Class<?> clazz, ParameterizedTypeReference<?> parameterizedTypeReference) {
typeReferences.put(clazz, parameterizedTypeReference);
}
/* */
public static ParameterizedTypeReference getParameterizedTypeReference(Class<?> clazz) {
return typeReferences.get(clazz);
}
/* */
public final static String *_SERVICE_URL = "/*";
// other constant definitions…
}
* (object models and constants for the service URLs)

The enum definition is given in Table 15.
Table 15. Enum definition in CBACore
AUCBACoreEnum.java
public class AUCBACoreEnum {
public enum URLCBACore {
// …,
*_URL(AUCBACoreConstant.*_SERVICE_URL, *.class);
private final String url;
private final Class<?> clazz;
private URLCBACore(String url, Class<?> clazz) {
this.url = url;
this.clazz = clazz;
}
public String getUrl() {
return url;
}
public Class<?> getClazz() {
return clazz;
}
}
/* */
// other enum definitions…
}
* (enums for the service URLs with the corresponding object models)
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With the help of the definition URLCBA-core, the data bus returns the response based on the object model specified in
advance as seen in Table 15 by using the service URL of the related URL enum.
To demonstrate the success of the data bus for CBA we used (i) the test management web application CBAManager in
managing question banks and tests as test managers, and (ii) the test delivery web application CBA in taking the tests as
test takers, as follows. In each semester of Akdeniz University, any instructor may give a few courses in which each
course is enrolled by a number of students with a set of exams. In our case-study, (i) the course exam to be applied on
computer is associated with a test format within the entity course-exam-test-format, and exam date, duration and a
unique password are specified for applying the test, (ii) the course students are assigned to at least one test user group
belonging to the test as test users, and (iii) these students take the test on computer. University/semester, instructor,
course, student and exam information are provided over another RESTful web services software program regarding the
current information system at Akdeniz University that we developed before [19]. As a result, data is collected for the test
over the data bus in this manner. In this scope, we conducted the following issues:
§

§

using CBAManager;
o creating a question bank
o preparing an exam booklet with a set of questions including initial positions
o preparing test log lists based on the exam booklet prepared with shuffled positions
using CBA;
o applying a test for the exam booklet by using the test log lists prepared

To prepare an exam booklet the algorithm in Table 16 was used.
Table 16. The algorithm of preparing an exam booklet
Algorithm: exam-booklet-preparation(course-exam-test-format-id)
1. EB = create an exam-booklet
2. get course-exam-test-format by course-exam-test-format-id
3. set the properties of the EB via course-exam-test-format
4. get test-format by course-exam-test-format
5. get test-question-format-list by test-format
6. list = []
7. for test-question-format in test-question-format-list do
8.
list += { the procedure in Table 17 via test-question-format }
9. end for
10. EB.exam-booklet-question-list = list
11. return EB

To populate the exam-booklet-question list (step 10 in Table 16) the algorithm in Table 17 was used.
Table 17. The algorithm of populating an exam-booklet-question list
Algorithm: exam-booklet-question-list-population(test-question-format)
1. get question-group-id-list by test-question-format
2. get question-list by question-group-id-list and test-question-format
3. list = []
4. for question in question-list do
5.
EBQ = create an exam-booklet-question
6.
EBQ.question = question
7.
c-list = { the procedure in Table 18 via question }
8.
EBQ.exam-booklet-question-answer-list = c-list
9.
list += EBQ
10. end for
11. return list

To populate the exam-booklet-question-answer list (step 8 in Table 17) the algorithm in Table 18 was used.
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Table 18. The algorithm of populating an exam-booklet-question-answer list
Algorithm: exam-booklet-question-answer-list-population(question)
1. get question-answer-list by question
2. list = []
3. for question-answer in question-answer-list do
4.
EBQA = create an exam-booklet-question-answer
5.
EBQA.question-answer = question-answer
6.
list += EBQA
7. end for
8. return list

Using the algorithm in Table 16, exam booklets are (i) firstly prepared by test managers and saved in database, and (ii)
then retrieved from database to prepare test log lists in applying tests to test takers. For each test user in a test to be
applied, a test log list with a set of answers per each test log is created based on the exam booklet prepared. The entities
exam-booklet-question and test-log include the base entity question-base without any answers. The entities exambooklet-question-answer and test-log-answer include the base entity question-answer-base without the information
about the correct answers. Over the data bus, any test log is manipulated on the manager side while being displayed on
the delivery side, and any test log answer is created on the manager side while being updated on the delivery side.
The applications CBAManager and CBA could work separately in integrity over the data bus since one single
configuration was defined regarding the design in Figure 2 that behaves independently for both of the applications. The
data bus is not known directly by any other application to which data is provided. Therefore, it becomes possible to use
any programming language and/or web technology for the design and implementation of front-end issues with specific
back-end issues.
The approach of implementing such a generic data bus system is fairly appropriate in long-term and huge software
projects that are to be able to include many applications with/without large teams. For the developers especially wishing
to completely control how an application will behave, MVC is a good development approach even if more
implementation needs to be done.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Responding to all the information retrieval requests from the UIs of the applications via one single front controller (e.g.
main-controller), the following benefits become the case: (i) preventing any application accesses to the database server
directly, (ii) maintaining data integrity with a consistent flow (redirections) in the system, and (iii) avoiding potential
dependency problems with flexibility and scalability.
When any overall change is needed throughout a software system, it becomes complicated to work both within object
models and on database queries. Therefore, it is a good approach to implement a system for information services
separately for the applications with UIs that do not include the related procedures. While testing the test management
and test delivery web applications, we observed that information retrieval over the data bus is fairly flexible in CBA.
Using the implemented data bus, we plan to extend our CBA system to assessment and feedback with a test report
system for data analysis issues while collecting data by applying tests.
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Abstract. In this study, an execution environment is designed and implemented
in which users can purchase and sell products using different types of auction
methods manually or automatically according to the parameters and strategies to
be entered beforehand. The environment has an entirely agent-based design
where the main components of the environment are represented by agents. There
are four types of agents: server, gui, bidder, and auctioneer. Different types of
agents communicate among each other and constitute the main architecture of the
system. The system supports English and Dutch Auctions and offers different
strategies to the buyer and seller side for each auction type. In the experiments,
it was observed that the system meets the requests of the users within two types
of auctions with the options offered by the system, and it can participate in auctions with the strategies and parameters chosen by buyers and sellers according
to their budgets, their desire to buy or sell the product. The presented strategies
have been compared and it has been observed that different strategies come to
the fore in different situations and have a large impact on the outcome of the
auction.
Keywords: Agent Based Programming, Jade, Multi Agent Systems, English
Auction, Dutch Auction.

1

Introduction

Today, people have started to meet their shopping needs over the internet besides many
other needs. Thanks to e-commerce sites or applications, people can do the job of both
buying and selling products with little effort. Products can be sold at a fixed price or
can be sold online via various auction methods. More than 2500 online auction houses
serve the users on the internet. The best known of these are auction houses such as
eBay, Amazon, Yahoo! Auction, Ubid and these auction houses support auction types
such as English, Dutch, first-price sealed-bid auction, second-price sealed-bid auction
[1].
While buying and selling through auction methods, sellers aim to sell the product at
the maximum price they can sell and buyers aim to buy the product with the minimum
amount they can buy. In addition, it is critical for both sides to sell the product in the
optimum time possible. While the sale of any product, many buyers compete with each
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other and the seller checks the auction by examining the offers of each buyer while
selling. In line with their budgets, price increases with the right strategy ensures that
they are the winners of the auction. In addition, in the auction methods where the price
change is made by the seller right strategy enables the product to sell at the price seller
wants. For this reason, both buyers and sellers must follow the auction properly during
the auction.
The aim of this work is to design and implement an agent based environment where
agents can perform both product purchase and sale operations on behalf of their owners.
In addition, while a product is being bought or sold, making transactions such as making
an offer, increasing the price, comparing the offers with the previous offers and deciding the highest offer, informing the buyers about the current price of the product, declaring the winner and selling the product are completely automated by the software
and minimum effort of the users. It is aimed to realize the buying and selling operations
with maximum efficiency. Various strategy options are offered to both buyers and
sellers according to their budget and their desire to buy the product. Buyers and sellers
can automatically buy and sell products according to these options. In the implementation phase agent based programming is used and main components of the system are
represented as agents.

2

Related Work

Auction is a method of sale where movable or immovable property is sold to the person
offering the highest amount. Auctions have been used in many different areas until today. During the seventeenth century and shortly after the French revolution, artistic
products were sold using auctions in tavernas and cafes, and catalogs were printed to
announce products at daily auctions [2].
There are many different auction methods such as English, Dutch, first-price sealedbid auction, second-price sealed-bid. English auction is the most used auction type, the
price of the product is increased until a single buyer remains, and the buyer who made
the last bid and made the highest bid has purchased the product [3]. In the Dutch auction, the seller starts the auction with a high price that the buyers cannot afford and
regularly informs the buyers by decreasing the price. At each price decrease, buyers
can accept or reject that price by examining the price information, when any buyer
accepts the current price, that buyer wins the auction [4]. The strategy that the buyer
and seller will make during the auction affects the sales price and sales time of the
product critically.
KASBAH strategies are price reduction and increase strategies are presented in order
to effectively ensure the agreements between buyers and sellers. KASBAH strategies
consist of three separate strategies for the buyer and the seller, and according to these
strategies, price decreases for the seller and price increases for the buyer. Strategies are
shaped according to the parameters entered by the user. These parameters are parameters such as end date, desired sales price, lowest price to be accepted and pricing strategy. Using these values and mathematical formulas that use these values, a price curve
is formed according to time, which always corresponds to a selling or buying price.
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Thus, the amounts to be offered are determined according to the current time. The shape
of the curve is determined by the pricing strategy that the user chooses. KASBAH consists of three different strategies shown in Figure 1 [5]:

Fig. 1. KASBAH Strategies [6].

· Anxious Buyer / Seller: In this method, the seller side reduces the price linearly,
while the buyer side increases the price linearly. This method refers to the user who
is willing to buy or sell in the pricing changes earlier. This method is recommended
to the user who wants to buy or sell the fastest way.
· Cool-Headed Buyer / Seller: In this method, prices are the second degree function
of time and the increase and decrease operations are done quadratic. Since it is a
method between the willing and calm, it is balanced.
· Greedy / Frugal Buyer / Seller: In this method, compared to other methods, there is
a minimum change in prices at the earliest times and maximum changes towards the
end date. It is recommended for the seller who wants to sell at the highest price he
can sell, or for the buyer who wants to receive the lowest price [5].
As price changes are the most critical parameter in English and Dutch auctions,
KASBAH strategies are very suitable for both buyers and sellers. With these strategies,
buyers and sellers can automatically create bids at any time and these strategies enable
them to conclude their purchase and sale as they wish.
Similar to this study, an application using KASBAH strategies was implemented
using JADE and JAVA. KASBAH strategies have been applied to the seller side of the
English auction, unlike this study, and the English type auction is implemented by the
seller's price changes differently from this work [7].

3

System Description

In this work, an environment has been developed in which users can act both as buyers and sellers, put products they want on sale and bid on products they want to buy.
JAVA programming language and JADE[9] framework are used in the implementation stage. English and Dutch auction methods are supported by the environment.
Many options and strategies are provided for users to purchase and sell easily and au-
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tomatically. KASBAH buyer and seller strategies are used while performing automatic price updates. When looking at the general system, users can create two types
of auctions, English and Dutch types, and for each auction type, there are different
strategies and options that allow users to buy and sell products as they wish, on both
the buyer and seller side. Users can also bid manually while making their purchase
and sales transactions.
In English Auction the buyer side can program his bids in two ways while participating in an English Auction. The user who wants to bid periodically enters the frequency, maximum bid, starting bid and price increasing strategy as input. According to
the parameters entered, price increases automatically with time. The user who wants to
make a single offer at a certain time before the end, enters the time and price information. The seller side enters the auction end date, minimum accepted price and the
lowest price to be sold. If the product reaches the lowest accepted price that can be sold
until the auction end date but the product which cannot reach this amount until the
auction end date is sold to the amount that the seller reaches on the end date.
In Dutch Auction the seller side enters the start price of the product, minimum price
he can drop, auction end date and the price reduction strategy. The buyer side enters
the price check frequency and maximum bid parameters when programming his bids.
So that seller side purchase the product when it falls to the desired price.
When the system first runs which consists of the database and the server agent. This
structure refers to the state of the system before any user logs in. When users log into
the system, new agents for each user are connected to the system. After users open the
application and login via the interface, the gui and bidder agent belonging to each user
are constructed and connected to the system. For example, the agent model of the system, in which four users log in and no auction is created, is showed in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Agent Model After Users Login.

Users who participate in the system can create a new auction using the auction method
they choose for the products they want to sell, an auction agent is connected to the
system for each new auction created and it performs all the operations related to the
auction. Users who want to participate the auction can do it through their representitive
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bidder agent through manual or automatic bids. Once the agents are created and a number of users participate in the auctions, the architecture will be populated by the agents
depicted in Figure 3. In the figure, as an example two auctions have been created by the
users and two users have participated in each auction.

Fig. 3. Agent Model After The Auctions Are Created.

3.1

Server Agent

Server agent is one of the two agents that have direct access to the database along with
the auction agent. The server agent is single in the system and it is created at the during
the initialization of the system. As long as the system is running, the server continues
to actively perform its duties. The tasks of the server agent can be listed as follows.
· When a new user is created, it takes the information of the user to be created in the
gui and saves it to the database.
· When a user want to login, it takes the user information from the gui agent and
checks the accuracy of information from the database after which it allows for user
login.
· When a new auction is to be added to the system, it adds the new auction to the
database using the information it receives from the gui agent.
· When an auction is to be deleted, it deletes the auction from the database.
· It transmits the information of auctions that are currently active to the gui agent by
retrieving them from the database so that users can view the active auctions through
the gui.
3.2

Gui Agent

A gui is created for each user, and continues execution as long as the user actively uses
the application. It is used to implement the actions that the user performs on the gui and
to communicate with other agents. The tasks of the gui agent can be listed as follows.
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· The gui agent takes the actions of the user from the gui form and transmits the messages required for these operations to other agents.
· When users want to login or create a new account, it sends the user information to
the server agent.
· When the users want to add or delete the auction, it sends the auction information to
the server agent and enables the auction to be added or deleted.
· When the users want to see the auctions that are already active, the gui agent sends
a request to the server agent to receive the active auction list.
· When the users want to participate in one of the active auctions, it sends a request to
auction agent with that id, allowing the user to participate to that auction.
· When the users want to send an manual bid to one of the auctions that user participates in, it receives the bid information from the gui form and sends it to the auction
agent with that id.
· When the users want to program their bids for one of the auctions that user participated in, it sends the configuration information from the gui form to the bidder agent.
3.3

Bidder Agent

The bidder agent created for each user after the user logs into the application and performs operations such as joining the auction, bidding the auction automatically, checking the auction price, and increasing the bid price according to the specified strategies.
The bidder agent acts according to the auction method and user's preferences. Every
bidder agent has a behavior table which keeps the behaviors that correspond to every
auction so that a single bidder agent can serve accordingly for each auction that is participated by the user. Tasks of the bidder agent can be listed as follows.
· When the user makes automatic bidding configuration from the gui form, it takes the
configuration information and adds the behavior information to the behavior table.
· When the Dutch type is programmed to automatically bid at the auction, it checks
the auction price according to the frequency value entered by the user and purchases
the product by paying the price if the current price less than maximum price that user
can pay.
· In the English Auction, when the user periodically configures the bid by entering
the bid start date, frequency, maximum bid, start bid, and price increase strategy
("anxious", "cool-headed", "frugal") periodically increasing the bid makes an offer
to auction.
· When the user wants to program their bids with a single bid prior to the English
Auction end date it bid the given time automatically.
3.4

Auctioneer Agent

Auctioneer agent is created when a user adds an auction to the system and remains alive
until the end of the auction. There is one auctioneer agent for each auction created.
Since two types of auctions can be created, English and Dutch types, the duties and
behaviors of the auction agent vary according to the auction type. Behaviors that are
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appropriate for the auction type are connected to the auctioneer agent so that it acts
according to the type of auction it represents. The auctioneer agent does the works such
as adding the participants to the auction, informing the participants about the status of
the auction, accepting the bids, ending the auction by declaring the winner of the auction. The tasks of the auction agent can be listed as follows.
· It enables the user to participate to the auction by taking the request of the user coming from the gui agent.
· Responds to requesting information about the auction from the bidder by sending
up-to-date information about the auction.
· If the auction type is a English Auction, it accepts and processes the bids that come
from the bidder and gui agents.
· If the auction type is a Dutch Auction, it makes price changes according to certain
periods and the strategy choosed by the user.

4

Experiments and Evaluation

In order to examine how the auctions end according to different strategies, auction types
and user preferences, we have conducted a number of experiments and we compare and
evaluate the results. We describe the experiments in two groups according to their type,
namely English and Dutch auction. In addition, we have also performed some experiments to assess the performance of the system. “Test runs were executed on a single
computer, however the system is designed such that it is capable to run on different
computers of each buyer gui and the server.
4.1

Dutch Auction Experiments

Effects of the Price Reduction Strategy. In the first 3 experiments, all under the same
conditions, it was aimed to observe the effects of the sellers price reduction strategy on
the auction. For this reason, an auction consisting of three buyers and a seller, where
the seller put the product on sale as a Dutch Auction, was created. At the Dutch Auction,
the seller side updates the price of the product every 2 minutes, and chooses one of the
"anxious, cool-headed, greedy" strategies.
Table 1. Parameters of Seller in Experiment 1-2-3.

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3

Auction Time
20 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes

Starting Price
150 units
150 units
150 units

Min Price
20 units
20 units
20 units

Strategy
Anxious
Cool-Headed
Greddy

Table 2. Parameters of Buyers in Experiment 1-2-3.

Parameter
Check Frequency
Maximum Bid

Buyer-1
3 minutes
15 units

Buyer-2
3 minutes
25 units
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When we look at the auction participants, the maximum bid they can make is different,
but the control frequencies are the same. It is clear that the buyer with the maximum
bid can win the auction, but it depends on the seller's strategies how long is takes the
auction to conclude and at what price. In the first three experiments, price reductions
made by the sellers depending on the time occurred as shown in the Figure 4. The auction in experiment-1 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 46 units and took 16 minutes.
The auction in experiment-2 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 44 units and took 18
minutes. The auction in experiment-3 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 20 units and
took 20 minutes. In the first three experiments, by keeping all other parameters constant
in the Dutch auction, only the seller's price reduction strategy has been changed and the
effect of price reduction strategies on the sales price and duration of the product has
been observed. The maximum prices that can be given by the buyers are kept close to
the minimum price that the seller can sell, and when the anxious strategy is used as a
strategy, it is observed that the product is sold as soon as possible due to the linear
decrease depending on the time. In addition, the anxious strategy has always kept the
same amount changes, and the other two strategies have lower amounts changes in early
time and higher amounts changes in the late time. The Anxious strategy allowed the
buyer to sell his product at a faster rate and higher price than the other two strategies.
The fact that the maximum prices that the buyers can give is close to the minimum price
accepted by the seller was effective in this. For this reason, in the next three experiments, the maximum prices that can be given by the buyers will be kept closer to the
price that the seller has started the auction with and the results produced by these parameters will be examined.

Fig. 4. Price Changes According to Time in Experiment 1-2-3.

In the fourth, fifth and sixth experiment, the maximum prices that the buyers can pay
were kept close to the seller's starting price. Buyer and seller parameters in the fourth,
fifth and sixth experiment are shown in Table 3-4.
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Table 3. Parameters of Seller in Experiment 4-5-6.

Experiment 4
Experiment 5
Experiment 6

Auction Time
20 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes

Starting Price
150 units
150 units
150 units

Min Price
20 units
20 units
20 units

Strategy
Anxious
Cool-Headed
Greddy

Table 4. Parameters of Buyers in Experiment 4-5-6.

Parameter
Buyer-1
Buyer-2
Buyer-3
Check Frequency 3 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
Maximum Bid
50 units
75 units
105 units
The auction in experiment-4 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 98 units and took 8
minutes. The auction in experiment-2 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 103 units
and took 12 minutes. The auction in experiment-3 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of
105 units and took 14 minutes. In the fourth, fifth and sixth experiments, price reductions made by the sellers depending on the time occurred as shown in the Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Price Changes According to Time in Experiment 4-5-6.

As the price reduction strategy became linear in the first three experiments, it was concluded that the product sales were faster and this result was supported by the fourth,
fifth and sixth experiments. In addition, if the maximum price parameter that buyers
can give is close to the auction start price, the anxious strategy enables the seller to sell
the product for a higher price since it reduces the price linearly. However, if the maximum price parameter that the buyers can give is close to the minimum price value of
the seller, the greedy strategy causes the seller to sell a higher amount of the product,
since the greedy strategy causes lower amounts of price decrease in the early time’s of
auction and the higher the end of the auction. Cool-headed strategy is a balance strategy
that has some features in the two strategies. The seller can sell his product faster with
anxious strategy regardless of the parameters of each buyer.
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Effects of the Price Update Frequency. In the system, the default value of the price
change frequency of the Dutch auction is 2 minutes. In this section, the effects of this
value change on the auction are examined. Experiments were made by keeping the other
parameters constant and changing the frequency and the results were formed as follows.
Table 5. Parameters of Seller in Experiment 7.

Auction Time
20 minutes

Starting Price
150 units

Min Price
20 units

Strategy
Anxious

Frequency
1-2-3-4-5-6

Table 6. Parameters of Buyers in Experiment 7.

Parameter
Check Frequency
Maximum Bid

Buyer-1
3 minutes
50 units

Buyer-2
3 minutes
75 units

Buyer-3
3 minutes
105 units

Fig. 6. Price Changes According to Time in Experiment 7.

Price update frequency does not affect the winner at Dutch auction, but it affects the
sales price of the product. If the price update frequency is low, the more the seller is
more likely to sell the product at a higher price
Table 7. Experiment 7 Results

Price Update Frequency
Sale Price

1
105

2
98

3
92

4
98

5
85

6
72

Effects of the Number of Buyers. The number of buyers does not affect the result of
the Dutch auction. The buyer with the highest maximum bid value wins the Dutch type
auction, but other parameters affect the auction time and the sale price. The increase in
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the number of buyers affects the system performance and the experiments for this will
be explained in the next sections.
Effects of the Auction End Time. In this experiment, the other parameters were kept
constant and the auction end time was changed and its effect on the auction was examined. Three experiments were carried out and buyer and seller parameters are as in Table 8-9.
Table 8. Parameters of Seller in Experiment 8-9-10.

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3

Auction Time
20 minutes
36 minutes
80 minutes

Starting Price
150 units
150 units
150 units

Min Price
20 units
20 units
20 units

Strategy
Anxious
Anxious
Anxious

Table 9. Parameters of Buyers in Experiment 8-9-10.

Parameter
Buyer-1
Buyer-2
Buyer-3
Check Frequency 3 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
Maximum Bid
50 units
75 units
105 units
The auction in experiment-8 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 98 units and took 8
minutes. The auction in experiment-9 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of 100 units
and took 10 minutes. The auction in experiment-8 was sold to the buyer-3 at a price of
105 units and took 28 minutes. In the eighth, ninth and tenth experiments, price reductions made by the sellers according to shown in the Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Price Changes According to Time in Experiment 8-9-10.

Since the increase of the auction period spreads the seller's price decreases over a longer
period, the price decreases are realized with smaller values. For this reason, it takes
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longer for the product price to decrease to the amounts that the buyers can pay. However, smaller price decreases increase the possibility of the seller to sell the product at
a higher price.
4.2

English Auction Experiments

Effects of Price Increase Strategy. In the following experiments, the parameters entered by the buyers in the English auction and the effects of the price increasing strategies they have chosen were examined. For this reason, auctions consisting of one seller
and three buyers were compared with different parameters.
Table 10. Seller Parameters of Experiment 11.

Starting Price
5 units

Auction Time
21 minutes

Minimum Accepted Price
75 units

Table 11. Buyer Parameters of Experiment 11.

Parameter
Buyer-1
Buyer-2
Buyer-3
Bid Frequency
3 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
Starting Bid
20
15
40
Maximum Bid
100
50
150
Increase Strategy Anxious
Anxious
Anxious
In the English type auction, when the buyers are programmed to bid periodically, they
make their bids according to their chosen strategy and bidding frequency. The periodic
bids of buyers to be given periodically are showed in Figure 8, their bids are accepted
or rejected according to the auction status. The auction ends when the auction reaches
the minimum price that the seller will accept. Auctioneer Agent only accepts bids that
are better than the best offer. The auction in the eleventh experiment showed in Table
18 and the buyer-3 won the auction with a price of 97 units. Also, the auction ended in
11 minutes.

Fig. 8. Bids of Buyers in Experiment 11.
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Table 12. Experiment 11 Bids.

Bid
Price
Bidder
1
17 units
Buyer-2
2
50 units
Buyer-3
3
54 units
Buyer-1
4
97 units
Buyer-3
In the twelfth experiment, in order to examine the effects of price increase strategies on
the auction sales price, the auction winner and the duration of the auction, all other
parameters were kept constant and the price-raising strategy of the buyer-3 was determined as frugal. The parameters of buyers and sellers are as in Table 13 and Table 14.
Table 13. Seller Parameters of Experiment 12.

Starting Price
5 units

Auction Time
21 minutes

Minimum Accepted Price
75 units

Table 14. Buyer Parameters of Experiment 12.

Parameter
Buyer-1
Buyer-2
Buyer-3
Bid Frequency
3 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
Starting Bid
20
15
40
Maximum Bid
100
50
150
Increase Strategy Anxious
Anxious
Frugal
Due to the fact that only buyer-3 made a change of strategy, the bids of buyer-3 were
formed according to time as in Figure 12. Since the buyer-3 chose frugal instead of
anxious as the auction method of auction, he increased his bids less early in the auction
and made higher increases towards the end. The auction lasted 15 minutes and the
buyer-1 won the auction with a price of 77 units. The bids accepted by the auctioneer
at the auction are as in Table 15.
Table 15. Experiment 12 Bids.

Bid
Price
Bidder
1
17 units
Buyer-2
2
41 units
Buyer-3
3
42 units
Buyer-1
4
46 units
Buyer-3
5
54 units
Buyer-1
6
55 units
Buyer-3
7
65 units
Buyer-1
8
72 units
Buyer-3
9
77 units
Buyer-1
In this experiment, although the maximum price was high, it was observed that the
buyer-3 lost the auction because he chose the frugal and also the auction time was extended. As a result of the experiment, it was seen that both the maximum price to be
paid by the buyer side and the strategy significantly affect the the auction.
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Fig. 9. Bids of Buyer-3 in Experiment 12.

In the thirteenth experiment, the parameters were kept the same as the previous experiment and an extra buyer was added to the auction. The added buyer was programmed
to bid 80 units 10 minutes before the end of the auction. The accepted proposals are
showen in Table 16.
Table 16. Experiment 13 Bids.

Bid
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Price
17 units
41 units
42 units
46 units
54 units
55 units
65 units
72 units
80 units

Bidder
Buyer-2
Buyer-3
Buyer-1
Buyer-3
Buyer-1
Buyer-3
Buyer-1
Buyer-3
Buyer-4

Effects of the Number of Buyers. The number of buyers does not affect the result of
English auction because buyers produce the bids independently from other buyers.
However, the added buyers have better strategy and budget than the other buyers, as in
the previous experiment, which enables them to win the auction.
Effects of the Auction End Time. In English auction, auction end date does not affect
the auction result as the auctions are terminated when the minimum price desired by
the seller. However, this time is insufficient when the buyers do not reach the minimum
price demanded by the seller until auction end time.
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4.3

Performance Experiments

Various performance tests have been carried out to measure the performance and scalability of the system. When measuring response times, the time before the sent ACL
message and the time after the return of ACL message was taken into account. In the
first stage, the response time of the server was measured by increasing the number of
users. When the number of users was increased up to 2000, it was observed that there
were no serious delays as shown in Table 17.
Table 17. Response Time of Server Agent.

Number of Users
500
1000
1500
2000
Response Time of Server
20 ms
23 ms
25 ms
29 ms
Next, the number of auction participants were increased and the response time of the
bid was measured by increasing the number of participants.
Table 18. Response Time of Auction Agent for Bid.

Number of Users
500
1000
1500
2000
Response Time of Auction 12 ms
15 ms
21 ms
25 ms
Finally, by increasing the number of auctions, the response of the auctions for users
who request to participate was measured.
Table 19. Response Time of Auction Agent for Participation.

Number of Auction
500
1000
1500
2000
Response Time of Auction 8 ms
13 ms
17 ms
21 ms
Thanks to JADE's fast ACL-messaging service, the system can tolerate a high number
of users, auctions and auction participants.

5

Result

In this study, a agent-based environment has been implemented in which users can automatically sell their products with the parameters of the English and Dutch Auction
methods only with the parameters they enter. Many options and strategies have been
presented and a flexible structure has been created in order to enable users to direct
their auctions as they wish. While designing the system, the system components were
represented by agents and four different types of agents were created: server, auctioneer, bidder, and gui. Each agent constitutes the main system by performing its own
specialized task and communicating with each other via messaging. As a result of the
experiments, it was observed that the system successfully performed the purchase and
sale transactions according to the user preferences, and the auction could be completed
in different ways according to the parameters and strategies entered. A distributed structure was created thanks to agent-based programming. By adding the necessary behaviors to the agents, it was ensured that they perform the necessary operations without
user intervention. For future work, the number of servers can be increased as it may
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become a bottleneck and communication with each server can be used. In addition,
different product sales methods and different strategies can be added for sales methods
to enrich user ‘s preference options.
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